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The Relationship of Socio-Economic Status and

Length/Medium of English Instruction with

Individual Differences and English

Proficiency in Pakistan

Prof. Schofield, P. and Dr. Mamuna, G.

A number of non-linguistic variables associated with learners themselves have

been a focus of researchers’ attention for many years now with respect to their

relationship with second or foreign language learning success. Often referred to as

‘individual differences’ (e.g. Ellis 1994, Skehan 1989), they include a range of cognitive,

affective and social-psychological variables, the most researched of those probably

being motivation. Work has progressed to the point where models are being proposed

of the interrelationships of such variables with each other and with outcome proficiency,

such as the PPP model (Wen and Johnson 1997), and the socio-educational model

(Gardner 1985, Gardner and MacIntyre 1992).

However, notable in its rarity of inclusion in studies of this type is social class (or

socio-economic status, SES). There are at least three possible reasons for this. It may

arise in part because many leading studies have been conducted in second language

learning situations which, though certainly not classless, do not exhibit gross extremes

of class-related differences between learners which might be seen as potentially affecting

learning – e.g. the Canadian and US studies of Gardner and his associates, though Van

der Keilen (1995) sees fit to control for it and Fazio and Stevens (1994) actually include

it. Language learning researchers cannot research ‘all’ personal variables associated

with individual learners: they are limitless. Naturally they focus on ones which common

sense or past research suggests might have an effect in the particular situation they are

concerned with. Having said that, studies such as that of Pierson et al. (1980) in Hong

Kong or Feenstra and Santos (1970) in the Philippines have also omitted SES as a

factor, even though the former recorded it and these are societies where it might well be

more relevant (and be related to medium of education as in our study). There has

perhaps been a ‘follow-my-leader’ syndrome at work, in that researchers have simply

replicated in new situations the studies of pioneers such as Gardner without rethinking

what variables might be relevant in the new ‘milieu’.

The present study is concerned with Pakistan, a society where even the casual

observer would notice that class, with its inseparable economic dimension, plays a

crucial role in almost all aspects of life. With respect to children learning English, upper

class parents have vastly more resources to devote, in terms of paying for schooling in

different schools (see below), buying English books and other resources (e.g. satellite

TV) for home use, and travel to English speaking countries. Above all, mostly upper

class parents speak English at home and with friends in certain circumstances, and

often at work, since the more prestigious jobs often involve the use of English, so for
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their children this is an English as a second (rather than foreign) language environment,

with plenty of exposure to the target language outside the instructional setting of

school, no doubt developing the BICS side of English proficiency (Cummins 1983). At

the other end of the spectrum, lower class parents have no money for any special

support in English, may only be semi-literate, and do not themselves know English:

their children encounter English only as a subject in school (i.e. a foreign language),

and may have to do forms of work out of school that limit the time they can spend on

homework etc. For these reasons one would expect a strong relationship between SES

and English language proficiency achieved by a child in his/her late teens.

Second, the neglect may be due to the distance of SES from the effect of interest

– language learning success. As Wen and Johnson (1997) and Ellis (1994) point out,

SES, like sex, is a variable whose effects, if it has any, are unlikely to be direct. One does

not generally imagine that a learner’s biological sex has any direct influence on their

language learning: rather any effect is via various mediating concomitants of that sex -

differential attitudes, interests, opportunities etc., largely dictated by society – which

we often sum up in the term ‘gender’. Similarly we would not probably imagine any

effect of SES as arising directly from that class categorisation itself, but from some

concomitants of SES in terms of opportunities, attitudes and so forth. It is of some

concern to our research to investigate what these might be, and whether its distance

from the effect of interest means it has therefore only a weak influence.

Finally, a factor in the neglect of SES could be its immutability. Researchers

interested in classroom-relevant research may pay more attention to variables which

have some likelihood of being ‘modifiable’ by teachers, parents or learners themselves

(e.g. Wen and Johnson 1997). Many of the more often studied attitudinal and affective

variables have this characteristic, while SES, though not genetically influenced in the

way that intelligence, language learning aptitude and a number of personality are, is of

course in many societies very difficult to alter. However, we are of the opinion that

there is no point in blinding ourselves to the effect of a variable simply for this reason:

in order to stay dry when we go out we will not only make sure we have an umbrella

(modifiable) but also consult the weather forecast for information on the weather

(unmodifiable).

There has of course been some recognition of the role of SES in SLA. Gardner

(1985) for example has the concept of ‘social milieu’, though it is broadly defined and

although claimed to influence the effects of variables closer to the outcome, such as

various attitudes and motivational orientations, has often played the role of a constant

rather than a variable in particular studies in particular settings. It refers more to the

overall social setting in which learning takes place rather than differentiating social

aspects of it such as SES to see their effects as variables.

More specifically Burstall (1975) found positive correlations between SES and

both achievement and attitudes among UK school children learning French. Skehan

(1990) in a more recent small scale study obtained a similar result. Olshtain et al. (1990)
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in a study a little nearer to our situation investigated 196 learners of L2 English in Israel

making a distinction between learners that were in socio-economic terms advantaged

and those that were disadvantaged. They too found a relationship with L2 achievement.

However, they were able to make more of a suggestion about the mechanism of the

effect of SES. They measured Cognitive Academic Level Proficiency (CALP) in L1

Hebrew, and found that this in fact also differed for the social groups and correlated

better with L2 achievement than motivation or various attitudes. CALP is a concept

derived from the work of Cummins (1983) and encapsulates the sort of language

knowledge and skills needed for academic work - predominantly reading and writing

where reference can be made to explicit knowledge – contrasted with the sort of abilities

needed for real time context-embedded oral communication (termed Basic Interpersonal

Communication Skills or BICS).  This study therefore suggests that the more socially

advantaged students did better in L2 by virtue of transferring their L1 CALP to L2

work, which was predominantly of the context-disembedded type. However, results

favouring the lower class have also been found (Fazio and Stevens 1994), in this case

explicable by the fact that the proficiency measured was more of the BICS than CALP

type.

Alongside variables associated with learners themselves, the instructional input

they receive is also widely regarded as a key factor in language learning. Many aspects

of this have been and are being researched, often at the micro level of what specific

types of task, materials, class organisation, presentation, feedback etc. provided by a

teacher have more or less beneficial effects on attitudes and/or success (e.g. Ellis

1994). However, often in studies of motivation and other individual differences it has

been a constant rather than a variable – a situation not true in Pakistan where we take

into account a macro dichotomy in instructional input. In Pakistan broadly learners

progress through one of two educational routes up to the stage when they attend

College, the level of students in this study (if they reach that stage at all). Either they go

to English medium school or Urdu medium. Each of those alternatives internally provides

a reasonably homogeneous but quite different learning experience with respect to

several key aspects of English.

Urdu medium schools are predominantly government schools, with very small

fees which almost everyone can afford, but with very limited resources (though

less so in private Urdu medium schools). In the government Urdu medium schools

English is started at age ten and taught purely as a subject within the English class

itself while in the private Urdu medium schools English is started from age 5 and is

taught again purely as a subject within the English class. English medium schools

are semi-governmental and all charge considerable fees to attend as well as selecting

students on the basis of an entrance exam. Facilities (e.g. books, audio-video) are

better than in the state schools, with teachers more often foreign-qualified, but

teaching methods are often very much the same and could be characterised as

CALP-oriented. However, the striking contrast is that English is begun from age

five as a compulsory subject and used widely in the teaching of all subjects in the
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school, not just in the English class. In fact some attenders of these schools would

have started English from as early as age 3 at nursery school. By College level (age

17+), the age of learner we are targeting, English is compulsory for all students

continuing their education.

It can be seen then that what we call ‘medium of instruction’ in Pakistan in

fact conflates a number of variables. It involves both medium, in the narrow sense

of how widely the target language is used in classes in all subjects in a school, and

length of instruction prior to age 16+, both affecting the amount and types of

exposure to English that students receive: here the greater amount of comprehensible

input in English medium schools should be a massive advantage (Krashen 1982),

as also the longer period of formal instruction (Long 1983), and the combinatin of

the two specially effective (Spada 1986, Gradman and Hanania 1991). The difference

is also one of the age of starting to learn, which has especially attracted research

attention as it is related to the issue of whether there is a critical period for starting

to learn a language before which the language may be learnt in a different way

psychologically. The age marking the end of the critical period is variously claimed

to be as low as age 6 (Long 1990) or as high as puberty (Scovel 1988) but in any

case this places Pakistani English medium students within the period and most

Urdu medium learners probably pass the end of it.  There are conflicting views and

findings on the benefits of the early start (Singleton 1989, Ellis 1994), and there is

some evidence that actually the later start is more beneficial in the context of formal

instruction and in the acquisition of CALP (e.g. Burstall 1975, Harley 1986, Cummins

and Nakajima 1987). Finally, the medium variable overlaps the state-private

dichotomy since English medium schools are of the latter type and Urdu medium

more the former, though not exclusively. This distinction has rarely been studied

though where it has in other countries the advantage is to the private sector, not

necessarily due to superior teaching methods but rather better facilities and smaller

classes (Scholfield and Gitsaki 1996).

Though our prime interest was in SES and medium of education, as argued above

we wished also to consider a representative range of other ID variables which might be

expected to be relevant in Pakistan and interrelate with those. We selected a set of

twelve variables falling in the area of motivation, attitude and affect, drawing on the

experience of previous studies, especially those of the Gardner tradition (e.g. Anisfeld

and Lambert 1961, Spolsky 1969, Gardner and Lambert 1972, Teitelbaum et al. 1975,

Muchnick and Wolfe 1981, Pierson et al. 1980) including those few conducted in the

same region (Pakistan - Mansoor 1993, Bangla Desh – Haque 1989, India – Lukmani

1972).

Motivation as a general psychological concept is often defined with some notion

of effort at its core, so we wanted to assess this: arguably any effects of instruction or

of SES-related attitudes will have an impact on learning and consequent proficiency

via the effort put in. This variable is often referred to as motivational intensity in

language learning research, though in fact the focus of language motivation researchers’
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attention has traditionally been far more on the reasons for learning languages (Gardner

1985). Among these we included the two very general reasons which loom large -

instrumental and integrative orientations (Gardner and Lambert 1959, Clément, Gardner

and Smythe 1977). The former concerns functional reasons for learning, such as to

follow a career where the language is required, to pass exams, facilitate foreign travel

etc. while the latter concerns interest in and desire to become more like members of the

target language community. While the limitation of orientations to just these two

undifferentiated types has received considerable criticism (Clément and Kruidenier

1983, Chihara and Oller 1978, Oxford and Shearin 1994, Dörnyei 1994), and studies

particularly using open-ended and interview formats rather than closed item

questionnaires have uncovered reasons for learning that do not fall clearly in either of

those types, these two suited our purpose for two reasons. First, these two retain a firm

place in more recent theoretical formulations (e.g. Dörnyei 1994), and many of the other

reasons for learning that have been identified are unlikely to be particularly dependent

on SES – e.g. liking the teacher, thinking the language an easy subject to take, or

having an intrinsic interest in the types of activities done in class. Furthermore, they

have often been uncovered in studies of students choosing or not to continue studying

an L2, a choice which does not exist in our situation (e.g. Ramage 1990, Ushioda 1993).

Second, including these two orientations afforded the opportunity to throw further

light on the contested issue of which orientation is most related to successful language

learning. Though early work in Canada suggested that integrative orientation produced

the better results (Gardner and Lambert 1972), other contexts where integration is less

of a real possibility have shown an advantage for the instrumental orientation, e.g. the

Philippines (Feenstra and Santos 1970) India (Lukmani 1972) and Hungary (Dörnyei

1990).

Apart from the above we also targeted two other variables widely included

within the definition of the construct of motivation or seen as strongly associated

with it (desire to learn English and attitude to learning English). Beyond that we

included the following set often previously claimed or found to affect proficiency

(some on occasion defined as part of motivation) and likely to be SES related

(unlike, for example, cognitive and personality variables such as language learning

aptitude, intelligence, field dependence and so forth) making a set of 12 ID variables

in all: attitude to English speaking people, interest in foreign languages, English

class anxiety, need for achievement, parental encouragement, cultural identity,

ethnocentrism (the last three are most recently seen as part of the social milieu by

Gardner, though since we studied them as learner perceptions, we treat them as

IDs).

Research questions

These can be summarised as following:

What is the relationship between SES and length/medium of instruction on the one

hand, and English language proficiency on the other?
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What is the relationship between a range of 12 learner ID variables (described above)

and English language proficiency?

What is the relationship between SES and length/medium of instruction on the one

hand and a range of 12 ID variables on the other?

For the first research question we could predict, as argued above, that higher SES

and English medium schooling should be related to greater English proficiency. For the

second research question we hypothesised that relationships would be found parallel

with those predominantly found in past studies in other situations – i.e. positive

relationships for all except for English class anxiety for which the relationship could

well be negative (MacIntyre and Gardner 1991, Krashen 1982), as also for ethnocentrism

and cultural identity, variables that are in some respects antipathetic to integrativeness

(Ellis 1994, but contrast Pierson et al. 1980). However we could hypothesise little about

the relationship between SES and length/type of instruction on the one hand and the

12 IDs on the other.

Methodology
Subjects

250 Pakistani students participated, but due to incomplete responses in the end the

data from 217 was able to be included. Participants were almost all Muslim, speakers of

a variety of related Indo-European first languages and Urdu, the national language and

language of education other than English. They were aged 17 or slightly older and

studying at eight colleges in Lahore (Kinnaird  College for Women, Lahore College for

Women, Baghbanpura College for Women, Islamia College for Women, Islamia College

for Boys, LUMS, Lahore. Government College for Boys, Lahore, Dial Singh College,

Lahore). The colleges were chosen so as to obtain a sample including more or less

equal numbers of males and females, and of the three SES levels identified (see below),

and to fully reflect the spectrum of the student English learner population of a major

city in Pakistan, both from an English and Urdu medium educational background. The

age was chosen so as to involve students who were mature enough to respond sensibly

to the items in the questionnaire, and who had learnt English for long enough for the

explanatory variables of interest to be able to show some effect on proficiency. The

make-up of the sample is shown in table 1.

Table 1. Composition of the sample of student subjects

Lower class Middle class Upper class

Male Female Male Female Male Female

40 32 30 47 32 36

Urdu English Urdu English Urdu English

medium medium medium medium medium medium

71 1 52 25 0 68
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Instruments for quantifying the Variables

English Language Proficiency

This was measured in three ways: by administering a past Cambridge First

Certificate exam (1995) and a cloze test (Lapkin and Swain 1977), and from the scores

they had obtained in the most recent Intermediate Annual Examination in English

which the subjects had taken (covering composition, grammar, translation and set

texts). On submitting the scores from all these to a principle components analysis, one

component emerged overwhelmingly underlying all these measures, accounting for

64% of the variance. Hence, it was felt justified for further computation to employ the

standardised factor score of each subject on that one component as an overall measure

of their relative English proficiency (running between approximately –2 and +2, with

Mean = 0 and SD = 1).

Socio-economic Status (SES)

No standard instrument for determining SES in Pakistan was available, so after

consultation with a local sociologist subjects were categorised into three classes,

upper, middle and lower, based on a set of specially made indices of the type commonly

used in social science research. This comprised parents’ educational level, father’s

occupation and salary (since few mothers proved to have paid jobs), and district of

residence, information about which was elicited via questionnaire. The classification

of occupations used reflected the realities of Pakistan rather than of western countries

where standard classifications exist: e.g. farmers, street vendors, drivers and white-

washers counted as lower class; school teachers, small business men, accountants

and welfare workers were treated as middle class; army officers, doctors, pilots and

civil servants were regarded as upper class. Place of residence was also used because

in cities in Pakistan it is generally easy to identify distinct areas occupied by people of

different socio-economic levels.

Length/medium of English Education

As described above, length and medium of English education form an inseparable

nexus in Pakistan, and this was recorded for each subject as a dichotomous

categorisation: English medium or Urdu medium schooling. This was determined via a

questionnaire question.

Motivation, Attitude and other Individual Difference Variables

The twelve ID variables were measured using inventories of multiple choice or 5 point

Likert rating scale items derived ultimately from the Attitude and Motivation Test Battery

(Gardner 1985, Gardner and MacIntyre 1993) and other studies such as Mansoor (1992),

Lukmani (1972), translated into Urdu and modified after piloting. A translation-back-

translation procedure described by Brislin and Lonner (1973) was used to ensure the validity

of the translation. An example of an adaptation to local conditions is the addition of the
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following item to the motivational intensity inventory: ‘I go to the British Council or American

Centre to borrow English books: a. very often, b. occasionally, c. never.’

Integrative orientation (reference group: English speaking Pakistanis). Eight

items concerned with respondents’ English learning goals associated with acquaintance

with or assimilation to English speaking Pakistanis in ideas and status. The local

population of second language English speaking Pakistanis was chosen as a more

relevant reference group for learners in Pakistan than native English speakers from the

UK or USA, who are remote and unfamiliar to many in Pakistan. English speaking

Pakistanis are most analogous to the French speaking Canadians in Gardner’s studies

of learners of French, in being the obvious local group speaking the target language.

However, there are many differences which illustrate the strong relativity to particular

situations of notions such as integrativeness.  In Pakistan it must be noted that this

group is best characterised as second language English, or bilingual, rather than native

speakers of or dominant in the target language. Furthermore, this group is differentiated

socially rather than just linguistically: its members are in fact the upper class of our

study. Third, though English is an official language of Pakistan along with Urdu, the

culture of the country is not predominantly English, but Muslim.

Instrumental Orientation. Eight items covering respondents’ utilitarian English

learning goals such as for: career, university study, travel, exams.

Motivational Intensity. Nine items focussed on the effort the learner claims to

expend on learning English, in terms of home study time, volunteering in class, going

over marked assignments etc. Persistence was not a relevant issue since these subjects

had no choice but to continue studying English.

Desire to Learn English. Eight items mostly relating to choices a respondent

would hypothetically make with respect to English (e.g. ‘If I had the opportunity to

watch an English play, I would: a. definitely go, b. go only if I had nothing else to do, c.

not go’).

Attitude to Learning English. Ten items, half positively worded, half negatively,

rating learners’ interest in and liking for learning English.

Attitude to English Speaking People. Five items rating English people in the West for

honesty etc. They caused some problems especially to lower class students who

commented that they had never met such people; however they seemed able to respond

on the basis of seeing such people in films or on TV, so this variable was retained. For

them English is an FL, and this reference group is as unfamiliar as for Dörnyei’s (1990)

subjects.

Parental encouragement, both Active and Passive (Gardner 1968), as perceived

by learner. Ten items covering respondents’ ratings of parents’ attitudes to their children

learning English, concrete rewards given for success, and actual support in terms of

supplying English books at home or personally helping with English.
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English Class Anxiety. Five items concerned with respondents’ nervousness speaking

English  in class.

Interest in Foreign Languages. Ten items concerned with respondents’ desire to

know other languages. That implicitly includes English.

Cultural Identity. Five items focussed on how far respondents feel that speaking

English makes a person less of a Pakistani. In fact this is more a measure of the perceived

cultural threat of English, than of what cultural identity per se the respondents claim for

themselves.

Ethnocentrism. Ten items. Some concern respondents’ perceived threat of foreign

influences to Pakistani culture and values, others concern loyalty to family and the like.

They do not refer to English by name.

Need for Achievement. Ten items concerned with respondents’ claimed dedication

to doing any task to the highest possible standards.

An alpha reliability analysis performed on the responses to each set of items

which supposedly collectively measures a single variable produced high values for all

variables (±>.7) except for ethnocentrism (±=.63). The last could be because the

ethnocentrism items, though taken over from other studies, did not appear to form an

entirely natural set, though by the standards of other published studies this is also

acceptably high (e.g. the alphas in Wen and Johnson 1997 range from .42 to a maximum

of .7).

Though criticisms are often made of questionnaires as instruments to measure

attitudes and the like (e.g. Oller 1981, Scholfield 1995), we feel the construct validity of

the instrument is not only inherited from the work of others (Gardner and Tremblay

1994) but also supported by the fact that on specific items where it was well known

what the response should be we did in fact obtain that response. e.g. no lower class

students claimed to have parents who spoke to them in English and very few claimed

parents who helped them with English homework.

Procedure

All instruments were administered in class time with the cooperation of the class

teachers. However students were assured that their responses would remain confidential,

were for research purposes only, and would not be made available to their teacher. The

researcher was available to answer any queries from respondents.

Results

What is the relationship between SES and length/medium of instruction on the

one hand, and English language proficiency on the other?
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Instruction type is in fact highly predictable from SES in our sample, as common

experience would lead us to expect (lambda with instruction dependent = .723, p<.001).

In fact the upper class students exclusively go to English medium schools, with all that

entails, but hardly any lower class students do. Consequently stepwise multiple

regression was used to ascertain if these two variables have both a collective and

independent effect on the DV proficiency. In fact together they account for 88.2% of

the variance in proficiency (F=797, p<.001). Furthermore, they both emerge as

independent factors in the stepwise procedure. SES emerges as the stronger predictor

(beta = .821, t= 21.1). Medium comes second (beta=-.143, t=-3.7). From figure 1 we can

see that the effects are as expected, with higher SES and English medium yielding

higher proficiency (the sole lower class English medium student is omitted here as it

would otherwise be misleading).

We do learn two new things, however. First we find that SES is the dominant

factor above medium of instruction, in contrast with Fazio and Stevens (1994) who in a

different situation found the effect of SES wiped out by that of school. While the

general result, that higher class students do better on proficiency of the CALP type,

following formal instruction, matches those of Burstall (1975) and Olshtain et al. (1990),

the fact that the advantages associated with SES outweigh those associated with the

type of school and length of instruction is quite a remarkable result for a variable

generally neglected in the EFL and SLA literature, though of course it may be a feature

of the Pakistani teaching/learning situation not to be found in all such situations. Prima

facie it is due to the better material resources to aid English, and the partly English

speaking home environment associated with higher class homes. It may even reflect a

general advantage from the point of view of formal schooling of the type of language

experienced in the home in any of the languages spoken there (Bernstein 1972). However,

we will explore below how all the other explanatory variables of our study may connect

with this.

Secondly we learn that the type of school nevertheless does have an

independent influence on outcome proficiency, despite being strongly associated

with SES. This supports our expectation that length of instruction, quality of school

facilities and amount of exposure in school generally have an effect (consistent

with Gradman and Hanania 1991). Though we cannot throw any definitive light on

the issue of the critical period, since age of starting is confounded with other

factors in our study, this does not agree with the studies that give an advantage to

later starters (e.g. Burstall 1975). We speculate that any such effect is submerged

by the fact that the early starters mostly attend better equipped schools and get

wider exposure to the language in school than do the later starters, as well as many

of them getting more exposure at home, being of higher SES. Thus the possible

consideration that ‘formal learning environments do not provide learners with the

amount of exposure needed for the age advantage of young learners to emerge’

(Ellis 1994: 489) which perhaps applied in the study of Burstall does not apply in
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English medium schools in Pakistan.

Figure 1. Relationship between SES, medium of instruction and English Proficiency.

EMBED StaticEnhancedMetafile
What is the relationship between a range of 12 ID variables and English language

proficiency?
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Table 2. Pearson correlations of 12 ID variables  with each other and with English

Proficiency.

From the correlation matrix table 2 we can see that four of the five variables

usually seen as most intimately associated with the concept of motivation all correlate

strongly positively and significantly with proficiency (i.e. integrative orientation,

motivational intensity, desire to learn English and attitude to learning English). This is

as we would expect from previous research.

The exception is instrumental orientation whose correlation is much lower, though

still significant at the .05 level. If we deconstruct the variable and look at the relationship

between the responses for individual items and SES, we find this result is largely due to

there being a significant positive relationship only for one item of the eight used to

measure instrumental orientation, the one that related to English being the language of

the respondent’s future career (r =.265, p<.001). The other items correlate with r<.12

non-significantly. Furthermore, this item is also the only one of the eight which correlates

markedly with SES (r =.242, p<.001), since of course this goal is only really available as

a reality to the upper class and some members of the middle class in Pakistan. It therefore

may be interpreted as achieving a significant relationship with proficiency purely

indirectly through it being a higher class goal, and as we have seen class in itself
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strongly related to proficiency.

These results are of course independent of the overall levels of the variables

recorded. As a % of the maximum score available to attain, in fact instrumental scores

the highest (86.6%), with the other four scoring in the middle sixties. This shows that

overall these learners had high instrumental orientation: it was just not related so

strongly to successful learning as measured by outcome proficiency as were the other

variables. Superficially this supports the view that has in the past at times been promoted

that integrative orientation is more effective in promoting foreign language learning

than instrumental orientation (Gardner and Lambert 1959). However, we will explore

this result further in relation to SES and medium below. Furthermore it is counter to the

result of Lukmani (1972) who found in Mumbai (Bombay) a stronger effect of instrumental

orientation than of integrative: this cannot be explained entirely by the different SES

composition of her Marathi-medium educated sample, which corresponded most closely

with our Urdu medium students, but may be due to location and time and the fact that

they were all female. The result is also contrary to Haque (1989), who found instrumental

orientation to correlate more strongly than integrative with proficiency, though this

may be explained by the fact that the reference group for the integrativeness was not

local English speaking Balgladeshis, and his sample was all Bengali-medium educated.

However, our finding is similar to Mansoor (1993) in the same location as ours, with

similar subjects. Even in quite close studies, then, we may echo Clément and Kruidenier:

‘It is probable that contextual or “cultural” factors have contributed in producing the

conflicting results obtained in studies of orientations’ (1983: 276)

The core motivational elements of attitude to learning English and desire to learn

English attitudes also correlated strongly with proficiency, as predicted by many past

studies in widely varying situations (e.g. Gardner 1985, Burstall 1975, Haque 1989).

Of the four other English-related variables, parental encouragement to learn English

also recorded a high and significant positive correlation with proficiency, attesting to

the value of this in Pakistani society.  Scores were generally higher for items related to

parental attitudes than actual help, though the best correlation for an individual item

was related to the latter (‘My parents communicate with me in English’), showing the

benefit of active and not just passive parental involvement (cf. Gardner 1985). Class

anxiety, though overall lower than most other variables (mean 57.5%), as expected was

negatively related to proficiency: higher anxiety goes with lower proficiency, showing

that confidence is a key part of language learning. Attitude to English people in the

West has a much weaker positive relationship possibly due to the lack of direct familiarity

of many of the respondents with members of this reference group, and the fact that it

was the people rather than the language that was being evaluated. Indeed this points

to how crucial to one’s results is the choice of reference group for the measurement of

attitudes and integrativeness, in situations like this where more than one English
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speaking community is potentially available. Finally cultural identity, whose items were

worded in terms of the perceived threat of English to the respondent’s Pakistani identity,

has a strong negative relationship as expected, though the actual level of threat perceived

was one of the higher results (mean  70.4%).

Finally, of the three more general explanatory variables only interest in foreign

languages exhibited a strong correlation, perhaps because the main foreign language

which respondents would have had in mind would be English (and indeed the mean

score of 65.6% was almost identical with that for attitude to learning English 64.4%).

Ethnocentrism and need for achievement both had virtually zero relationship with

proficiency. The former result is perhaps due to the fact that many of the items in the

inventory related to family values rather than ethnocentrism in the most obvious sense,

and the scale was low in reliability. The second is maybe due to the fact that this

variable is general, not specific to language, though it has been prominent in other

studies (e.g. Dörnyei 1990).

What is the relationship between SES and length/medium of instruction on the

one hand and a range of 12 ID variables on the other in their effect on proficiency?

Here we attempt to see the interplay between our two key explanatory variables,

SES and medium of instruction, and the set of 12 variables related to motivation, attitude

etc., and so gain a clearer picture of why the former have the effect they do.

One common approach to this is to assume no explanatory-dependent distinction

among the variables and simply submit them to factor analysis. i.e. we assume that

proficiency could affect orientation and so on as much as the other way round: this is

plausible for many pairs but not typically ones involving SES or medium. If we do this,

regardless of whether we include proficiency with the 12 variables, or SES and medium,

we always obtain one very clearly dominant factor on the scree plot. Putting in all

fifteen variables on equal terms, we merely reveal that this one factor accounts for

56.1% of the variance. All the variables are loaded on this one factor with values more

extreme than ±.77 except for need for achievement and ethnocentrism (approximately 0)

and attitude to English people in the West (.344) and instrumental orientation (.188).

These four are indeed the variables that stand out in Table 2 as less well intercorrelated

with the others. If on the other hand we choose to select and rotate the four factors

with eigenvalues greater than 1, thus accounting for 78.5% of the variance, we merely

end up with most variables, including proficiency, heavily loaded on the first factor,

and the above four loaded on one or other of the other factors. This demonstrates that

eight of the twelve ID variables pull together with SES and medium of instruction in

their relationship with proficiency. To reveal more, it therefore seemed more informative

to assume proficiency to be the dependent variable potentially explained by the rest

and use stepwise multiple regression analysis to illuminate what is going on.
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First of all, though we saw above that ten of the twelve variables were related to

proficiency when considered separately, if we take into account their intercorrelations

and enter them in a stepwise multiple regression analysis along with SES and medium,

we find that once again SES and medium come out as the dominant factors. The

procedure goes only to a third step where it includes parental encouragement, which

only narrowly beats motivational intensity for inclusion. After that no further variables

have any significant independent relationship with proficiency. This is once again a

remarkable indication of the power of SES in the Pakistani learning situation.  In fact

SES alone accounts for 87.4% of the variance in proficiency and the three variables

together cover 88.5% (F=549, p<.001).

However, in order to see what is going on we need to tease apart the reasons for

this. If a variable gets excluded in a stepwise regression it is broadly either because it

has no relationship with the DV, which we have seen is true of ethnocentrism and need

for achievement, which we will not consider further, or because it has a relationship

with the DV only by virtue of being related to other variables, already picked out by the

stepwise procedure for their stronger relationship with the DV. It is this last consideration

which clearly drives out most of our variables.

In fact if we examine the partial correlation information in the tables of excluded

variables from the multiple regression we see that once SES is included on the first

step, three of the variables central to the concept of motivation - integrative orientation,

desire to learn English and attitude to learning English - are heavily affected. When

their correlation with SES is discounted their relationship with proficiency falls below

.1. i.e. they are strongly correlated with SES and so have no independent relationship

with proficiency once SES is included. This matches Burstall (1975) though the cultural

situations and reasons are different. It is entirely explicable since we have seen that the

upper class in Pakistan is a second language English speaking community. Hence

integrative orientation for upper class learners is in effect the goal to integrate with

their own social group which of course will be exceedingly strong, given the normal

social forces of solidarity. In fact the mean integrative orientation score for the upper

class is way greater than that for the other two classes, which are differentiated by a

much smaller margin (upper: 35.2; middle: 22.5; lower: 20.0; max 40). Similarly, their

attitude to learning English and desire to learn English will be strongly positive since

being able to speak English fluently is a clear social marker of the prestige group to

which they belong, though here the middle class means are closer to those of the upper

class than to those of the lower class. This all perhaps throws light on the social

aspirations of the middle class: they appear to have attitudes and desires with respect

to English nearly as strong as those of the upper class, but cannot realistically aspire

to integrate with that class. By contrast the lower class learns English entirely as a

foreign language and is so socially distanced as to have no aspirational reasons for

such strong favourable attitudes to learning English. Among the other variables, attitude
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to English people in the West, cultural identity and English class anxiety all also fall

below .1 in their partial correlation with proficiency on the first step showing they too

are closely related, positively or negatively, with SES. Once again this can be readily

explained from the nature of the SES in Pakistan. The upper class par excellence have

the disposable money to travel to English speaking countries and meet English native

speakers and so develop favourable attitudes to them. And being members of an

English speaking elite within Pakistan, they are not likely to see English as a threat to

their Pakistani identity. For them, learning English would be moving towards a state of

additive bilingualism (Lambert 1974). Finally, the experience of speaking English at

home and often being in an English speaking situation will make them confident when

speaking also in class. The lower class is of course the opposite in all these ways with

the middle class somewhere in between, though on all these three variables the middle

class means are very close to those of the lower class with the upper class clearly

distinct.

On the second step, when medium of instruction is included, the variables left

with highest independent relationship with proficiency are motivational intensity and

parental encouragement (partial correlations .179 and .181). Since the latter is marginally

greater, it gets picked and the former, being heavily correlated with it, gets excluded.

This testifies both to the strong relationship of the effort these respondents claim to

put into learning with the amount of encouragement they get from their parents (cf.

Gardner et al. 1999 in Canada), rather than with any other aspect such as orientation or

anxiety, and to the fact that both these are somewhat independent of the type of school

or SES (despite parental encouragement being also strongly related to SES). Possibly

this ultimately reflects the strength of family structure in Pakistan and the attention

children pay to their parents, not always paralleled in the West. There is a parallel with

the result of Jiyono and Johnstone (1983) who, also in a far Eastern context, found

parental encouragement in various forms a strong predictor of language proficiency, in

fact leaving no further variance explained by SES, albeit the L2 was not English, but the

standard language of Indonesia.

The variable left with most chance of inclusion at the end of the procedure is

interest in foreign languages (p=.068). In the account above the one maverick variable

left out which we need to comment on is instrumental orientation. The way this operates

in our subjects can best be seen graphically in contrast with integrative orientation

which, as we have seen, is strongly related to SES.
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Figure 2. Relationship between SES, integrative orientation and English proficiency.

Figure 3. Relationship between SES, instrumental orientation and English proficiency.

It is very apparent from the diagonal spread of figure 2 that integrative orientation

relates positively with English proficiency, and that this follows SES which also correlates
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with English proficiency. In graph 3 however, the more vertical pattern with some

visible ceiling effect shows that all SESes tend to high scores for instrumental orientation

(max 40), conflicting with the view that ‘the less contact there is between the learners

and the target language community… the more likely the learners are to display an

instrumental orientation’ (Hotho and Reimann 1998:132). However this does not relate

so well with English proficiency since near maximum scores for strength of instrumental

orientation can correspond to proficiency scores from the lowest to the highest. Clearly

in this context having strong practical reasons for learning English is a feature of all

classes, but it is only those of higher SES who are able to turn this into achievement of

higher English proficiency. It is also noticeable that instrumental orientation correlates

only poorly with motivational intensity (r=.124, p=.068), or indeed with many of the

other relevant ID variables (contrast the correlation of integrative orientation with

motivational intensity: r=.66, p<.001). This suggests that instrumentality does not

translate even into strong positive attitudes or effort expended on learning and

consequent proficiency, unless integrative orientation and its concomitants are present

as well.

Overall, then, we find that although all our fourteen explanatory variables are

strongly correlated with each other, bar instrumental orientation, ethnocentrism and

need for achievement, it is possible to isolate empirically three distinct kinds of property

with some independent power to predict outcome English proficiency (though we must

of course hold back from categorically saying they cause it). First and strongest there

is SES which is intimately connected with integrative orientation and a range of attitudes

closely or distantly allied to motivation and also to English class anxiety. Second there

is length/medium of instruction. Third there is parental encouragement, which has a

more intimate connection with motivational intensity in its contribution to proficiency.

We can summarise the model that we arrived at empirically as in Figure 4. However,

that had been arrived from a statistical procedure in which all the explanatory variables

were entered in one block in a stepwise multiple regression, with the sole assumption

that proficiency is dependent, and without regard for any logical dependencies of one

explanatory variable with another or any hypothesised causal order.  For example,

conceptually one might have expected integrative orientation as well as parental

encouragement to contribute to intensity. Now, given the existence of models in this

area which include many of our variables and incorporate predictions about causal

order and relative distance from outcome proficiency (e.g. Wen and Johnson 1997,

Gardner 1985), we decided to test our findings against such a model, using the block

entry stepwise regression technique (cf. Jiyono and Johnstone 1983, Fazio and Stevens

1994). In this technique one forces explanatory variables (singly or in groups) into the

regression procedure for consideration of the significance of their effect on the dependent

variable in a fixed order, working back from those supposed to have the most direct

impact on it to those supposed to be more distant (and so in principle less strongly

related to the dependent variable). If the model (instantiated here as the order of entry)

is supported, then the amount of variance explained by those variables picked for
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inclusion should go steadily down as each block of variables is added, reflecting a

principle that variables more indirect in their effect have a weaker effect. We tried

various models with similar results. A typical one which we believe is consistent with

much of the literature and especially Gardner, Tremblay and Masgoret (1997) would

regard effort (motivational intensity) as closest to learning and hence outcome

proficiency, so tested in the first block. This is usually seen as directly influenced by

the core attitudes desire to learn English and attitude to learning, and by anxiety. At

next remove come the orientations together with two other attitudes – one related to

languages more widely, the other to English more widely. After those come any other

learner variables included, and finally environmental factors such as SES.

Table 3. The degree to which variance in English proficiency is accounted for by 14

explanatory variables tested in decreasing order of hypothesised directness of causal

connection.

We can see here that the total variance explained is virtually the same as that by

our empirical three-predictor model above, only a wider range of variables get included

as responsible. Forcing the order of consideration of explanatory variables to follow an

order of supposed directness of effect means that intensity, anxiety and various attitudes

that got excluded in our analysis now get included, and indeed accord closely with
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accounts of integratively motivated situations elsewhere, although integrative

orientation itself gets forced out by the prior inclusion of strongly correlated variables

like desire to learn English. However, they do not account for so much variance that

SES, medium and parental encouragement, all forced to be considered later, have no

additional explanatory power of their own. In fact it is remarkable that while the added

% of variance explained by each block of variables decreases as one would expect with

increasing distance over blocks 1-4, confirming the model, in the last block SES accounts

for a massive leap in the % accounted for. This reversal remains a feature of the result

even if, for example, medium of instruction is forced to be entered first before motivation,

more in line with the model of Gardner and MacIntyre (1992) rather than the PPP model

which puts institutional variables at a distance.

We are therefore driven to the conclusion either that the principle that variables

more indirectly linked to a dependent variable have weaker effect is wrong, or that

models which place SES at the furthest distance from proficiency are wrong, at least for

Pakistan. This is not a result that has been observed as far as we know in other studies

including SES and using multiple regression (e.g. Cummins et al. 1990, Jiyono and

Johnstone 1983). We interpret it as a sign that in Pakistan SES primarily has its effect

more than just as an influence on attitudes and parental roles, but also more directly in

the form of degree of informal exposure to the target language (which we did not

measure separately), this factor being in some models (e.g. Gradman and Hanania 1991,

Gardner and MacIntyre 1992) placed close to outcome proficiency. The comparison

with Fazio and Stevens (1994) is instructive: in their Canadian study SES had an effect

also in part put down to concomitant exposure, the difference being that it was lower

class that had greater exposure and affect BICS. This demonstrates again how wider

aspects of the social milieu can affect even the way a variable such as SES behaves.

Further Exploration

In a further exploration of the data we included sex as a variable. This proved to

alter nothing of what has been described above, as it had no significant overall

relationship with English proficiency (contrary to other studies in other situations e.g.

Wen and Johnson 1997, Burstall 1975, Sung and Padilla 1998), nor with any other of our

variables except instrumental orientation (t=196, p<.001). Males had considerably

stronger instrumental reasons for learning English related to future jobs, university

study and travel abroad. This is explicable given the nature of Pakistani society, with

the wide expectation that, despite the prominence of women in a few professions such

as teaching, women are not destined to pursue careers in which English would be a

relevant feature. It matches a result in quite a different situation (Ludwig 1983) but

conflicts with Abu-Rabia and Feuerverger (1996) who found instead that Canadian-

Arab females had higher integrative orientation to learn English than males and

Muchnick and Wolfe (1981) who found females more positive on a wide range of

attitude and motivation variables. As we could anticipate from the discussion earlier,

males’ stronger instrumentality appears to make no overall difference to their English

achievement (but see below).
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Since SES emerged as such a dominant factor, we also explored how far the

picture above differed for each SES separately. A stepwise multiple regression including

the 12 variables plus sex entered as one block demonstrated some differences. Once

SES and medium are excluded, the outcome English proficiency of the upper class is

predicted significantly only by integrative orientation, showing that this does have

some predictive force even within this class. English class anxiety comes close to

inclusion, perhaps showing that for this group this variable is the most independent of

the tight-knit and SES dependent constellation of other integrative and attitude

variables. Anxiety is more purely affective in nature than any other of the variables we

included, and perhaps the most genuinely individual and dependent on the specific

personality of a student more than their SES. For the middle class with SES and medium

excluded nothing else emerges as significant.

For the lower class interestingly sex and integrative orientation are selected, with

males achieving higher outcome proficiency than females. This contrasts with the more

common finding in other contexts that females are better language learners (e.g. Burstall

1975). One might have thought that perhaps this would be due to differential parental

encouragement, with a culture-related favouring of male children (Mansoor 1993), but

in fact the scores of males and female are very similar for this in the working class

group. Rather it is instrumental orientation, as we saw above, which correlates with sex

to produce this effect. So we can say that although job, university and travel-related

reasons for learning English seem to play a very weak role in fostering English

proficiency for the group considered as a whole, they do have a subsidiary gender-

dependent role within the working class. This constitutes the only crumb of support

we can find for the view that for FL learners instrumental orientation may be more

potent whereas for SL learners (upper class in our study) it will be integrative (Dörnyei

1990).

Conclusion

In part this study has confirmed what the casual observer familiar with Pakistan

would have expected to be the case from the start. For all the manifold reasons mentioned

earlier, SES has an overwhelming effect on English learning success in Pakistan, as

does, to a lesser extent, the type of school attended. As with all our results we cannot

glibly generalise this to learning situations round the world: our findings may well be

specific to the social and cultural milieu in Pakistan, and of course are constrained by

the choice of variables we made for inclusion in the study. However, several aspects of

the findings have import for SLA research.

First, in particular, it is notable that a variable as ‘far back’ from the learning

processes of learners as SES is in any model one might draw up (e.g. Wen and Johnson

1997, Gardner 1985) nevertheless dominates the effects of variables usually regarded

as more directly connected to effort, learning and so outcome proficiency (e.g.

motivational orientations, class anxiety) while another such variable, sex, has little

effect. If we had not measured SES and medium of instruction, we would of course have
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tended to put down the development of higher proficiency just to the ‘usual suspects’

of integrative motivation, various attitudes and so on. However, our study shows how

misleading such conclusions can be. There is no support for the view cited by Ellis ‘the

relationship between the social/cultural milieu and L2 proficiency …. is an indirect one,

whereas that between integrative motivation and proficiency is more direct and,

therefore, stronger’ (1994: 237). In Pakistan the effects of the latter are very likely

themselves explained best by SES. It is this background, almost entirely of birth, that is

largely responsible for the degree of a learner’s integrative orientation, favourable

attitudes, low anxiety etc. which lead to proficiency. Furthermore, there is no guarantee

that it is those that primarily mediate to produce the higher English proficiency rather

than the other concomitants of SES – such as the facilities and opportunities with

respect to English in the home, creating an additional world of uninstructed input for

upper class learners.

Second it is remarkable that despite the strong relationship of SES with medium of

instruction, and so with starting age and length of English education, medium, roughly

equivalent to exposure to formal instruction, does still emerge as having an independent

effect, dominating the effects of all the remaining variables included. This effect in

favour of an early start emerges despite some previous evidence to the contrary. With

respect the Gardner’s socio-educational model (1985), this could be seen as emphasising

the independent role of the ‘formal learning context’ which is one of the components

recognised in that model. However, our finding that parental encouragement constitutes

a third major independent factor prompts greater prominence to this in models such as

Gardner’s where this is seen largely as an intermediary element between the social

milieu and attitudes. This does not of course invalidate that model, any more than does

our finding with respect to the strength of SES, since it is seen as anyway ‘continually

undergoing change and development, as new relevant information is uncovered’ (Gardner

and Tremblay 1994: 525).

Third, with respect to the debate over the relative advantages of instrumental or

integrative orientations, we clearly find in favour of integrative orientation, or perhaps

the combination of both. However, for the reasons just stated, we have to interpret

such a finding with new caution. Given the strong and dominant relationship of SES

with integrativeness, we argue that the stronger relationship between integrative

orientation and proficiency than that between instrumental orientation and proficiency

that we find may in this study not be entirely due to the inherent motivational power of

those goals subsumed under the notion of integrativeness, and their impact on effort,

and on consequent learning, as other studies often assume. Rather it my be due to the

already mentioned other advantages associated with higher SES and the fact that the

reference group for integrative orientation is the upper class, rather than any group

distinct from all the learners being considered. However, this argument must be tempered

by the finding that within the lower class considered separately integrative orientation

is still a predictor of success.
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This study inevitably suffered from the limitations that affect all studies done in

the Gardner tradition (Oller 1981): for instance it relied solely on questionnaire-type

elicitation of information about a set of traditionally recognised types of motivational

orientation, attitude etc. rather than any other available methods (Hotho and Reimann

1998: 139) and despite the fact that attitudes are usually regarded as modifiable (Baker

1988) it makes the assumption that attitudes measured concurrently with outcome

proficiency are those that obtained over the years earlier when the learning was occurring

that produced that proficiency (cf.  Hotho and Reimann 1998, Gardner et al. 1999).

Indeed potentially this could account for the apparent ineffectiveness of instrumental

orientation, if in fact subjects would have scored in a different way on this variable at

earlier stages of learning English. Furthermore, as Wen and Johnson remark ‘The

variables affecting language learning outcomes function together as a system’ (1997:

28). Hence, as we have shown, there is limited value in looking at their individual

effects separately. Nevertheless, it is never possible to include ‘all’ relevant variables

and clearly there is room in the Pakistani context to explore variables we did not include.

Leading among those we would suggest are the following. L1 proficiency might be

considered to see if it relates to English proficiency and how far this impacts on the

effects of SES etc. Though in the Pakistani context a learner’s L1 is not a straightforward

variable, since the true L1 of many people is in fact a dialect of Punjabi, Pushtu or any

of many other languages, we would regard Urdu as the main contender for study here,

since if not a learner’s L1 it will usually be their first L2 and is the main language taught

in school other than English and so a vehicle for development of CALP which potentially

could be exploitable in the English class as well, though in English medium schools the

reverse might in fact occur. Second, a wider and better differentiated range of orientations

could be considered, including intrinsic as well as extrinsic ones (Ramage 1990, Crookes

and Schmidt 1991), to see for example if this varies for the type of school. Finally there

needs to be worked on the learner strategies and variables of the learning process itself

both in and out of school to illuminate exactly how SES, medium and the various IDs

have their effects on outcome proficiency (Hotho and Reimann 1998), and indeed

whether there any factors working the other way round (outcome affecting process, cf.

Ushioda 1993).

Finally, we would like to point out two key pedagogical implications from our

research. First, the fact that despite their strong inter-relationship SES and medium of

instruction, and so starting age and length of English education, do still emerge as

having an independent effect on outcome proficiency has implications for educational

policy makers. Clearly the economic and social structure of a country cannot be

changed, except very gradually over a long period, and largely by factors outside of

governmental control. Hence improvement of English learning success by that means

is not something that can readily be engineered. Furthermore, it may be a vain hope to

attempt to alter learners’ attitudes and integrative orientation without a change in the

class system, since they seem so dependent on it. However, a change in the educational

system to implement an earlier and compulsory start to English in state Urdu medium

schools, bringing them more in line with the English medium ones, is more achievable.
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It would be harder of course to generalise the amount of exposure and quality of

facilities of English medium schools, but these too should be addressed as it is possible

that these might be the crucial factors in enabling the early start to be effective.

Second, the fact that parental encouragement emerged as a distinct factor in the

overall analysis and was specially tied to motivational intensity in its effect on

proficiency suggests a second way forward, one that teachers themselves can

implement. Through parent teacher meetings or even home visits they can draw parents’

attention to the value of their encouragement in promoting the effort their children put

in and especially at lower social levels suggest cost free ways in which with parents

can do more in this area. An important component of this is the provision of English

story books and the like for practice at home: the specific item concerned with this

correlated with proficiency especially highly for the working class females, the lowest

proficiency group. Teachers need to devise some sharing out of English materials for

home use to children whose families cannot afford them, if any cheap source is available.

They can use pictures from old English magazines which are easily available in the

markets and are really cheap. On the other side of the coin our study suggests that

there is little purpose in teachers in the Pakistan context imbuing students with greater

awareness of practical purposes in learning English, i.e. strengthening their instrumental

orientation, as this will have little effect. Most students are already aware of these

reasons and this does not seem to strongly influence their achievement, being ineffective

perhaps without other social and educational advantages being present as well. Though

prima facie there was some support for the idea that working class females might

improve if these purposes were drawn more to their attention, we feel that the career

aspirations of women fall in a socio-cultural area hard for the teacher to influence.
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Sara Suleri’s Linguistic Ingenuity

in Meatless Days

Dr. Mubina Talaat*

Abstract
Sara Suleri, the daughter of an eminent Pakistani journalist has

written her biography called Meatless Days in America where she

teaches literature now. The book has won acclaim for its

extraordinary beauty of expression in English. The significance of

this book for Pakistan is that Meatless Days lays down the

foundation of a very important literary tradition in the expression

of English for Pakistani writers. However, in Pakistan, it has not

drawn much attention and lies in obscurity.   Hence, in this paper,

which is  the first of a series to be written on stylistic aspects of the

book,  an attempt has been made to prepare grounds for a linguistic

investigation into what is ordinarily considered to be ‘ingenious’

in Sara’s language. In this paper, the focus of investigation is on the

sentence structures and use of vocabulary, as these are the

fundamental features of any literary style.

1.1 Introduction

Sara Suleri’s Meatless Days is applauded the world over for its linguistic ingenuity.

There is no doubt that Sara has used language to achieve a diversity of stylistic, even

poetic effects. But what is regarded to be ‘style’ in literature is so infused with a

subjective and emotional element in language that, any analysis of that language is

regarded to be injurious to it. Besides, it is believed to be elusive element in that

analysis will ‘defuse’ what is essentially a work of ‘synthesis’ and ‘fusion.’ Linguists,

however, disagree and believe that whatever literary ‘effect’ and ‘vision’ is reconstructed

in a poem or piece of fiction, it is constructed through language and should be subject

to linguistic analysis like any non-literary language.

Attempts of linguists to study literature, especially literary  prose have, however,

revealed that  a long piece of fictional prose can be studied only when, firstly,  guided

by readers’ intuitive judgement, and secondly, by a ‘judicious’ selection of language

(Leech & Short:1981, Widdowson:1975)  made by a discriminating mind about what

constitutes the emotional, expressive or visionary element of a text. The intuitive

judgment is considered to be an important  ‘tool’ of investigation in  qualitative research

methodology in general (Hakim:1969), and in the study of literary discourses in particular

(Carter & Burton:1982, Leech & Short:1981).
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How these insights bear upon the method of this present investigation is explained

in detail in section 1.2. After this follows an explorative discussion, in accordance with

qualitative research methodology, of what appears to me to be expressive, emotional or

ingenious in the language of Meatless Days in section 1.3. However, this discussion is

confined to lexis - words, idioms and phrases used in isolated sentences across the

whole text.  In the next section 1.4, sentences and patterns of vocabulary within the

sentences are viewed systematically into larger context of  literary ‘discourse’

(Mills:1997). This leads on to identifying, and interpreting some general patterns of

lexis and syntax that form Sara’s literary style in 1.5.

But before any of this discussion can be made, it is essential to explain how we

can study the language of prose fiction in linguistics. It is this point which is taken up

in the following section 1.2.

1.2    Analysing the Language of Fiction
Since fiction is written in prose, all discussion about the language of fiction

necessarily concerns with the language of ‘prose’ in fiction (Lodge:1984, Leech &

Short;1981, Nash:1980). For the word ‘fiction’ taken alone may refer to invention of

character, plot and other schemes that create and present a world of imagination. In

linguistic studies, however, our concern is not with the invention of characters, or plot

construction - not directly, that is. The primary concern is with those linguistic features,

or  patterns of the ‘narrative’ (Onega & Landa:1999) which distinguish literary prose

from non-literary prose.

Literariness is considered to be an elusive quality. At best it is defined as the

emotive or expressive element of language in poetry or prose fiction. The only linguistic

element associated with the ‘emotive’ element in literature has been found to be lexis or

vocabulary (Leech & Short:1981,Widdowson:1975). There is a special vocabulary of

literature, which will look ‘deviant,’ outside literature, but it conveys the subjective

and emotive meanings in literature. But then, much of literature is written in normal

language. In that case the literary element is always difficult to define in purely linguistic

terms – especially in lengthy prose.

There is generally an agreement that apart from metre, the differences between

the language of poetry and the language of prose may not be readily discernible. The

study of some forms of poetry may sometimes reveal more readily some linguistic

features of vocabulary and grammar which appear to be ‘deviant’ (Widdowson:1975)

when compared to the ‘norm.’ But then a careful examination of literary prose, especially

in fiction, also reveals the same features- only differently distributed (Lodge:1984). The

literary element in both, poetry and prose fiction, consists in the fashioning of ‘patterns

over and above those required by the actual language system’ (Widdowson:1975).

Now these ‘patterns’ need not be ‘deviations’ nor may they appear to be lying apart

from the patterns that form the norm of language. The components of these patterns

my be ‘deviant’ or ‘non-deviant’  or both (Widdowson:1975).
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The literary ‘patterns’ fashioned ‘over and above’ the normal language are

recognised to be images, metaphors, similes, symbols, figures of speech, irony paradox

and a host of other rhetorical devices that may or may not be specific to certain ‘genres.’

And they may be composed of deviant, or non-deviant or both kinds of components.

A linguistic study of the literary language may concern itself with any form of these

components, deviant or non-deviant; or alternatively, with how both components knit

together a specific form of ‘literary’ pattern, or effect.

Therefore, in any given investigation one must ‘select’ some features for stylistic

analysis in one study and ignore the rest (Leech and Short:1981). This is done for the

following reasons:

There is no objective way of  determining a statistical norm, against which to

evaluate a deviant structure or pattern. So for the sake of convenience and practical

necessity we have to rely in general on relative norms.

It is not possible to have a complete list of the properties of a text; therefore, we

have to select the features to study.

There is no direct relation between  statistical deviance and stylistic significance:

Literary considerations therefore must guide us in selecting what features to examine.

There is no absolute consistency of style within a given domain, and therefore, in

measuring the overall statistical properties of text, we may fail to capture significant

variations of style.

Therefore, there is no agreement on the set of  descriptive categories required for

an adequate account of a language such as English; consequently different investigators

are likely to differ in the way they identify linguistic features in a text. (Leech &

Short:1981)

Hence in this investigation, only those sentences are studied that strike me as

‘ingenious’ expression of some kind on the basis of  my intuitive judgement as an

ordinary reader. My  aim  is merely to explore and find some linguistic patterns in Sara’s

sentences. I have used linguistic tools and terminology primarily for the sake of precision.

But in the study of ‘literary’ expression, it is absolutely essential not to be confined to/

by it. To seek linguistic ground for reactions or responses intuitively aroused in the

reader through the experience of literary or poetic language, linguistic structures must

be interpreted for functions in a literary context.  Hence intuition guides linguistic

analysis made here, and analysis and interpretation merely seek, at least at this initial

stage of enquiry, to account for reactions and responses that Sara’s expression arouses

in ordinary readers, like me.

In the following section 1.3, I simply present a general but also a systematic and

explorative account of what appears to me ingenuity of Sara’s language.
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1.3. Intuitive ‘Cue’ to Ingenious Expression
In this section, I quote a selection of sentences that I have felt intuitively to be

the most ‘expressive’ in the language of  Meatless Days. Although the effort to work

out prominent patterns of Sara’s style is momentarily deferred, I have divided these

examples in three parts for general comment, again on the basis of ‘intuition’.  The

measure of Sara’s mastery over the creation of such ingenious sentences is that one

can quote a handful out – of the (con) text, though such an act would rob them of their

beauty and significance.

The first list of sentences that strike me as unusual are given below. I have made

an effort to make this list as representative as possible.  Italics here and elsewhere are

all mine:

I thought she was the very air I breathed, but Ifat was prior, prior. (p.131)

Karachi’s traffic grew lunchtime crazed. (p.33)

She gulped on her own eloquence, her breakfast bosom quaked…(p.9)

I was surprised beyond measure when that big head bent backward and wept, a

quick summer shower of tears. By the time he left, all surfaces were dry. (p.38)

Dadi with her flair for drama had allowed life to sit so heavily upon her back that

her spine wilted and froze into a perfect curve, and so it was in the posture of a shrimp

that  she went scuttling through the day. (p.2)

Sometimes, to my mother’s great distress, Dadi could berate satan in full eloquence

only after she had clambered on top of the dining room table and lain there like a

molding centerpiece. (p.2-3)

Dadi…. waited for the return of her eldest son, my father. He had gone careening

off to a place called Inglistan, or England, fired by some of the several enthusiams made

available by the proliferating  talk of independence. (p.2)

I can tell this only to someone like Anita…as we go perambulating through the

grimness of New Haven and feed upon the pleasures of our conversational ways. (p.1)

There are many more like these.

About these examples we notice that they contain different linguistic categories

of ‘ingenious’ expression. These categories are the following:

1. Words  (Ifat was prior, prior)

2. Collocations (lunchtime crazed, breakfast bosom)

3. Phrases ( a quick summer shower of tears)
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4. Clauses (She gulped on her own eloquence, her breakfast bosom quaked)

In linguistic description, we shall regard, ‘lunchtime crazed’ and ‘breakfast bosom’

as ‘deviant’ collocations (see Widdowson:1975). And though the words ‘gulp’ or

‘eloquence’ are not in themselves ‘deviant,’  the clause ‘She gulped on her eloquence’

is  not a ‘norm’ either. According to semantic rules of English ‘gulp’ requires a food

item and not ‘eloquence’ as its object. Since it is an unusual combination of ordinary

words, it is ‘deviant’ – a form of ‘ingenious’ expression which has symbolic meaning in

its ‘context.’  Similarly ‘summer shower of tears’ is symbolic description of tears – it is

not an ordinary ‘shower’ but the literal meaning (of an image) are extended to apply it

to a different kind of phenomenon. This symbolic use of language is what we call

ingenuity of literary expression.

One can infer from this brief discussion that Sara’s ‘ingenious’ literary expression

consists in the blending of some deviant patterns into non-deviant patterns in her

language. The full significance of their power and beauty can come into notice only in

a larger context.  A sentence like, “I try to lay the subject down and change its clothes,

but before I know it, it has sprinted off evilly in the direction of ocular evidence” cannot

make much sense without its immediate context:

My audience is lost and angry to be lost, and both of us must find some

token of exchange for this failed conversation. I try to lay the subject

down and change its clothes, but before I know it, it has sprinted off

evilly in the direction of ocular evidence. It goads me into saying, with

the defiance of a plea, “You did not deal with Dadi.” (p.2)

Or, alternatively, only the context explains a particular ‘collocation’ or combination

of words, revealing Sara’s freedom of invention:

The following morning General Yahya’s mistress came to mourn with

us over breakfast, lumbering in draped with swathes of overscented

silk. The brigadier lit an English cigarette – he was frequently known

to avow that Pakistani cigarettes gave him a cuff - and bit on his

moustache. “Yes,” he barked, “these are trying times.”  “Oh yes,

Gul,” Yahya’s mistress wailed, “These are such trying times.” She

gulped on her own eloquence, her breakfast bosom quaked, and

then resumed authority over that dangling sentence, “It is so trying,”

she continued, “I find it so trying, it is trying to us all, to live in these

trying, trying times.” Ifat’s eyes met mine in complete accord: mistress

transmogrified into muse:” (p.9)

One can notice how Sara draws on the ‘context’ to create unusual patterns of

language and meanings. The origin of ‘breakfast bosom’ becomes evident. So does the
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expressive quality of the sentence ‘She gulped on her own eloquence, her breakfast

bosom quaked,’ when it follows the comment uttered by Yahya’s mistress, “These are

such trying times.” And then it is followed by Sara’s own comment  “and then resumed

authority over that dangling sentence.” One also notices the impact of Sara’s cheeky

reflections, like ‘mistress transmogrified into muse’ or her perceptions of sound effects

‘yes he barked’, and Yahya’s mistress ‘wailed’. There is a variety in the use of innovative

expression. Such innovation is the result of Sara’s deep, intimate, intensely personal

reactions in  her private thoughts.

A good many sentences gain power and beauty from the conclusions she draws

from her thoughts. These form the second kind of sentences I want to comment on:

There were times, as with love, when I felt only disappointment (p.14)

In summers, too, we slept beneath the stars… until sleep came as a

confirmation of the magnificent  irrelevance of beauty. (p.174)

Darkness after all is too literal a hiding-space, pretending as it does

to make a secret of the body: since secrecy annuls, eats up, what is

significant in surface, it cannot be sufficient to our tastes. (p.175)

There is nothing that can disappoint someone who has learned to be

engaged by the wavering course of disappointment (p.51)

To mourn perhaps is simply to prolong a posture of astonishment (p.172)

Something is coming to strip us to the bone.... (p.171)

Nobody can miss the suggestive power or the implied thought of these sentences,

though  full significance and the cutting- edge sharpness of these sentence will come

home only when we put them back in their context. These are metaphoric or symbolic

uses of language. They contain metaphors, comparisons or contrasts – sometimes

identified by a linguistic element like ‘as’ or ‘since.’ Or, they may sometimes contain

some ‘figures of speech’ (nothing can engage someone who has learned to be engaged

by the wavering course of disappointment) or rhetorical devices (since secrecy

annuls,….it cannot be sufficient to our taste). But most of the sentences have merely

semantic connections with other ideas and images scattered in the texts. For example,

the sentence ‘Something is coming to strip us to the bone…’ is a reference to the arrival

of the ‘summer’ in its immediate context – but the statement also refers to ‘death’

through association of ideas like changing weather and passing time.

There is another very special feature of Sara’s style. She frequently uses sentences,

echoing some already heard idiom or quotation, or gives subtle twists to some famous

literary expression or phrase for her desired meanings:

Let sleeping giants lie, I would say [about Tom] and widely skirted all

subjects that might make him stir. (p.84)
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“Go, find yourself another legend and then return,” she quoted from

a forgotten rhyme. (p.71)

I had not yet had my fill of educating America (p.73)

….but how could I do it, become Lilliput to the Gulliver of Tom? (p.79)

What a Jonah my voice feels to the whale of that context (p.47)

Ifat before him and me following so fast behind (p.91)

After the hurly burly of our childhood’s constant movement (p.181)

But the hurly burly of it all ?… for the trouble with hurly burly is that

it can sound convincing… (p.105)

Those tales would wend their way into a final story. (p.180)

I …watching my friend T.K formulate and reformulate sentences I

knew he would never say. Down on the ground there was too much

chatter anyway .... (p.53)

We dangled quiet thought into the water until our sentences

happened to tug us… into the kind of startlement that says: “My

goodness – there’s actually a crab at the end of my line (p.69-70)

I felt put out of joint by such bodily statement (p.186) …then chastened

to imagined the arduous ness of  what it means to scaffold me:  poor

winter tree, put upon by such  a chattering plumage… (p.186)

These sentences resonate with what has been said elsewhere, or before; Sara

draws on several contexts, near and far. I am reminded of Chaucer, T.S Eliot,  Donne,

Shakespeare (particularly Hamlet), Swift and several others. No doubt, deviant

collocations like ‘chattering plumage’ are understandable from the immediate context,

but their full suggestive power comes into play only when a reader can hear echoes of

the classical writers of English literature. These examples are, then, what form the

‘suggestive’ and ‘evocative’ power of her language. She evokes in the reader a meaning,

an association, already known and a response already formed. It makes her language

rich and powerful – for she adds to the meaning and significance by applying them to

her personal and emotional life and experience.

This section has shown that the ingenuity of Sara’s literary style lies in:

- creating some deviant  patterns of language and meaning

- out of ‘normal’ patterns of grammar and vocabulary

- that gain an expressive quality from several contexts both ‘near’ and ‘far’
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Although we have already seen to some degree how ‘deviant’ and ‘non- deviant’

patterns are created, drawn from and blended with new and old contexts, this information

is rather sketchy. It consists of examples randomly selected from the text. Since fiction

is a large piece of ‘prose’ it will be advisable to look at the selection and choice of

vocabulary and grammar together in larger pieces of discourse, to look for regular

patterns of style beyond words. This is what is done next in the following section 1.4.

1.4.  Viewing Patterns in Discourse
As already demonstrated in section 1.2, the significance of a word, collocation,

sentence or phrase can be grasped only in its context. This is so because the context

provides the necessary connections. However words and collocations may refer to

meanings beyond the context of discourse. We have already seen in section 1.3 the last

category of phrases like ‘the hurly burly of it all (p.150)” look for meaning outside the

context. It is for this reason that  Sara believes that words give her a freedom that

grammar does not:

“— as an infant I was absorbed with grammar before I had fully

learned the names of things, which caused a single slippage in my

nouns: I would call a marmalade a squirrel, and I’d call a squirrel a

marmalade. Today I can understand the impulse and would very

much like to call sugar an opossum; an antelope, tea. To be engulfed

by grammar after all is a tricky prospect, and a voice deserves to

declare its own control in any way it can, asserting that in the end it

is an inventive thing.” (p.155)

Words give her the freedom to ‘recall’ many ‘contexts’ and then reconstruct them

with words. Hence to study certain ‘deviant patterns’  one may have to go beyond the

immediate (con) text. An extreme example of this kind can be represented through the

following example.

Talking about the Muslims who migrated from India to Pakistan, at the time of

India’s partition in 1947, she makes strange use of  ‘wail’ and ‘clattering’. The italics

represent   ‘deviations’ from the norm:

They tell me, nightmare trains had wailed them there, clattering

irreversibility over the tracks of that long unmaking (p.74)

The immediate context of the text enables a proficient to work out that:

‘wailed them there’   means      ‘brought them there’

‘clattering irreversibility’   means   ‘making it impossible to reverse this situation’

In order to grasp the implication of these words, however, the reader should

know that her reference is  to trains which came to Lahore loaded with amputated
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dishevelled migrants from all over India  who presented pictures of gruesome massacre,

and unbearable misery. There was a lot of mourning, literal ‘wailing’ (a word that she

has frequently used in Meatless Days) over the loss of human life. Of course the trains

came ‘clattering irreversibility’ after the horror of 1947. She calls them ‘tracks of long

unmaking,’ because the making of Pakistan for her is also its ‘unmaking.’

Unlike ‘breakfast bosom’ where the (con)text explains a deviation, it requires

some knowledge of history to understand what ‘trains wailed them there’ refers to.

Those who do not understand the context will be like the reader who does not grasp in

full that ‘Ifat before and me following fast behind’ echoes Donne, or ‘hurly burly of it

all’ refers to Shakespeare. One has to look ‘far’ to other ‘contexts’ or - other ‘texts’ to

hear echoes of Swift, Chaucer and Shakespeare.

In contrast to these ‘deviations’ that require ‘contexts’ for meaning, Sara can also

use  a perfectly ordinary word to extraordinary effect. Notice, for example the use of

‘wrinkle’  in her description of her friend Mustakor’s origin:

The first place where she lived was East Africa. My most trustworthy

sources intimate me that Mustakori was born in the early 1950s, in

the Tanganyika that was, the Tanzania of today. Her birthplace was

Arusha, a coffee growing girdle of a district, lying in the shadow of

Mount Meeru: a mountain, they say, which is far more shapely and

satisfactory qua Kiliminjaro’s  inflated slopes. Her parents, Asiatics,

claimed origin from Indian Punjab and Kashmir, via a de tour through

Hong Kong,  but I cannot stop to explain that complex wrinkle. (p.51)

Here, we suddenly come upon it, to receive the new meanings of wrinkle, like all

of her other comments that follow statements, qualifying them, colouring them with her

feelings, perceptions and moods. Evidently, her mind has been working upon the map

of geographical distances from India to Africa in terms of  an image. She talks about ‘a

girdle of a district’, ‘a de tour through Hong Kong’ that must indeed form a ‘complex

wrinkle.’

Words not only help her to ‘recall’ or allude to context, but also ‘build’ (con)texts

of her own choice – in relational patterns all her own. Hence I have noticed, one very

special feature of her ‘style’ is to stay with some one word or idea through a number of

sentences within a given paragraph, and move on to the next sentence or clause with

the help of word associations, semantic connections and so on. In fact her paragraphs

are built around the significance of one idea. Or, sometimes, in one paragraph she may

simply be trying to reach from one idea to another associated thought.

It will be useful now to look at a paragraph in order to understand this. I have

chosen a representative paragraph of pure ‘reflection’ connecting a present moment
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with the past. It is an example of self- incriminating thought, a reflection over the use of

‘bullying litanies’ while in love with Tom. But as they part ways, Sara learns about the

folly of love, and admonishes herself for hiding a ‘Mother Baptist’ in her attitude

without knowing it at first. Each sentence diverges far from the other, but the whole

series aim to reach at the word ‘Mother Baptist’ connecting ‘stern pronouncements’

and bullying litanies’ in ‘her imperative mood’ to suggest her  ‘transmogrification’ over

the years.

This paragraph I have selected from the story called “Goodbye to the Greatness

of Tom.”

(1) 1The habit broken, it was sweet relief to me to be spared the follies

of each of my stern pronouncements, those bullying litanies I would

deliver up to Tom, litanies of proper behaviour that sprang from

hidden funds of my corrective zeal. 2At the time of their uttering, I

was roundly persuaded by myself,  but learned after a while to suspect

the lack of conditionality in my own imperative mood. 3I had gone to

school in a convent, that must be it, the fault of a building in which

nuns walked in unison to the whirring of a fan. 4For us their very

habit was admonitory, a reminder that our souls were a little

dishevelled, always in flight from the duty instigated by the dawning

of each day.  5But who could think of dawn when already by midday

the combination of heat hunger and all manner of inkiness sent us

wheeling down those quiet  corridors  impulsively calling for carnival?
6In those days my friend was that wonderful woman, Kausar

Mehmood, who had artist’s hands and whose face always amazed us

because it could look like James Mason and Ravi Shankar and Nazrul

Islam, the mad Bengali poet, all at the same moment. 7"Why do

photographers always catch me,” she once wondered aloud, “before

my smile has reached its summit?” 8Well she would smile today if she

saw my transmogrifications and in the cast of scold or frown recognize

continuing traces of Mother Baptist in me. (p.85)

There are eight sentences in this paragraph. None is simple. All are clause

complexes (Halliday:1975). So we find various arrangements of alpha, beta, gamma and

theta clauses (Halliday:1985), but alpha or super-ordinate clause comes always first

except in S.1 which starts with ‘The habit broken’ – a subordinate clause. The clause

complexes, one can see are built in such a manner that co-ordinate or subordinate

clauses allow her to ‘comment’ or ‘muse’ on the ‘statements’ given usually in the main

clause. Or sometimes, the following sentence ‘comments’ on the proposition in a

preceding sentence.  Now, the ratio of her declarative statement in the main clause  to

her ‘musings’ in co-ordinate or subordinate clauses is  one to several at least in this

‘reflective’ paragraph. The only variation of this pattern is that sometimes comments

act like statements, or statements like comments – producing sentences that form a
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chain of comments or chain of statements, indistinguishable from each other (S.6, 7, 8).

But  Sara always comments, even when she is not reflecting. In her style of

writing is mirrored a need to ‘color’ with her perception even the most mundane of

descriptions. Even a totally descriptive piece of her prose fiction will demonstrate this

tendency. Notice, for instance, the following example:

2) Dadi, my father’s mother, was born in Meerut towards the end of

the last century. She was married at sixteen and widowed in her

thirtees, and by her latter decades could never exactly recall how

many children she had borne. When India was partitioned, in August

of 1947, she moved her thin pure Urdu to Punjab of Pakistan and

waited for the return of her eldest son, my father. He had gone

careening off to a place called Inglistan, or England, fired by some of

the several enthusiasms made available by the proliferating  talk of

independence. (p.2)

In this paragraph one cannot fail to notice the use of ‘appositives’ structures (as

defined in Quirk et:1972) -  semantic reformulations in grammatical units, mainly of

nouns, that stand in the relation of co-ordinates:

Dadi, my father’s mother, was born in Meerut

…waited for the return of her eldest son, my father.

…a place called Inglistan, or England…

To this one may add, the use of qualifying clauses like ‘fired by one of the several

enthusiams…’ expressing again Sara’s view of things. Qualifiers are, then,  the most

obvious and direct form of her personal thought. It is essential to identify ‘qualifiers,’

then, for not all sub-ordinate or coordinate clauses are ‘qualifiers’ representing the

writer’s subjective view, emotions and feelings in the following paragraphs:

3)  1So, worn by repetition, we stood by Ifat’s grave, and took note of

narcissi, still alive, that she must have placed upon my mother on the

day that she was killed. 2It made us impatient, in a way, as though we

had to decide that there was nothing so farcical as grief and that it

had to be eliminated from our diets for good. 3It cut away, of course,

our intimacy with Pakistan, where history is synonymous with grief

and always most at home in the attitude of grieving. 4Our congregation

in Lahore was brief, and then we swiftly returned to a more geographic

reality. 5‘We are lost Sara,’ Shahid said to me on the phone from

England. 6"Yes, Shahid’ I firmly said, ‘we are lost.’ (p.18-19)

Qualifiers double almost in every sentence, especially of nouns, whether lexical

or grammatical. One can notice that double qualifiers occur in a series of alternate sub-
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ordinate and co-ordinate clauses, here and in the following paragraph too.

4) 1Today I’d be less emphatic. 2Ifat and Mamma must have

honeycombed and crumbled now, in the comfortable way that

overtakes bedfellows. 3And somehow it seems apt and heartening

that Dadi, being what she was, never suffered the pomposities that

enter the most well-meaning of farewells and seeped instead into the

nooks and crannies of our forgetfulness. 4She fell between the two

stools of grief, which is appropriate, since she was greatest when her

life was at its most unreal. 5Anyway she was always outside our ken,

an anecdotal thing, neither more nor less. 6Some sweet reassurance

of reality accompanies my discourse when  I claim that when Dadi

died we forgot to grieve. (p.19)

There are many things to be noted here. One can start by mentioning the number

and variety of qualifiers:

in the comfortable way that overtakes bedfellows (para.4,  S.2)

Dadi, being what she was. (para.4, S.3)

She fell…, which is appropriate,… (para.4, S.4)

..since she was greatest when… (para.4, S.4)

she was always outside our ken, an anecdotal thing, neither more, nor less.

(para.4, S.5)

The variety of structures however, can be classified in  co-ordinate  ‘paratactic’ or

sub-ordinate ‘hypotactic’ relations (Halliday:1985). The next important thing to notice

is how different clauses functions at lower ranks of phrases to qualify verbs, adjectives

and nouns. Also sub-ordinate structures on a lower rank have been used to express

paratactic or co-ordinate relations on a higher rank, or vice versa.

5) 1For to be lost is just a moment’s respite, after all, like a train that

cannot help but stop between the stations of its proper destination

in order to stage a pretend version of  the end. 2Dying, we saw, was

simply change taken to points of mocking extremity, and wasn’t a

thing to lose us but to find us out, catch us, where we least wanted to

be caught. 3In Pakistan, Bhutto  rapidly became obsolete after a

succession of bumper harvests, and none of us can fight the ways

that the names of Mamma and Ifat  have become archaism, quaintness

on our lips. (p.19)

Finally, there is also what Leech and Short call ‘parallelism’ – considered

characteristic of literary sentences (Leech & Short:1981). Parallelism is created through

juxtaposing of similar grammatical units to work out comparisons and contrasts around

one or similar notion(s). The sentence branches out in different directions to work
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around these comparisons, through semantic and lexical cohesion of some sort. There

is a great variety in parallel structures. Hence both grammatical and lexical patterns are

used systematically to qualify ideas.

The use of qualifiers is then the most significant aspect of Sara’s style. She stops

frequently, it would seem, at each step, in the middle of a  statement to insert a comment

with the help of a word, some phrases, or a variety of clauses. Hence, nouns, adjectives

and verbs  in each phrase of each clause are properly qualified, as she moves to the end

of the sentences. Through qualifiers, she ‘foregrounds’ (Leech & Short:1981)  both her

thought, and the thing thought upon. She uses both modifiers (through adjectives, or

adverbs pre-modifying adjectives) and qualifiers in a given piece of discourse, but

qualifiers (following verbs, nouns or adjectives) exceed by far the modifiers. This is

clearly indicated in paragraph No.6 where modifiers are underlined for comparison:

6)  1Now I live in New Haven and feel quite happy with my life. 2I miss,

of course, the absence of women and grow increasingly nostalgic for

a world where the modulations of age are as recognised and welcome

as the shift from season into season. 3But that’s a hazard that has to

come along, since I have made myself the inhabitant of a population

which democratically insists that everyone from twenty-nine to fifty

six occupies roughly the same space of age. 4When I teach topics in

the third world literature, much time is lost in trying to explain that

the third world is locatable only as a discourse of convenience.
5Trying to find it is like pretending that history and home is real and

not located precisely where you’re sitting. 6A face, puzzled and

attentive and belonging to my gender raises its intelligence to question

why, since I am teaching  third world writing, I haven’t given equal space

to  women writers on my syllabus. I look up, the horse’s mouth, a foolish

thing to be. 7Unequal images battle in my mind for precedence – there’s

imperial Ifat, there is Mamma in the garden, and Halima the cleaning

woman is there too, there is uncanny Dadi with her goat. 8Against all my

own odds  I know what I must say, because I’ll answer slowly, there are

no women in the third world.  (p.19-20)

From all of these paragraphs it becomes evident that the use of  qualifiers,

appositives in particular, is the most important feature of her style. The qualifiers may

consist of many different structures. They may be simple adverbs or adjectives, or

prepositional and participle phrases, or adverb phrases and adjectival phrases, or a

variety of clauses. But they form the bulk and exceed the use of modifiers or pre-

modifiers. It allows her sentences to acquire a richness, complexity, and fullness of

thought. They also impregnate Sara’s style with images  metaphors and comparisons.

In order to make a systematic illustration of the observations made in this section

we are now ready to turn, finally,  to the next section 1.5.
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1.5.  Qualifiers: Patterns of Ingenious Expression
In this section is illustrated systematically the linguistic patterns of sentences we

have noted in the previous section of this paper. I have already commented in some

detail on  the use of literary vocabulary and deviant collocations. It has been shown

how the choice of literary verbs, nouns, adjectives or deviant collocations make an

important feature of Sara’s style. In this section, my aim is to focus on patterns of

sentence into which this notably literary vocabulary is organized. It has been noted

from representative paragraphs  in Section 1.4 and other short quotations cited in

section 1.3  that:

1. Clause complexes exceed simple sentences by far in number.

2. Clause complexes usually contain both sub-ordinate and co-ordinate clauses.

3. Clause complexes have various arrangements of alpha, beta, gamma and theta

clauses.

4.  The use of qualifiers at all ranks is a dominant feature of sentences.

That the  ‘statement +  qualifying comment’ is the structuring principle of her

sentences may be evident from following sentences of paragraph No.1:

The habit broken, it was sweet relief to me to be spared the follies of each of my

stern pronouncements, + those bullying litanies I would deliver up to Tom,  + litanies of

proper behaviour +  that sprang from hidden funds of my corrective zeal. (para.1, S.1)

I had gone to school in a convent, + that must be it, + the fault of a building in

which nuns walked in unison to the whirring of a fan.(para.1, S.3)

For us their very habit was admonitory, + a reminder that our souls were a little

dishevelled, + always in flight from the duty instigated by the dawning of each day.

(Para. 4)

In those days my friend was that wonderful woman, Kausar Mehmood, + who

had artist’s hands and whose face always amazed us + because it could look like James

Mason and Ravi Shankar and Nazrul Islam,+ the mad Bengali poet, + all at the same

moment. (para.1, S.5)

One may further note, ‘the layers’ of qualifying phrases in  clauses that follow the

super-ordinate clause:

stern pronouncements, those bullying litanies + I would deliver up to Tom,

                                litanies of proper behaviour + that sprang from my corrective zeal

….a reminder + that our souls were a little dishevelled,

                       + always in flight from the duty

                                                                          + instigated by the dawning of each day.
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wonderful woman, Kausar Mehmood, + who had artist’s hands

                                                                  +  and whose face always amazed us

                                                      because  +  it could look like James Mason, Ravi Shankar

                                    and Nazrul Islam  +  mad poet of Bengal

gone to school in a convent, +  that must be it,

                                                   +  the fault of a building

                                                   +  in which nuns walked in unison

                                                                                                     + to the whirring of a fan.

One can may still further note that a variety of clauses and phrases are used to qualify

Nouns more than verbs.

those bullying litanies + I would deliver up to Tom

litanies of proper behaviour + that sprang from hidden funds

the fault of a building+ in which nuns walked in unison….

a reminder + that our souls were a little dishevelled,

wonderful woman, Kausar Mehmood, + who had artist’s hands…

Nazrul Islam, + the mad Bengali poet,

To this one could add a list from any where in the text,  picked up at random:

…steaming plates of grilled lung and liver, + of a freshness quite superlative (4)

…until she had a walking stick, + all white and virgin and all her own.

The goat was killed and cooked: + a scrawny beast that would require much cooking

and would not melt into succulence (5)

My mother lived through thirty years of that daily production of that print, + the daily

necessity of sympathy. (158)

.. the second Eid,+ which celebrates the seductions of Abraham story in a remarkable

literal way. (4)

Nouns are modified through adjectives sometimes. These Adjectives + N occur as

subject or object  of a clause:

those bullying litanies I would deliver up to Tom,

sent us weeling down those quiet  corridors..

That wonderful woman, Kausar Mehmood

But most often these constructions function in phrases that act as qualifiers on a

higher rank:

litanies of proper behaviour that sprang from hidden funds of my corrective zeal
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Verbs are, however qualified through adverbs, adverbials and adverb phrases:

He had gone + careening off to a place called Inglistan, or England…

..as we go+ perambulating through the grimness of New Haven

Dadi could berate satan + in full eloquence …..

that big head ….wept,   + a quick summer shower of tears.

…so it was in the posture of a shrimp that  she went + scuttling through the day.

Yahya’s mistress came…, + lumbering in draped with swathes of overscented silk. (op.cit)

In literary sentences, adverbs and adjectives are always thought of great importance

because, they carry a  writer’s personal and subjective viewing or perception of things.

Sara is inclined to use them both - though adverbs more than adjectives. We have

already seen her commenting through:

 1. Words

‘Ifat was prior, prior’ (adjective)

‘we go perambulating (adverb)

‘she went scuttling through the day (adverb)

2. Phrases

a quick summer shower of tears (noun phrase)

berate satan in full eloquence (prepositional phrase)

3. Clauses

….as we go perambulating through the grimness of New Haven

….and feed upon the pleasures of our conversational ways.           (op.cit)

And these lexical and grammatical qualifiers  she uses in a variety of combinations.

The most dominant use of qualifiers is, we have already noticed, in the form of appositive

structures:

Mustakori was born in the early 1950s, in the Tanganyika that was,

the Tanzania of today.

Her birthplace was Arusha, a coffee growing girdle of a district, lying

in the shadow of  Mount Meeru: a mountain, they say, which is far

more shapely and satisfactory qua Kiliminjaro’s  inflated slopes.

Her parents, Asiatics, claimed origin from….. (op.cit)

As can be seen from these examples, Sara has created appositive structures on the rank

of words, phrases and clauses. This should explain why Nouns are qualified more than

other elements of language. Appositives  are created through semantic re-formulation

of nouns (Quirk et al: 1972) as a general rule. Hence semantic reformulations of nouns

are only a dominant kind of appositive structures, which Sara may have chosen because

they suit her design and interest most. However examples of ‘reformulations’ of other

units are also available and have already been noted (para.4, S.4). The function of
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appositives is to recapture an idea or theme in the discourse by rephrasing (Quirk et

al:1972) or referring to something discussed before (the idea of ‘transmogrification’ in

para.1, S.1, S.8). This suits the general aim  and artistic design of the book, as already

observed and discussed in section 1.3, and 1.4 of this paper.  In para.1 of section 1.4, we

have seen how Sara uses appositives for different effects – to explain things, to draw

analogies, to digress and ramble on, to shock and surprise us, and so on. But on top of

everything else, to play with words most close her heart and express her ideas with

maximum freedom of expression.

At the expense of repetition, it must be said again that an overwhelming use of

paratactic structures - notably  appositive indicates that, she plays with words and

ideas in some one context first, and then takes them forward to other contexts.  Through

semantic reformulations, variations and associations  (Quirk et al:1972), she looks

backward to recapitulate and forward to make new starts with old beginnings.

The next most prominent fature of Sara’s syntax is the use of relational  clauses.

They show both hypotactic and paratatic relations but in a manner that does not allow

one to foresee which one type dominates see other. We have already seen this in the

following sentence:

            I had gone to school, that must be it, the fault of a building in which…(para.1,S.3)

We have seen that the clause  ‘that must be it’ stands in appositive relation to the

main clause (I had gone to school….) and  forms, in turn,  the principle clause of the

following one ‘the fault of a building in which nuns walk in unison..’ etc. This is almost

a Miltonic use of language in which the division of clauses and their placement in

strategic places creates ingenious links between different parts of sentences. The use

of punctuation, especially comma is, therefore, quite significant in Sara’s language. It

divides up information to create ‘pauses’ with various dramatic  effects by balancing a

selective, given information, against the writer’s overwhelming perspective. It throws

into focus Sara’s thought and the thing thought upon, with equal force. It ‘foregrounds’

(Leech & Short:1981) both the plain realistic statement and her subjective comment.

The dominance of the relative clauses is exemplified in the following sentence:

In those days my friend was that wonderful woman, Kausar Mehmood,

+ who had artist’s hands and whose face always amazed us + because it

could look like James Mason and Ravi Shankar and Nazrul Islam,+

the mad Bengali poet, + all at the same moment. (para.1, S.5)

The appositive construction  ‘that wonderful woman, Kausar Mehmood’ does

not have the same intensity as in other sentences: it is drowned in the intensity of

qualifiers, which ‘roll’ clause after clause, phrase after  phrase beginning with ‘who

had… and….whose….us because…’ creating hypotactic relation between the clauses.
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There is also co-ordination  within the beta clause signalled by ‘… and whose face…’

which quickly passes into ‘appositives’ like ‘…Nazrul Islam, the mad poet of Bengal.’

A significant number of that, which, since clauses owe their existence,

as we have already noticed in paragraph No.3, 4 and 5 in Section 1.4,

to the use of qualifiers:

..catch us where we least wanted to be caught…(para.5, S.2)

and none of us can fight the ways that the names of Mamma and Ifat

have become archaism, quaintness on our lips. (para.4, S.6)

Ifat and Mamma must have honeycombed and crumbled now, in the

comfortable way that overtakes bedfellows. (para.5, S.3)

And somehow it seems apt and heartening that Dadi, being what she

was, never suffered the pomposities that enter the most well-meaning

of farewells and seeped instead into the nooks and crannies of our

forgetfulness. (para.4, S.6)

These qualifying phrases are different from a purely relational function, like -

Some sweet reassurance of reality accompanies my discourse when

I claim that whenDadi died we forgot to grieve. (para.4, S.6)

Also that, which, clauses joined with other clauses by and, serve to express

paratactic relations. This makes their appearance quite deceptive, for they do not perform

the function usually associated with them:

…we had to decide that there was nothing so farcical as grief and

that it had to be eliminated from our diets for good. (para.2, S.3)

Kausar Mehmood, + who had artist’s hands and whose face always

amazed us (para.1, S.6)

As a consequence, it  is difficult to determine without statistical analysis what is

the number and ratio of co-ordinate clauses versus sub-ordinate clauses in Meatless

Days. Because  Sara uses them both frequently although one is left with the impression,

may be on account of the appositives, that the co-ordinate structures dominate.   Sara,

however, uses them alternately, or the one into the other, to weld certain ideas where

she wants, but also to keep others isolated and free, where she wants.

Notice also that the use of ‘who’ is rhetorical in the following sentence which,

nevertheless initiates the next sub-ordinate clause which contains another series of

qualifying phrases ‘rolled’ into layers :
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But who could think of dawn when already by midday the combination

of heat hunger and all manner of inkiness sent us wheeling down

those quiet  corridors +  impulsively calling for carnival? (para.1, S.5)

The expressive quality of this sentence lies in ‘sent us  wheeling down + those

quiet corridors, impulsively calling for the carnival’ which followed the subject

‘combination of heat hunger…’ The noun gains intensity by the series of adjectives

strung up to qualify it. The verb creates a whole ‘picture’ of the children ‘wheeling

down ….calling for the carnival’ The entire sentence is a ‘comment’ – an expression of

her personal feelings. She combines here subtle effects of alliteration (heat, hunger,

corridor, carnival) and assonance (think, ink, wheeling..calling, impulsively). The entire

sentence is notable for its lexical qualifiers, and is designed to ‘comment’ on the

preceding statement  ‘our souls were a little disheveled, always in flight from duty…’.

Somehow, post-positioning of ‘comments’ seems to be an important feature of

Sara’s style. Since ‘qualifiers’ in sentences and clauses are post-positioned, it seems

that she finds in qualifiers and qualifying statement a strategy not only to ‘fore-ground’

her thoughts – but also the possibility to dwell on it. It is not surprising then that her

sentences are also long sometimes because she uses an interior monologue to express

her thoughts and feelings:

When my bone broke I was perplexed: was I now to watch my own

dismantling body choose to unravel with the cascading motion of a

dye in water which unfurls  to declare, “Only in my obliteration will

you see the shape of what I really can be?” ...I felt put out of joint by

such a bodily statement, then chastened to imagine the arduousness

of what it must mean to scaffold me: poor chattering tree, put upon

by such a chattering plumage, castigated out of season for its lack of

green! Put upon by sentences galore –like starling, vulgar

congregations! (p.186)

The length of her sentences is nearly always determined by the nature of her

intellectual or emotional comment on any detail singled out for this purpose; this

allows her to weave symbolism into the very texture of realistic narrative - an art that

began with New criticism at the turn of 20th  century and is carried into post-modernism

( see Onega & Landa: 1999 for detail).

Any further enquiry into her style, can now be made only when some kind of

statistical analysis of the features roughly identified and discussed here is available to

claim with some amount of certitude what features of her style are uniformly distributed

over the text and what features stand out prominent at some significant places in her

narrative. Such statistical analysis is however beyond the scope of this investigation.
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Therefore, one can conclude on the evidence of  paragraphs analysed here that

Sara has a distinct ‘literary style’ with deviant and non-deviant structures blended

together in a variety of contexts. The representative paragraphs analysed here bespeak

of Sara’s dexterity in composing sentences that convey the most trivial detail strongly

coloured by her perception of things, her feelings and her angle of thought. The

construction of these sentences seem to have been consciously designed to make

room for an essentially personal, intimate ‘comment’ which follows some statement

already given.  The comment is made, generally, through the use of qualifying remarks,

through a number of patterns –  particularly through appositives,  paratactic

constructions (juxtapositions of co-ordinates) and relational patterns in  hypotactic

constructions. This leads us to conclude that Sara’s ‘musings’ determine the structure

of her sentences and paragraphs, as well as the choice of vocabulary and combination

of collocations in a particular way  - especially where  qualifying remarks are to be

made. An abundant presence of qualifiers at different ranks in her sentences provides

a linguistically determined feature of ‘style’ that allow her to build her vision into the

very texture of narrative art.
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Similar Narrative Techniques in the Novels of

Scott and Sharar

Dr. Farida Yousaf *

Introduction
Narrative techniques form an important aspect of the novel as they play a vital

role in making the novel interesting and coherent. Scott and Sharar are the pioneers of

historical novel in their respective countries. In this paper I have explored some similar

narrative techniques used by both the writers in their novels. It is a study of the use of

Dialogue, soliloquy, epistolary method and scene depiction both the writers have

employed these techniques very effectively in their novels.

The narrative technique of dialogue is used equally by both Scott and Sharar.

They regard it as an important vehicle for presenting the various types of events and

traits of character. For Scott dialogue is the supreme means for the revelation of characters

and unfolding of events. The action is contrived simply to give the characters an

opportunity to speak out. The characters put all of themselves into what they say.

Their dispositions, moods, memories and philosophies are revealed through their

dialogues. Scott knows that his main strength lies in the artistic depiction of dialogue

as he shows in an ironic imaginary dialogue between Dick Tinto, a painter and himself

at the beginning of The Bride of Lammermoor.

“Your characters”, Dick tells him, “make too much use of gabbox;

they patter too much… there is nothing in the whole pages but mere

chat and dialogue”; the author replies “the ancient philosopher was

wont to say “speak that I may know thee” and how it is possible for

an author to introduce his personal dramatis to his readers in a more

interesting and effectual manner than by the dialogue in which each

is represented as supporting his own appropriate character” (1)

Though Scott has defended himself here yet in an anonymous review of his own

novels he criticizes this excessive use of dialogue and insists that

“The practice especially pushed to the extent we have noticed, is the

principal cause of flimsiness and incoherent texture which his great

admirers are compelled to complain” (2)

Due to the lack of a proper and coherent plot Scott has to make excessive use of

the dialogue technique in his novels.
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David Daiches has paid tribute to Scott in the matter of dialogue construction he

says that

“Scott’s novel lives by its dialogue, the magnificent pedantic

monologue of old Buck the racy Scots speech of Edie Ochiltree, the

chattering gossips in the post offices are the examples” (3)

Thus no action, in his novels, comes to life until some body talks about it whether

in the sardonic tones of Andren Fair service, the vernacular declamations of Meg

Merrilies, or the shrewd observations of Edie Ochiltree (The Birde of hammeemoor). It

is also to be noticed that the dialogue is at its best when it is in the speech of humble

people. Scott could make them live by simply opening their mouths.

Sharar’s novels also present fine specimens of dialogue writing but just like Scott

sometimes his lengthy dialogues effect the flow of story. The language and dialogues

of Malik-ul Aziz Varjana are not as perfect and mature as in his later novels It seems

that in this novel Sharar has not used dialogue in order to project the personality of his

characters. In the same way he has not succeeded in presenting the inner conflicts and

psychological and emotional condition of his characters in his first novel. Through his

dialogues Aziz reveals himself as a common man. Even the speech of Salahuddin does

not project his great personality. The reason for this defect is that Sharar remains under

the pressure of being purposeful while writing the dialogues of his characters. According

to Mumtaz Manglori the dialogues of Malik ul Aziz Varjana are important because for

the first time dialogues become part of the development of the plot in urdu novel and

reflect the spirit of Sharar’s age and there is the same logic and relationship in them that

marked the religious debates of sharar’s time (4)

Firdous-i-Barin can be regarded as the best novel in every aspect. Sharar has

enriched it with literary and learned dialogues; especially the dialogues of Sheikh Ali

Vajudi are perfectly suited to his personality, nature and temperament. The conversation

between Vajudi and Hussain is a case in point Vajudi can read human nature and

psychology. He wants Hussain to kill his (Hussain’s) uncle and benefactor. His dialogue

with Hussain serves as a potent catalyst. He wants to develop a blind faith for himself

in Hussain so that Hussain can not refrain from obeying his Murshad Hussain says:

“Hussain: Undoubtedly I shall obey you in this manner but should the sins and bad

deeds also be performed with the same devotion

Sheikh: (angrily, with red eyes) Do you suspect that Murshad will order you to

commit bad deeds?

Hussain: (Scared and exhibiting moral weakness) But it is possible that Mureed

may regard that act as sinful.

Sheikh: yes it is possible but its internal aspect is not sinful and results are

determined only by the internal.
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Hussain: But only from that internal which is in the heart of the doer. When I have

bad intentions, the result will be according to them.

Sheikh: (eyes red with anger) will the intention of the Sheikh ever be suspective

in your opinion and do you refuse to accept the original secret? (Pertaining

to the virtue of Sheikh)

Hussain: Not at all but I argue only to seek the satisfaction of the heart and may

God not show me the day when I doubt the intention of the Sheikh)” (5)

Thus the taming is complete on the part of the Sheikh and now he can exploit

Hussain for his nefarious designs. Hence the dialogues of Firdous-i-Barin have a

great artistic merit. They make a great contribution in the development of plot and

building of atmosphere. A renowned critic Awais Ahmad Adeeb, however criticizes

Sharar’s dialogue technique and complains that Sharar has not written about events of

every day life in his dialogue; instead he has concentrated on the debate about religion

and philosophy (6)

Contrary to the practice of Scott, Sharar writes brief literary sentences. Some

characters speak just one line. On some occasions Sharar makes use of verses. Arabic

and Persian expressions are also common in his novels. These expressions lend

heaviness to the sentence. That is why critics like Sayyad Waqar Azim tend to think

that Sharar fails as a dialogue writer and his characters speak the language of the

novelist himself. (17)

Thus both the novelists make the best use of the dialogue in their novels. In Scott

the excessive use of this technique compensates for the weakness of plot in his novels,

while in Sharar it strengthens the plot and contributes a great deal in the development

of the story.

The Technique of soliloquy is used by Scott and Sharar on a few occasions in

their novels. It informs the reader about the inner feelings of the character.

Scott has used this technique in Fortunes of Nigel. Nigel delivers a significant soliloquy

on his status and actions.

“She (Martha Trabois) is right and has taught me a lesson I will profit

by. I have been, through my life, who leant upon others for that

assistance which it is more truly noble to derive from my own exertions

… Whatever good or bad has been fallen me hath arisen out of the

agency of others, not from my own … Nigel olifaiunt, from this

moment, shall owe his safety success and honour to his own exertions.

I will write it down in my tablets, in her very word. “The wise man is

his own best assistant” (8)

This soliloquy reveals the inner feelings of Nigel and also indicates the growth in

his character from a passive to an active hero. It can be noticed that the use of Soliloquy
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gives a dramatic style to Scott’s novels. Another example can be cited from The Bride

of Lammermoor. Towards the end of the novel, in the belief that Wolf’s crag has

caught fire, Edgar goes to watch the final ruin of his only remaining property.

Instinctively he is disgusted at the attitude of the boys from the village who also run to

watch the spectacle. He says to himself

“And these are the sons of my father’s vassals” he said, of a men

bound, both by law and gratitude, to follow our steps through battle

and fire and flood; and now the destruction of their Leige Lord’s

house is but a holiday sight to them”(9)

Thus this method makes Scott’s novels lively and dramatic. Sharar has used this

method in his novel Firdous-i-Barin After murdering Imam Najmuddin Nishapuri,

Hussain feels guilty and reflects over the saying of his Murshad that Mureed is only a

life less tool in the hands of Murshad

“If these spiritual scholars are right in saying that reward and

punishment is the name of the pleasure and sorrow which develop in

one’s mind as a result of one’s own conscience and appreciations

and condemnations of one’s own actions by one’s heart, then no

one but the doer himself is responsible for his actions. For instance

my deed may be good in other’s eyes, but if I think it bad and

condemnable, I shall feel guilty in my mind and if that condemnation

is a punishment according to Shariat terminology, then I cannot

escape hell and chastisement” (10) (Translation).

Hence the soliloquy reflects inner confusions and conflicts in Hussains mnd.

Hence both the novelists have used this technical mode to present the inner feelings of

the characters, it also helps to reveal the inner traits of the character.

Scott and Sharar have utilized the epistolary method in their novels. Scott inherited

it from Fielding and Richardson and used it profusely in one of his most important

novels Red gauntlet. The first thirteen chapters of the novel are epistolary, consisting

of a series of letters exchanged between Darsie, on his visits through the Scottish

countryside and Alan in Ediuburgh. These chapters are headed Letter I, Letter II and

soon. After letter XIII Scott changes his method of presentation to chapters. Because

of this kind of structure Earnest Baker regards this novel as “irregular, easy going and

almost haphazard than any of Scott’s novels” (11) It is evident from Baker’s comment

that Scott failed to employ the epistolary technique successfully which had been

effectively and popularily employed by Richardson and Fielding. For this reason he

did not use it in any other of his novels. In The Heart of Midlothian he has included the

letters of Jeanie Deans and Davie Deans but they are not contributive to any

development of theme.
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Sharar used theepistolary technique in two of his novels, Juya-i-Haq and Firdous-

i-Barin Juya-i-Haq covers the long history of pre-Islamic Arab days of Prophet

Muhammad (peace is upon him) and reaches up to the Second Caliph Hazarat Umer’s

days. It starts from the story of a young man, Mah Banu who wanders in search of

truth. He meets Bahira, a great Christian scholar, and his follower Istafanus. Bahira

predicts the Prophet hood of Muhammad (peace be upon him) he asks Mah Banu (who

was named Salman Farsi by the Holy Prophet after his conversion to Islam) to go and

meet the Holy Prophet Salman Farsi informs Bahira about his various adventures through

the letters. After accepting Islam he informs Bahira about the inspiring deeds of the

Holy Prophet. Thus the whole story is told in the  form of letters. Commenting upon the

epistolary mode of this novel Ali Ahmad Fatimi says that by composing the story

through letters an effort has been made to make it interesting and to impart to it the

characteristics of a novel. The author has been successful at some places but basically

it is more a history and less a novel. (12)

In Firdous-i-Barin Hussain receives the letters of his beloved from the so-called

paradise created by the Batinia sect. through those letters he is instructed to perform

some sinful deeds. Letters are the only source of communication between Hussain and

Zamurrad after their separation. One of the letters of Zamurrad is addressed to Balghan

Khatoon in which she exposes the nefarious designs of Batinia sect and helps Balghan

Khatoon to take a serious action against the sect. Contrary to Scott, Sharar’s epistles

have helped him to create coherence, sequence and interest in the events of story. This

technique has helped him to throw an illuminating light on the atrocities of the Batinia

Sect as well as the political and moral conditions of those days.

Scott and Sharar excel in the art of Scene depiction. The pictorial quality of their

novels is evident from their modes of describing the scenes. Scott gives an objective

description of the landscape in his novels. In other words his scene depictions are

more reader- conscious and less self conscious. When he pauses to describe a scene,

he either takes the attitude of a practical farmer or that of the gentleman of taste. He has

a taste to admire the picturesque and at the same time cannot refrain from describing

the natural beauty of “wild scenes” In Guy Mannering and The Pirate Scott describes

the desolate country. In The Pirate he evokes the ruggedness of the Shetlands but

feels essential to point out that only a particular weather produces:

“That variety of light and shade which often gives life to a bare and

enclosed scene, for the time at least, a species of charm approaching

to the varieties of a cultivated and planted country” (13)

The most illuminating example of Scott’s mastery as a painter of the scenes can be

quoted from The Monastery He describes his own Border Country:

“The mountains, as they would have been called in England … rose

abruptly over the little glen, here presenting the grey face of a rock,
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from which the turf had been peeled by the torrents, and there

displaying patches of woods and crops which has escaped the waste

of the cattle and the sheep and which feathering naturally up the

beds of empty torrents, or occupying the concave recesses of the

bank, gave at once beauty and variety to the landscape. Above

scattered woods rose the hill in barren, but purple majesty; the dark

rich hue particularly in autumn, contrasting beautifully with the

thickets of oak and birch, the mountains ashes and thorns, the alders

and quivering aspens, which chequered and varied the descent, and

not less with the dark green and velvet turf, which composed the

level part of the narrow glen” (14)

The interesting and beautiful language shows Scott’s adherence to the Romantic

period to which he belonged. The description is highly informative. The underlying

interest in agriculture is also noticeable which signifies the interest in the human

usefulness of the landscape. He also emphasizes the loneliness of the scene.

Angus and Calder have also appreciated Scott for his great skill in the depiction

of scenes

“In fact to the roles of the historian and entertainer, Scott added that

of the travel writer using the jargon of the day to do the job performed

by coloured photographs in a modern travel agent’s brochure” (15)

Hence Scott’s greatness as an excelled portrayer of scenes and landscapes is

evident from the various scenes of his novels. These scenes are full of visual, auditory

and tactile images and provide and empirical characteristic to his novels.

In the same way sharer’s artistry as a great painter of scene is evident from his

various novels. Though sharar has adopted many techniques of English prose in the

mode of urdu prose and pictorial quality in one of them, yet his prose especially in the

matter of scene depiction is more illuminating and impressive than that of Scott. The

scenes in his novels are more varied and have greater vitality as compared to Scott’s.

There are three types of Scenes in his novels, natural scenes, scenes of meetings and

courts and war scenes. In this matter he is far superior to his Urdu contemporaries like

Nazir Ahmad and Sarshar. He makes use of portfolio and illuminates the scene by a

proper selection of words. He creates an appropriate combination of similes, metaphors,

symbols, images and allegory. With the helps of these poetic techniques he succeeds

in giving life to a scene Skillful handling of the scenes serves to highlight many events

in the novels. The description of scenes matches the events and characters and one

cannot be excluded from the other. This mastery increases the artistic and literary

essence of his novels. He presents the scenes of the beautiful buildings, ancient castles,

waterfalls, streams, mountains and garden in such an artistic manner that even a harsh

critic like Ahsan Farooqi pays tribute to him. Talking about the first chapter of Firdous-
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i-Barin he comments that the first chapter creates a new Romantic interest and new life

has been infused into the novel. (16). The best examples of Sharar’s sublimity in the

pictorial and poetic description of a scene can be cited from his Firdous-i-Barin

“The Scenes of spring and the attractions of the flower season have

vanished. A few flowers of the last season still linger and some

where their lover, the nightingale, can also be heard. These mountains

are not dry and barren like those of Arabia but they are full of shady

trees and forests and provide respite and privacy to the lovers of

nature. And where there were the clump of trees, there nature has

provided the green and soft carpet of grass (17) (translation)

Sharar’s mastery as a portrayer of scene is at its peak when he gives a verbal

picture of paradise in Firdous-i-Barin

“Golden and silver thornes are spread every where beside the canals

in these gardens. They are covered with silky and flowery cloths.

People are sitting comfortably with charming and bewitchingly

beautiful girls and are enjoying the carefree blessings of paradise.

And relishing and domesticated birds pick the fruit from the trees

and fly after putting it before them. These birds also bring stacks of

kababs covered in cloth and provide these people all the sources

enjoyment” (18) (Translation)

According to Maulana salahuddin Ahmad, Sharar excelled in the projection of a

scene. Sometimes he prepared the appropriate background and atmosphere for the

events of a certain chapter and his intelligent reader could guess the situation of

events from the study of the atmosphere. (19) Pyam Shah Jahan Puri draws attention to

Sharar’s genius in the matter of creating horror scenes and says that while presenting

them he makes such an appropriate choice of words that each word leaves an impression

of horror on the reader’s mind (20) these comments prove Sharar’s proficiency in the

depiction of all kinds of scenes. The example of his subtlety in drawing a verbal picture

of a horror scene scene can be quoted from Mansoor Mohna

“Sindh that remote desert where the boundaries of India come to an

end and Bahuchistan’s mountains begin exists in a howling wilderness

… Many corpses ar lying on one side. They have rotten due to the

sun. Vultures, the traditional guests of these corpses, are howering

around them” (21) (Translation)

Thus Sharar in a greater expert of Scene depiction than Scott as he takes into

account every detail of atmosphere and presents it to the reader with all its illuminating

details.
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Thus it can be concluded that the contribution of Scott and Sharar is incredible as

far as the use of narrative techniques discussed above are concerned. This method has

enabled them to enlighten, and enliven the dry facts of history with the artistic technique

of dialogue, soliloquy epistle and pictorial quality. The lively presentation of history

on their part has established the genre of historical novel for the forthcoming

generations.
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Abstract
This article focuses on the poem ‘The Wasteland’ by T.S.Eliot. It

demonstrates the artistic skill in which Eliot enables the readers to

make a journey through this wasteland in the guidance and company

of Tieresias. The article throws light on the theme of spiritual

bareness prevailing in the modern age through analysis of various

literary techniques such as allusions, juxtapositions, images and

symbols used in the poem. This journey through the five parts of the

poem ends in the optimistic note that through the renunciation of

this worldly self the lustful sexuality of the wasteland may some day

be redeemed.

‘The Wasteland’ is a masterpiece of renowned English poet T.S Eliot, which

appeared on the scene of English Literature in 1922. It is the modern epic which in its

concentrated form takes in it references from ancient Roman and Greek mythologies,

and allusions to ancient, Elizabethans, Victorian and modern writers. It has influences

of the anthropological works such as  ‘Ritual and Romance’ and  ‘The Golden Bough’

by Jessie. L.Weston and James Frazer respectively. In this poem Eliot depicts his

inclusive consciousness, by the inculcation of past, present and future in a unified

whole. In this works dead poets and ancestors assert their immortality most vigorously,

helping Eliot to assert not only The pastness of the past, but its presence.(Eliot, ‘The

Tradition and individual Talent’ as quoted in Gardner, 1975, p 21) . Further through this

technique He exhibits spiritual death known in all periods. The bitter reality lies in

the fact that whereas in the past there were ways out of it, now they are not. (Leavis,1976,

p 74).Here  with the aid of his protagonist  enlightened ghost of time epitome and

observer of mankind’s suffering (Bush, 1984, p 60) Tieresias, Eliot enables us to visit
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the ‘The Wasteland’ of the modern world. He divides his visit in to five parts and

through it reflects the spiritual barrenness of the modern world, which has been resulted

from sexual perversion and negation of the sanctity of the institution of marriage. The

title is symbolic of the wasted soul.

The epigraph of the poem is taken from Satyricon of Petronius, which tells the

story of Cumaean Sybil. Apollo awarded her gift of immortality without eternal youth.

When in old age miserable and encaged she was asked by the boys Sibyl what do you

want? She had replied I want to die. It manifests the theme of the poem that describes

life as death-in-life. Life in the Wasteland is more like a living death. The title of the first

part of the poem ‘The Burial of the Dead’ is borrowed from  ‘Magistic Anglican

Service’ in which St. Paul assures  The dead shall be raised incorruptible and we

shall be changed. (Smith, 1965, p 72). This assurance stands in contrast to the rejection

of the spiritual rebirth and regeneration by the wastelanders, who chant April is the

cruelest month (WL Line 1). In opposition to spiritual vitality obtained through the

April sweet showers in Chaucer’s prologue to ‘The Canterbury Tales’ they have

preferences for the spiritual numbness of the winter, and its  forgetful snow (WL Line

6). Their aspiration for any purification or purgation is dead, which is evident through

their dislike of the spring season and shower of rain (WL Line9) standing for spiritual

rebirth and spiritual purgation. The wastelanders are a rootless and spiritual bankrupt

modern generation, who like Marie and her cousin indulge in the meaningless activities

of drinking coffee and talking (WL Line 11) purposelessly. Although they are frightened

(WL Line 15) of their negation of the Divine and Absolute, but still ignoring it they feel

free (WL Line17) in descending  down the mountain (WL Line16,17) in the abyss of

spiritual deterioration.

The spiritual aridity of the wasteland is evident through the roots that clutch

(WL Line19), the stony rubbish (WL Line 20). There is spiritual sterility prevailing

throughout, as firm foundations of religious, moral and spiritual values have been

demolished and turned into heap of broken images (WL Line 22) by us as wastelanders.

The soul is agonized in this desert of soul where sun beats, dead tree gives no shelter,

the cricket no relief and dry stones no sound of water (WL Line22, 23, 24). There is only

horror aroused by the warning I will show you handful of dust (WL Line 30), which is

taken from ‘Meditation IV in Donne’s Devotion’(Bush ,1984, p 64). One feels the

insubstantiality of one’s mere physical life which is like a shadow (WL Line25). Here

Eliot alludes to Bildad’s words to Job …because our days upon earth are a shadow…so

are the path of all that forget God (Job 8:9,13,16-17) (Smith, 1956, p 13). We hear the

echo Man thou art dust and to dust thou shalt return (Last Friday Pray) (Leavis,1976,

p 70). Besides this arousal of fear the forcefully reverberating voice shows the way to

redemption Come in under the shadow of this red rock (WL Line 25) which symbolizes

the Roman Catholic Church. We hear the echo Enter in to the rock, and hide thee in

the dust, for fear of Lord, and the infirm glory of his majesty (Isaiah, ii, 10). Thus in the

words of poet Hiene Eliot says Can you hear the ringing of the bell? Kneel down

(Gardner, 1975, p 91). Eliot propagates that painful task of spiritual rebirth, which like
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that of knight in ‘King Fisher and Grail legend’ through one’s shelter in religion, can

lead him to salvation and absolution.

The modern wastelander is spiritually barren to such an extent that even if he gets

the chance of spiritual rebirth he is unable to avail it. When he faces hyacinth girl (WL

Line 36) symbol of purity and true love, he is unable to speak (WL Line39), his eyes fail

(WL Line39) he is dumb neither living nor dead (WL Line 40,41) like the ethrised

patient (J.A.P.Line 3). He is a prey to spiritual inaction thus he knew nothing, looking

into the heart of light, the silence (WL.Line 41). As a result this moment of self-

transcendence fades. (Bush, 1984, p 65). He has neither the spirit to face hazards like

knight of myth of King Fisher nor the spirit of sacrifice like ‘Oedipus’ to restore the

spiritual fertility to his lands. Even in the ecstatic moment of the spiritual and mystical

experience, he fails to recognize the Absolute. Thus he suffers from extreme decadence

within, which like Eliot’s reference to Wagner’s opera  ‘Tristan and Isolde’ and to their

guilty love leaves the sea empty, waste and void (WL Line 42). It reflects our

worthlessness and meaninglessness (Bush, 1984, p 66) in a restless and pointless

world that collapsed during the war (Kenner,1965, p136).

The wastelander instead of the hyacinth girl develops attraction for her caricature

Madam Sosostris  (WL Line 43) an evil witch famous clairvoyante (WL Line 43), whose

bad cold(WL Line 44) symbolizes her dead mind and soul. All the wastelanders

Phoenician Sailor, Belladonna, one eyed merchant (WL Line 47,49,52) subsequently

introduced in later section of the poem are spiritually blind as they consider this fortune

teller the  wisest woman  in Europe (WL Line 45).Their estrangement from God, religion

and morality leads them to develop belief in wicked pack of cards (WL Line 46). These

cards are opposite in function to the tarot pack of cards, which with its four symbols

of cup, dish, lance, and sword was used in ancient Egypt to forecast the rise of Nile

waters and return of fertility to the land. (Cox, &Hinchliffe,1992, p 122). Sosostris’s

cards do not predict spiritual regeneration, which was announced by Ariel in

Shakespeare’s ‘Tempest’ (Act 1,Scene 2, and Line 3981) as Those are the pearls that

were his eyes. Look!’(WL Line 48). One can not expect such a sea change in the

Wasteland. The superstitious beliefs of the wastelanders are symbols of their spiritual

blindness, which block their vision of Christ  ‘The Hanged Man’ (WL Line 55) who

carries the burden of the sin of humanity on his back (WL Line 53). In contrast to

Buddha’s spiritual wheel (WL Line 51), wastelanders’ lives are futile and purposeless

similar to the circular movements of the wheel. These modern wastelanders move in the

unreal city (WL Line 60), which is artificial and complicated. They are enveloped by

the opaque vague thick brown fog, which makes them even more indifferent to their

movements either up toward God or down to spiritual death (WL Line 66). They are also

indifferent to each other’s pain and suffering, in Keats’s words they sit and hear each

other groan (Ode to the Nightingale) (Kenner, 1965, p 133). Living in Dante’s Inferno

they are frustrated and dejected and the winter dawn (WL Line 66) standing for the ray

of the hope or the voice of the clock of St.Mary Woolnoth (WL Line 67) does not make

any impact on them.
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At the end of the first section Eliot introduces us to Steteson from whom Tieresias

the wastelander asks about the planted corpse. Has it begun to sprout? (WL Line72).

In contrast to fertility cults of the ancient Greek and Roman mythology, spiritual rebirth

is feared. They don’t want the corpse to be disturbed by the Dog who being friend to

men. ’ll dig it up ( WL Line 74). After alluding to Webster’s ‘The White Devil’ (act V

Scene IV). Eliot in words of Baudelaire (Les Fleur dumal) You hypocrite reader, my

fellowman, my brother (WL Line 76) addresses every modern man. He projects modern

man’s  desire of living in the wasteland a mere physical life, with the denial of the

spiritual regeneration.

On the second part of our journey with signpost ‘The Game of Chess’, Eliot

depicts the lovelessness in marriage in an age where sex is sterile (Cox, Hincliffe (ed),

1992, p 201).The title ‘The Game of Chess’ has been borrowed from Middleton’s ‘Women

Beware Women’ (Act II, Scene 2).It uphold the fact that our indulgence in luxurious

and materialistic world is akin to the game of chess, which can blind us to religious and

moral obligations. The atmosphere of Lady Belladona’s room seemingly mystical is

highly artificial and stylistic with burnished thorne. (WL, Line 77) seven branched

candelbra, (WL, Line 82) synthetic perfumes (WL, Line 87) and coloured stones (WL,

Line 86). She is comparable to Cleopatra of ‘Antony and Cleopatra’, Bellinda’ of ‘The

Rape of the Lock’, Imogen’ of ‘Cympeline’ (Act II, Scene 4 Line 87-91) and ‘Dido

Queen of Carthage’ of Virgil’s ‘Aneid’. She lacks Cleopatra’s exuberant sprightliness,

Imogen’s tranquil chastity, and Bellinda’s moral innocence. She resembles ‘Dido’ as

she is burning in the fire of the spiritual decay. She is blind towards the chastity of

dolphin (WL Line 96) and nobility of philomel (WL Line99).With other blind

wastelanders groping their ways without spiritual guidance, she is blind to the spiritual

transformation of ‘Philomel’ to nightingale .Philomel’s message of gaining spiritual

transcendence through suffering seems nothing more than  ‘Jug! Jug!’ (WL Line 103)

to her. Like ‘Medusa’ of the ancient mythology and Keat’s snake woman ‘Lamia’ her

hair (WL Line 108) are spread out in fiery points (WL Line109). This method of employing

various myths is utilized by Eliot as a way of controlling, of ordering, of giving shape

and significance to the immense panorama of futility and anarchy which is

contemporary history (Bush, 1984, p 71). Her speech with her husband reflects the

sordidness and monotony of her routine life. She does not know what to do, and

questions What shall I do now?,  What shall I ever do?’(WL. Line131, 134). Life is like

a game for them, meant for sexual and physical pleasures in which they find no spiritual

consolation. They are decayed like Ezekiel’s vision of dead men who saw lost bones in

rat’s alley (WL Line115). There is alienation of the pair not just from God but from one

another. Their marriage is one of convenience. They being subjects of modern nihilism

have nothing to speak (WL Line112) to each other. They are afraid of any hope of

regeneration represented by wind (WL Line 119). Lady Belladona is blind to the

significance of the references she makes to Shakespear’s tragedies Hamlet and King

Lear. Their forceful words appear Rag (WL Line 128) to her .She with other wastelanders

wait for death or the aid of Savior symbolized by the  knock upon the door.(WL Line

138).They belong to a drama they do not understand, and move like chessmen towards
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destinations they can not foresee(Smith,1956, p 82).

In the last part of this section Eliot introduces us to Lil and Albert, a sullen worn

out wife and an angry baffled husband. Lil uses the capsules for abortion, which

evokes the image of spiritual infertility and sterility in ‘The Wasteland’. They are not

only blind to the warning of the pub keeper ‘HURRY UP PLEASE ITS TIME’, (WL Line

143) but also distort language in ‘Goo night, Goo night’ (WL, Line 171). They use the

words of Ophelia, but ironically lack all her positive qualities such as simplicity, loyalty

and innocence.

After Eliot’s excursion in this part of the wasteland he leads the readers to its

third part ‘The Fire Sermon’ which helps to survey with grave denunciatory candor a

world of automatic lust (Kenner, 1965, p 141).The title is borrowed from Buddha’s

sermon ,presenting man burning in the fire of greed, lust and other worldly vices ,

which can be cured only through the fire of purgation and purification. In autumn

season which is the season of decadence, Eliot takes us to river Thames where the  last

leaf (WL Line  173) has sunk in to wet bank(WL Line No 174). The last hope of the

spiritual revival has been proved futile. The  wind’(WL Line No 174), which stimulates

the spiritual aspiration is  unheard. The prostitutes who indulged in the illicit sexual

relations with the loitering heirs of city directors(WL Line No 180), stand in sharp

contrast to the nymphs (WL Line 175) of Spenser’s Prothalamion. Eliot depicts the

sexual promiscuity of the modern age where the sanctity of the matrimonial relations is

absent. This miserable situation compels Tieresias to weep (WL Line 182) and lament.

Reminding us of the Ezekeil’s vision of the destruction of the Babylion tribes, he sees

rat creeping through the vegetation (WL Line 187), which symbolize the diseased and

plagued spiritual state of the modern wastelanders. Protagonist hears the sound of

horns and motors/ which shall bring Sweeney to Mrs.Porter in the spring (WL Line

197,198). It reminds us of  JohnDay’s poem  Parliament of Bees’ *7and Marvel’s ‘Coy

Mistress’8.In sharp contrast to both the poems Mrs. Porter and her daughter neither

possess the chastity of goddess ‘Diana’ nor they remind us of the vast panorama of

eternity .They are prostitutes who are just concerned with their external ornamentation

and wash their feet in  soda water(WL Line 201)in an ironic contrast to the ancient

fertility myths and custom of Christian Baptism. The voice of the horns unlike the

voices of children singing the choir (WL Line 202) is alluring and lustful.

Flourishing the same theme of lust Eliot introduces us to Mr. Eugenides, who is

one eyed merchant. He belongs to the place ‘Smyrna’ (WL Line 209) which is prey to

chaos. He is filthy, unshaven (WL Line 210) has dried grapes currants (WL Line 210)

showing the dryness of his soul.  He represents his vulgarity and immorality by his

plan of spending night in the hot beds of corruption and homosexuality ‘Cannon

Street Hotel’ (WL Line 213). He is member of the unreal city (WL Line 201), whose

*7 When of a sudden listening/ you shall hear/A noise of horns and hunting which shall bring/

Actaeon to Diana in the spring/where all shall see her naked skin

8  But even at the back I hear /times winged chariot hurrying near/and yonder all before us lie/desert

of vast eternity
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decadence at this point is enhanced by the replacement of the earlier dawn (WL Line

61) by the winter noon (WL Line 208).Two other members of the same city the

carbuncular clerk and the typist are subsequently introduced by Eliot. They indulge in

mechanical, loveless sexual relations. The typist is indifferent, she is bored and tired

(WL Line 236) throughout and after the clerk’s departure turns on the gramophone(WL

Line 256) to listen to the music, which reminds us of Prufrock’s dying music(J.A P

Line).It is no longer harmonious and can not be food for the soul.

Later in contrast there is the serene music of mandolin creeping upon the water

from a bar lounged by the fishermen (WL Line 263). The sanctity of the scene is

enhanced by the grandeur of the white and gold splendor of Magnus Martyr (WL Line

264,265). These rare moments of tranquility are rarely experienced, but unfortunately

are ignored by he modern wastelanders.This tranquility is soon effaced by the agonized

song of three seduced Thames daughters, similar to the song of Rhine daughters of

Richard Wagner’s opera ‘Gotters dammerung’ or ‘The Twilight of the Gods’ (Cox

&Hincliffe, 1992, p 204).They first sing collectively and then individually. They uphold

the liscenciousness, vulgarity and spiritual pollution of the modern age by the symbols

of oil, tar (WL Line 267), sweat and  Red sail (WL Line 270).They describe the way in

which queen Elizabeth defiled the grandeur  of monarchy by surrendering to passion

and lust and indulging in lecherous relations with Leicester. This is followed by the

refrain, which represents their anxiety, agony and pain. Then Thames daughters, through

their own tales of lust and outrage exhibit their disgust, listlessness, indifference and

helplessness in the modern wasteland.

The climax of this quest in Wasteland comes when Eliot refers to two

representatives of eastern and western asceticism (Leavis,1976, p81), Buddha and St

Augustine respectively. In the Fire Sermon, Buddha through his chant Burning,

Burning, Burning, Burning (WL Line 308), advocated the aversion of the carnal

pleasures as the only way of finding spiritual refuge and the Buddhist goal of

desirelessness ‘Nirvana’. In the same way St.Augustine through his prayers O Lord

thou pluckest me out (WL Line 309), exhorted his followers to shun the avenues of

sense that lead flesh to sin. In this renunciation lies dim recognition of the direction of

beatitude (Kenner, 1965, p 147). Eliot reiterates the words of Amos,(4:11)9 which end as

yet, have ye not returned un to me, saith the Lord (Smith,1956, p 90). It is this returning

to Lord that Eliot propagates to the wastelanders at this point of his spiritual quest

through the holy doctrines of Buddha and St. Augustine. He want them to manipulate

the parallel between contemporaneity and antiquity (Moody(ed), 2000, p 56)in order

to purge them of all the worldly evils and vices , and to win God’s favor.

The wastelanders who continue to experience spiritual decay reject this

propagation. The Phoenician sailor, whose body when drowned never raised to the

surface of the sea, symbolizes them. It moves down and enters the whirlpool. He is

9 I have overthrown some of you, as God overthrew Sodom and Gomorrah, and ye were as fire

brand plucked out of the burning: yet have ye not returned un to me, saith the Lord.
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already spiritually dead so physical death is also the sign of eternal death. There is no

hope of salvation and absolution for him. The water symbolizing purity and hope does

not bring about his spiritual resurrection and rebirth. Eliot sets this horrible end of the

sailor as warning for the wastelanders and says Consider Phlebas, who was once

handsome and tall as you? (WL Line 321). He chants if we will not purify ourselves of

the worldly evils and vices our end would be no different than that of the Phoenician

sailor. Watson finds Eliot pretty successful in his efforts to enable readers get clearer

and fuller realization of their plight, the plight of a whole generation consequently

evoking in them personal will to reconstruct (Cox &Hichliffe(ed),1992, p 49,209).

This realization is followed by the last part of ‘The Wasteland’, titled ‘What the

Thunder Said’. The title refers to the teachings of the Divine and Thunder god

‘Prajapati’ which according to Indian religious book  ‘Upanishads’ pointed out three

ways to salvation. Here Eliot makes a final attempt of leading wastelanders to the

spiritual redemption. Here Eliot besides this  journey alludes to two other jouneys. One

is the journey of the quester to the Grail chapel, which resulted in the restoration of

health to the Fisher king and fertility to his barren lands. The second journey was the

journey of Christ’s disciples to the land of Emmaus, which resulted in Christ’s

resurrection.

Eliot compels us to pursue our journey in a world completely deprived of meaning

(Kenner,1965, p 149).He gives us a glimpse of  stony places (WL Line 324), mountain

(WL Line 327) previously visited by us in the wasteland, to project the overwhelming

influence of spiritual corruption in the modern age. Then he reminds us of Christ’s

arrest in garden (WL Line 322) of Gethsemane, his persecution in prison (WL Line 326)

and his execution at the cross surrounded by the torch light bearers (WL Line 322)

who had  sweaty faces.(WL Line 322).He sacrificed his life for noble cause of the

salvation of humanity, but we have been proved  faithless as we have forgotten his

teachings, which were alive in the practices of his disciples. Thus He who was living is

now dead (WL Line 328). And we due to our indifference to the social, religious, moral

and spiritual values are now dying with a little patience (WL Line 329,330). As etherised

patient (J.A.P.Line 3)we are consciously selecting for ourselves the state of spiritual

unconsciousness. Thus we are living in the barren world without any peace, here there

is no water, but only rock and sandy road (WL Line 332). Here one can neither  stand or

lie nor sit (WL Line 340). Here there is no fertility but dry sterile thunder without rain. The

modern man is prey to the inner turmoil and confusion sneering and snarling (WL Line

344) from their innerselves through doors of mudcracked houses (WL Line 35).

These are the sights viewed by us in our way through the wasteland, where the

voice of  dry grass singing (WL Line 355) seems like the dripping sound of water Drip

drop drip drop drop drop drop (WL Line 358).There is frustration, disappointment and

hopelessness prevailing in the atmosphere. Wastelanders are blind to the vision of the

Christ, which always accompanies them in their journey. They are unable to answer

Who is that on the other side of you? (WL Line 365) or Who is the third who walks

always beside you? (WL Line 359). Due to their negligence of Christ’s teachings of
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love, piety and brotherhood, wastelanders indulge in the destructive wars under whose

influence wasteland Cracks, bursts in the voilet air (WL Line 372). We hear Murmur of

maternal lamentation (WL Line 367) lamenting on the rootlessness and futile existence

of the modern generation, which is stumbling over endless plains (WL Line 369).All

this results in the world wide spiritual degeneration symbolized by falling towers/

Jerusalem Athens Alexandria/Vienna London/Un real.(WL Line 374, 375, 376). It is

this devastation on the cosmic level that led to complete spiritual anarchy. Eliot

emphasizes on this spiritual corruption through the horrified images of women fiddling

on her hair (WL Line 377,378), bat with baby faces (WL Line 379), crawling down

blackened wall (WL Line 381). Even at this stage towers are found tolling reminiscent

bells (WL Line 383) urging us to feel the need of salvation and purgation The spiritual

hollowness is likened to empty cisterns and exhausted wells which is just the wind’s

home (WL Line 388), and is awaiting only a pilgrim’s advent (Kenner,1965, p 140). It is

however, followed by  lightening which is the eastern symbol of illumination and

good omen (Smith ,1956,p 95). The cock (WL Line 391) is the bird of sacrifice, giving

the message that only through the sacrifice of our carnal pleasures and worldly desires

we can win the purification and salvation symbolized by the promise of rain (WL Line

394). Besides sacrifice this rain of purgation can be brought by following three divine

calls of the Indian divine god Data, Dayadhvam, Damyata(WL Line 400, 410,417)

meaning give, sympathize and control respectively. Thus Eliot replies Baudelaire’s

question water, when will you rain down? Lightening when will you rage? (Le Cygne

).Besides it he gives answer to Neitzsche’s query with what water could we purify

ourselves? What festivals of atonement….shall we need to Invent?(The Gay

Science)(Leavis, 1976,p 86). Answering  to both of them , Eliot exhorts  one to submit to

the awful daring of  a moment’s surrender(WL Line 402). Thus Eliot chants  after the

destruction of all that is individual in us, we enter into the communion with the whole

universe and become integral part of the great purpose. (Bush, 1984, p 76). And to

move together in the great purpose of searching for God Eliot compels us to come out

of the prison(WL Line 413),which is like that of Ugolino in Dante’s Inferno ,and

communicate with the fellow beings and the Larger Being. This would lead to the

spiritual harmony and control symbolized by the moving boat (WL Line  419) an image

of inward peace and calm (Gardner,1975,p 46) handled by the expert and controlling

hands(WL Line 422) calmly in the sea.

At the end of the visit of the wasteland Eliot shows Tieresias sitting upon the

shore (WL Line 423), fishing, with the arid plains behind him (WL Line 424) Tieresias

vibrates with the ambition to set the disordered wasteland in order (WL Line 425).He

thinks of its spiritual corruption where London Bridge is falling down falling down

falling down(WL Line 426).Eliot alludes to the bidding of Isaiah to sick king Hezekiah

Set thine land in order or thou shalt die and not live?(Smith,1956, p 96).Thus he

warns the wastelanders to do some thing before it’s too late. He warns them of everlasting

flames of fires of damnation in Dante’s words who says in ‘Purgatorio’ Please remember

my pain (WL Line 427). Then referring to ‘Pervigilium Veneris’, a French poem and

emphasizing the urgency to sacrifice like Philomel Eliot says when shall I be swallow?
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(WL Line 428). Eliot stresses the need of penitence, and renunciation for achieving

spiritual transformation and getting blessed spiritual salvation. These Fragment (WL

Line 430) can only save wastelanders from the eternal damnation. He exhorts the modern

man to search out their own salvation (Smith,1956, P99) through the courageous act

like that of Hieronymo’(WL Line 431)who in Thomas kid’s tragedy (Act IV, SceneI, Line

69) sacrificed himself to avenge his son’s murder. These sufferings are a pathway to the

salvation as St Augustine also shows his dislike for the safe path without pitfalls 109.

Through this struggle arises the optimism in Ezekeil’s words …for they shall be healed

(Cox, Hinchliffe (ed), 1992, p 122).Thus the journey of the readers through the wasteland

ends with the  hope that  the lustful sexuality of the wasteland may one day be redeemed.

The award for this sacrifice of the worldly self for the spiritual rebirth would be ‘Shantih,

Shantih, Shantih’ (WL Line 433) meaning  peace that passes understanding.

10 Translated by  R.S Pine Coffin
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Abstract

Arabic is one of the major languages of world. Nouns showing numbers in

Arabic are of three kinds: Singular, Dual and Plural.The Singulars refer to only

one thing for which they were made.The dual conceptualizes that the

particular  word denotes two things. The plurals give meaning to more then

two (dual).

The Arabs are of the habit of using different words for a thing on account of

its minor differences. For examples,The Arabic equivalent  of Sword is 'saif'

( ¢ ).  The Arabs use different words for the same thing in case of minor

changes found in it.  If the sword has shining brightness, they call it 'seiquel'

(  ° ).  If it is sharp enough, they call it ( ‘‘‘‘³³³³³³³³³³³³³³³³³³³³³³³³³³³³³³³³^̂̂̂…………ÝÝÝÝ ), and if the sword's cutting

character is prominent, they call it 'Qatey' ( ‡é  ).  The Arabs  use several

singular words for a singular thing due to its changing  conditions or qualities.

The same formula is applied to the things indicating duality( i%³ßnè  ). This paper

presents the Arabic duals which refer to day and night ( ZézZŒg  ). We are

going to present twenty six Arabic duals in this regard to show the vastness of

Arabic vocabulary in it dual forms.
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]Ö³ÛŠ³Ûùn³^lƒ]l]Ÿ‡�æ]qnèi³Çn³†l]Ö³Ó³×Ûè]ÖÛ%ß^é]ÖÛÃfù†éÂß`^æ]Ö‚]ÖèÂ×n`^æÚ†�ùa^qç]Þg

]ÖË†æÑ]ÖÃ^…•èÖí^‘nùèœæìç]”ƒÖÔ]Ö�oð]Ö‚]ÙùÂ×oÚô%×øn»äôÚàqßŠäÊÃ×oÎ‚…]Ÿìj¡ÍÊ±

ì³^‘nè]Ö³Û³‚Ö³çÙ]Ö³Û%³ß³omjÇnù†]ÖÛ%ßo]Ö‚]Ù%Â×näeÛ^iøÛ»jø‚%…ÎÃè]Ö×ÇèæijùŠÄ$†æé]¢ÖË^ÁæmjçÊ$†

…‘n‚aÜæmjÓ^ÚØiÃfn†aÜ!

æe³Û³^œáù]Ö³×n³Øæ]Öß`^…æøu»‚øi^áôÚôàø]ÖçøÎ»kô]ÖÛf†aßj^áæām^e`Û^æƒa^e`Û^Ò×ù`Û^Úö�ø^aø‚º

�`³ç�]Ö³v³ÐùÚö³†]ðº…œ°]Ö³Ãn³àÊÛ^Ò^áe‚ù]÷Ö×Ã†e±ù]ÖÏxùæ]Öf‚æ°]Öí^Ö“œáŸmjª$ù†e`Û^æÚ^›†œ
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Â³×n`³Û^Úà]ìj¡ÍÊ±ìç]‘`Û^Úàun&]ÖÛroðæ]ŸÞ’†]Í(æÚàÒçÞ`Û^�]ñføn»àôÚjÛ^$×øn»àô(

æ]Ö³Û³íj³×³Ëøn»³àôÂ³àœu‚aÛ^ÚàÞ^unè]Ö¿%×Ûèæ]Öß%ç…(æÒçÞ`Û^¾†Êøn»àôÖ×ö̀‚æðæ]ÖŠùf^l(æ]ÖÃÛØ

æ]Ö³ß�³^½(æÚ³^āÖn`³Û^(ÊÓ%†]ÖjÃfn†Âß`Û^æôÊÏ÷̂Ö¿^a†é]ÖÛ%ßù^éæißçùÅƒÖÔ]ÖjÃfn†Î‚…ißçùÂ`Û^Ê±

ìç]‘`Û^!

æÊnÛ^m×±Î^ñÛèe^ÖÛ%ßn^l]Ö‚]ÖèÂ×o]Ö×nØæ]Öß`^…V

MI]¢e†�]áV

ƒÒ³†a³^œe³ç]Ö³_ng]Ö×Çç°ElMQObDEMDÊ±ZZe^h]Ÿ$ßnà]Ö×„màŸmöË†�]áôÚàÖË¿`Û^XX

ENDe³Û³Ã³ß³o]Ön³çÝæ]Ö³×n×èāŸùœÞäœ�^…āÖoœá]ÖÓ×ÛèÖ`^�ŸÖèœì†pÂ×oÆ‚æéæÂ�nèÂ×oÎçÙ

eÃ˜EODa„]æ]ÖÓ×ÛèÂ×o‘nÇè]Öj%ßnèÚàæ‡áœÊÃØ]ÖjË–nØÚàZZ]Öf^…�]áXXæœ‘×`Û^]Öf†�æaç

Þ³Ïn³˜]Ö³v³†ùæÖ³Ã×ù`Ü‰ÛùçaÛ^ZZe^¢e†�]áôXXÖÓçáœu‚aÛ^æaç]Ö×nØe^…�]÷ÚàæÖçqäāÖoì†æqä

æÒçáœì†aÛ^e^…�]÷Ê±œæùÖäæ�ì†åÊ%ßça^Â×oæqä]ÖjÇ×ng!

NI]¢q‚]áV

œæ…�a³^]eà]ÖŠÓnkElPPNbDEPDÊ±e^hÚ^q^ðÚ%ßo÷EQD!a„]æ]ÖÓ×Ûè]ÖÛ%ß^éÂ×o

æ‡áœÊ³Ã³Ø]Öj³Ë³–n³ØÚ³àZZ]Ö³r‚m‚]áXXæœ‘×`^]Ör‚ùée^ÖÓŠ†æa±•‚ù]Öf×o!‰Û^a^]ÖÃ†he`^

Ú†æ…aÛ^]ÖÛjç]Ö±!æÎ^Ù]eàÚß¿ç…ElMMSbDERDÊ±iÃ×nØiŠÛnj`^Î^ñ¡÷VZZ ÖÓçÞ`Û^Æn†e^ÖnnàÚÄ

æƒÖÔ¢Þ`Û^Ÿmf×n^áœe‚]÷XX!ESD

OI]¢u‚$^áV

q³^ðe`³^œe³ç]Ö³_ng]Ö×Çç°ElMQObDETDeÛÃßo]Ö×nØæ]Öß`^…Ê±]Öf^h]Ö„°Ú†$ƒÒ†å

Îf³ØÎ×nØæa±œÊÃØ]ÖjË–nØÚàZZ]Öv^�$^áXXæœ‘×`^]Öv‚]$è]Öj±a±ÞÏn˜]ÖÏ‚ÝæiŠÛnj`Üe`^

ÖÓçáÚrnò`Û^ÒØÚ†ùéõeô�ªáõõq‚m‚õæ]¢u‚$^áeÛÃßo]¢q‚]á!

PI]¢a†Ú^áV

�ŸÖj`^Â×o]Ö×ùnØæ]Ößù`^…  e¡Æè]Öj%ßnèÊ±]Ö×Çè]ÖÃ†enèÚàun&



œi³oe`^ÚvÛ‚œÚnàÊ–Ø]Ö×#ä]ÖÛvf±ElMMMMbDÊ±ZZ]ÖÛ%ßo]ÖvÏnÏ±XXELMDe^ÖÛÃßo

]Ö³„°Þ³v³àe³’‚�åæÖËk]Þjf^å]ÖÏ^…pð]ÖÓ†mÜāÖoœÞ`^iÃß±]ÖÇ‚æéæ]ÖÃ�nèœm–÷̂!œ‘×`^]Ö`†Ý

æa³ç]Ö³–³ÃÌæe×çÉœÎ’o]ÖÓôf†æÎnØÖ`Û^]¢a†Ú^áÖ‚æ…]Þ`Û^Ê±]ÖÓçáÚß„]¢uÏ^h]ÖfÃn‚é

]Öj±Ÿm_×ÄÂ×oÞÏ_èe‚ða^āŸ]Ö×#ä‰fv^Þä!

QI]Öf†�]áV

Â³‚ùa³^]eà]ÖŠÓnkElPPNbDEMMDÚà]ÖÛ%ßn^l]Öj±iÃßo]Ö×nØæ]Öß`^…!ENMDæÖÃØ

‰f³giŠ³Ûnj`³Üām³^a³Û³^Ö³Óçá]Ö×nØe^…�]÷æ]Âjf^…aÜām^åe†�]÷Â×o‰fnØ]ÖÛr^‡uŠge¡Æj`Ü

æ‰×nÏj`Ü]Ö×Ççmèæ$ßça^Â×oæqä]ÖjÇ×ngÒÛ^Ú†ùÊ±ZZ]¢e†�]áXXæ]Ö×#äœÂ×Üe^Ö’ç]h!

RI]Ör‚m‚]áV

œæ…�a³^]e³à]ÖŠ³Ón³kEPPNbDEOMDeÛÃßo]Ö×nØæ]Öß`^…EPMDæÂ×ùèiŠÛnùj`Û^e^ÖÓ×Ûè

a±]Öj±ƒÒ†lÊ±]ÖÓ¡ÝÂàZZ]¢q‚]áXXÊ×nß¿†aß^Õ!

SI]Ör„Â^áV

 ]Âjf³†a³^œe³ç]Ö_ng]Ö×Çç°ElMQObDEQMDæ]ÖÛvf±ERMDÒ×ÛèÚ%ß^éi‚ÙùÂ×o]Ö×nØ

æ]Öß`^…æœ‘×`^]Ör„Å!æÂ×$ÐÂù̂]Ö‚mà]Öjßçì±ElRTOMbDESMDÂ×o]ÖÓ×ÛèÎ^ñ¡÷VZZ]Ör„Å

Ö³Çè÷]Ö³’³Çn³†]ÖŠ³àù(æ]Ö³‚a³†mŠ³Ûùoq„Â÷̂¢Þäq‚m‚!ETMDÊŠÛùn^ZZe^Ör„Â^áXXÖ¿`ç…aÛ^Ê±

æ]Öí†mÌæÊ±ÒØÚ†ùéõer‚ùéõq‚m‚éõ!  ]Ö’nÌæ]Ö�j^ðæ]Ö†enÄ

TI]Öv‚$^áV

œæ…�a³^]Ö³‚Òj³ç…āe†]anÜœÞn‹EUMDæ‡Ú¡¨å]¤ì†æáæœaÛ×`^]Ö×Ççmçá]ÖÏ‚]ÚoæÖÃ×ù`^

iŠ³†e³kāÖ³o…‘n³‚]Ö³×³Çè]Ö³Ã†enèÊ±]ÖÃ’ç…]ÖÛjªì†éa„]æÚË†�a^]Öv‚'eÛÃßo]Ö’Çn†]ÖŠàù

æ]Ö�^hùæÚßäiŠÛnùj`Û^¢Þ`Û^Ú^‡]Ÿ�^enàæÖÜm–ÃË^æÖÜmÓf†]ÚÄÚ^Ú†ùÂ×n`^Úà]¢æÎ^l!

UI]Ö‚]ñf^áV
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Òj³gā‰Û^ÂnØeàuÛ^�]Örça†°ElOUObDELNDÊ±�†|]ÖÓ×ÛèÎ^ñ¡÷VZZ�œhÊ¡á

Ê³±ÂÛ×ä(œ°q‚ùæiÃg�œe÷̂æ�¨e÷̂Ê`ç�]ñgýæ]Ö‚]ñf^áV]Ö×nØæ]Öß`^…EMNDæÂ×ùØ]Öˆen‚°

ElQLNMbDENNDiŠÛnj`Û^ZZe^Ö‚]ñf^áXXÎ^ñ¡÷VæaÛ^m‚œe^áÊ±]ÂjÏ^e`Û^!EOND

LMI]Ö†�Ê^áV

æ…�l]Ö³Ó³×³Ûè]Ö³Û%ß^éÊ±Òjg]Ö×ÇèœÒ%†a^e^ÖÛÃßo]ÖÛ„Òç…!ÞË÷̂æÚË†�a^]Ö†�Íæaç

]Ö†]Ògì×Ì]Ö†]ÒgÊ`ç]ÖÛß^½¢Þ`ÜÂfù†æ]Âàāin^áœu‚aÛ^eÃ‚]¤ì†e†Òçhœu‚aÛ^ì×Ì

]¤ì†!

MMI]eß^‰f^lõV

ƒÒ³†a³^]e³à]ÖŠ³Ón³kElPPNbDEPNDæ]Ö³Û³vf±ElMMMMbDEQNDæÖÜœaj‚āÖo

‰fg]ÖjŠÛnè!

NMI]eß^‰Ûn†V

œæ…�a³^]Ö³Û³vf±ElMMMMbDERNDæÎ^ÙVaÛ^]Ö×nØæ]Öß`^…¢ÞämŠÛ†Ên`^œ°mjv‚'ESND

æ‡]�Â×oƒÖÔÎ^ñ¡÷VæÎnØ‰Ûn†]Ö‚a†æ]eß^å]Ö×nØæ]Öß`^…!ETND

OMI]Ö’†Â^áV

ƒÒ³†]eà]ÖŠÓnkElPPNbDEUNDæœeç]Ö_ng]Ö×Çç°EMQObDELODæÚvÛ‚Ú†i–o]Öˆen‚°

æ]ÖÃ�±  ElQLNMbDEMODÒ³×`³Ü]Ö³Ó³×³ÛèeÛÃßo]Ö×nØæ]Öß`^…æ‘†ùuç]e‚ŸÖj`^Â×o]ÖÇ‚]é

œm³–³÷̂!a³„]æÎ³‚mÛ÷̂Âßoe`^]ÖÃ†hVāe¡ái†�ùāu‚]aÛ^unài’‚…]¢ì†pÖÓ†ùi`^!$Üirçù‡æ]

ƒÖÔ]ÖÛÃßoāÖoÚÃßo]Ö×nØæ]Öß`^…eç…æ�œu‚aÛ^Úç…�ø]ÖÛÃÛç…éôunàm’‚…]¤ì†!

PMI]Ö’†Ê^áV

œæ…�a³³^]e³àÚ³ß³¿³ç…ElMMSbDENODæÚ³r³‚]Ö³‚m³à]ÖËn³†æ‡�e³^�°ElSMTbDEOOD

æ]Ö³Û³vf±ElMMMMbDEPODæ]Öˆen‚°ElQLNMbDEQODenßÛ^œaÛ×`^]eà�…m‚ElMNObD

�ŸÖj`^Â×o]Ö×ùnØæ]Ößù`^…  e¡Æè]Öj%ßnèÊ±]Ö×Çè]ÖÃ†enèÚàun&



ERODæ]Ö³r³ça³†°ElOUObDESODæ]ÖˆÚí�†°ElTOQbDETODæa±ÚªìçƒéÚàÚÃß^a^

]Ö³×³Ç³ç°æa³çÂ³×oÚ^ƒÒ†å]eà�…m‚ElMNObDEUOD]ÖjÏ×gELPDÊŠÛùn^e`^¢ÞäÒØùÚß`Û^

mjÏ×ùgÂ×o]Öjç]Ö±i×ç]¤ì†!

QMI]Ö_†m‚]áV

æÚÛà  œi³oe`³^]Ö³Û³r‚]ÖËn†æ‡�e^�°ElSMTbDEMPDæ]Öˆen‚°ElQLNMbDENPD

 œa³Û³×`³^]e³à]ÖŠ³Ón³kElPPNbDEOPDœe³ç]Ö³_n³g]Ö×Çç°ElMQObDEPPDæ]ÖˆÚí�†°

ElTOQbDEQPDæ]e³à‰n³‚åElTQPbDERPDæ]ÖŠn³ç›±ElMMUbDESPDæÆn†aÜæœÚù^

]Ö³_³†m³‚Ê`³ç]Ö³çÖ³‚]Ö³„°m³çÖ³‚e³Ã‚œìnäÊnÓçáÒØùÚß`Û^›†m‚]¤ì†æÚà$ÜiŠÛnj`Û^hZZ

]Ö_†m‚]áXXÖ_†æðœu‚aÛ^Â×o]ÖfŠn_èeÃ‚]¤ì†!

RMI]ÖÃ’†]áV

Ú³Û³àœæ…�a³^]e³à]ÖŠ³Ón³kElPPNbDETPDæœeç]Ö_ng]Ö×Çç°ElMQObDEUPD

e^ÖÛÃßo]ÖÛ„Òç…ÚŠj�`‚màeÏçÙ]Ö�^Â†V

æm†•oeß’Ì]Ö‚ùmàæ]¢ÞÌ…]ÆÜ œÚ^›ô×öä]ÖÃø’»†màujomÛ×ùß±

æ‘³†ù|]e³à]ÖŠ³Ón³kElPPNbDELQDe³ªá]Ö³×n³Øæ]Öß`^…mÏ^ÙÖ`Û^]ÖÃ’†]á!æmÏ^ÙV

]Ö³Ã³’³†]áV]Ö³Ç³‚]³éæ]Ö³Ã�±EMQDæÖÃ×`Ü‰Ûùça^ejŠÛnj`Ü]Örˆðe^‰Ü]ÖÓØù¢áù]Ö×nØæ]Öß`^…

qˆð]áÚà]ÖÃ’†Ê^Âjf†æ]Ò¡÷Úß`Û^Â’†]÷$Ü$ßçå!

SMI]ÖËjn^áV

œi³oe`³^]e³à]ÖŠ³Ón³kElPPNbDENQDe³^ÖÛÃßo]Ö„°ƒÒ†Þ^åæœö›»×ôÐøÂ×n`Û^iŠÛnèZZ]ÖËjn^áXX

Ö×Ûr^‡¢Þ`Û^ÖÜm’n†]aø†ôÚøn»àôÚÄÚ–±]¤Ú^�]ÖfÃn‚éÂ×n`Û^!

TMI]ÖÏ^…u^áôV

ƒÒ³†a³^œe³ç]Ö_ng]Ö×Çç°ElMQObDEOQDæ]ÖÛvf±ElMMMMbDEPQDÖ×‚ŸÖè]Öj±ƒÒ†l

a³„]æ]Ö³Ó³×³Ûè]Ö³Û%ß^éœ‘×`^]ÖÏ†|e^ÖËjxœæ]ÖÏ†|e^Ö–ÜÖÇj^á(æaçÂ˜]ÖŠ¡|æÞvçåÚÛ^
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m³r†|]¢‰‚æÚÛ^mí†te^Öf‚áæāÖoƒÖÔi†qÄiŠÛnj`Üāmù^aÛ^hZZ]ÖÏ^…u^áXX¢Þ`Û^mÃ–^á

]Ö³çÎkæmr†u^Þä$Üm_×Ã^áÂ×o]ÖÓçáenà]ÖŠÛ^ðæ]¢…šun&mÇ�±œu‚aÛ^]ÖfŠn_è¾¡Ú÷̂

æi–±ð]¤ì†]ÖÛÃÛç…é•n^ð÷!

UMI]ÖÏ†ùi^áV

œi³oe`^]eà]ÖŠÓnkElPPNbDEQQDæœeç]Ö_ng]Ö×Çç°ElMQObDERQDæ]ÖÛvf±El

MMMMbDESQDÖ³×³‚ŸÖèÂ³×³o]Ö³×n³Øæ]Öß`^…æÂ×ÐÂ×n`^Âˆ]Ö‚mà]Öjßçì±ElRTNMbDETQD

Î^ñ¡÷VZZæ]ÖÏ†ùi^áôæ]ÖÓ†ùi^áÂ×oÚÃßoæ]u‚Â×o]Öf‚ÙXX!EUQD

LNI]ÖÏ†Þ^áV

œæ…�a³^]Ö³Ûvf±ElMMMMbDELRDe^ÖÛÃßo]Ö„°Ú†ùæ‘†ù|e‚ŸÖj`^Â×o]ÖÇ‚]éæ]ÖÃ�±EMRD

œm³–÷̂!a„]æÚË†�a^]ÖÏ†áæaçÒËç]ÖÛ†ðæÞ¿n†åÊ±]Ö�r^ÂèœæÂ^ÝÊ±]Ö�r^Âèæ]ÖÃ×ÜæÆn†

ƒÖÔæÚßäi×Ô]ÖjŠÛnè¢áœu‚aÛ^ÒËçÖ¡ôì†æÞ¿n†åÊ±]¦Îf^Ùæ]ŸÞ’†]Íæ]Ö_çÙæ]ŸÚj‚]�

æ]ÖjŠ^æ°!

]ÖÓ†ùi^áV MNI

œæ…�a³³^ElMQObDENRD]e³ç]Ö³_n³g]Ö³×³Çç°ElMQObDEORDæ]ÖÛvf±ElMMMMbDEPRD

æœ‘×`^]ÖÓ†ùé]Öj±i‚ÙùÂ×o]ÖÛ†ùéæÖÃ×`Ü‰Ûça^¢á�æ…]áÒ×n`Û^mjÜÒ†ùée^Ö×nØæÒ†ùée^Öß`^…!

NNI]Ö×n¡áV

œæ…�a³^]ÖÛvf±ElMMMMbDEQRDeÛÃßo]Ö×nØæ]Öß`^…æÚà]Öç]•x]Ör×±œá]Ö×nØÞÏn˜]Öß`^…

æÖ³Ã³×`³Ü‰³Ûù³ça³^¢á]Ö³×n³Øm�³^…ÕÚ³Ä]Öß`^…Ê±ÒçÞäæu‚éÚà]ÖçÎkæ‰çm÷̂ÖäÊ±]ŸÚj‚]�

æÚÛ^$¡÷ÖäÊ±]Ö„a^hæ]¦m^hÊ±]ÖÛnÃ^�!

ONI]ÖÛ_nj^áV

ƒÒ³†a^]ÖÛvf±ElMMMMbDERRDe^ÖÛÃßo]ÖÛ„Òç…æÚË†�a^]ÖÛ_nèæa±]Ö‚]eè]Öj±iÛ_çœ°

�ŸÖj`^Â×o]Ö×ùnØæ]Ößù`^…  e¡Æè]Öj%ßnèÊ±]Ö×Çè]ÖÃ†enèÚàun&



iŠ†ÅÊ±‰n†a^æÚßäiŠÛnj`^e`^i�fn`÷̂āmù^aÛ^e^Ö‚ù]ejnà]ÖÛŠ†ÂjnàÊ±‰n†aÛ^!

PNI]ÖÛ×ç]áV

œæ…�a³^]eà]ÖŠÓnkElPPNbDESRDæœeç]Ö_ng]Ö×Çç°ElMQObDETRDæ]ÖˆÚí�†°El

TOQbDEURDæ]Ö³Û³r³‚]Ö³Ën³†æ‡�e³^�°ElSMTbDELSDæÆn†aÜeÛÃßo]Ö×nØæ]Öß`^…æœÊ^�

]Ö³Ën³†æ‡�e³^�°ElSMTbDEMSDœá]ÖÓ×ÛèÖ`^�ŸÖèœì†pÂ×o›†Ê±]Öß`^…!a„]æÚË†�a^Ú£

æaç]ÖŠn†]Ö�‚m‚æÚßäi×Ô]ÖjŠÛnèÖÓçÞ`Û^Ê±]ÖŠn†Â×o]Öjç]i†!

QNI]ÖÛÛß^áV

œæ…�a³^]Ö³Û³vf³±ElMMMMbDENSDe^ÖÛÃßo]ÖÛ„Òç…ÊÏ¼āŸùœÞäm�†u`^ŸÚçqˆ]÷æŸÚË’¡÷

æÖ³Üi³†�]Ö³Ó³×³Ûè]ÖÛ%ß^éÊ±]ÖrÛ`†éæœ‰^Œ]Öf¡Æèæ]Ö’v^|æÖŠ^á]ÖÃ†hæ]ÖÏ^ÚçŒæi^t

]Ö³Ã³†æŒæÚ³^inŠ³†Ö³±Ú³à]Ö³Ój³g]Ö³×³ÇèæÚà$ÜÖÜmŠjfàÖ±ÚÃß^a^æÚ^]aj‚mkāÖo�†u`^

Êø³^Òjø³Ëøn»³köe³ß³Ï³×`³^Úà]ÖÛvf±ElMMMMbDEOSDun&Ú^]‰j_Ãk]¦Ê^�ée`„]]Ö’‚�æœÚù^

]ÖÛŠòçÖnèe’vj`^ÊÃ×o]ÖÛvf±ElMMMMbDEPSD!

RNI]Öß`^…]áV

œæ…�a³^]Ö³Û³vf³±ElMMMMbDEQSDæÚ³Û³^ŸÚ³†mèÊn³äœá]Ö³ß`³^…•‚]Ö×nØæÖÃ×`Ü‰ÛùçaÛ^

e³^Öß`^…mà¢á]Öß`^…m�fä]Ö×nØÊ±]ìj¡Êä]Ö‚]ñÜæ]ÖŠn†]ÖÛjç]‘Øe^ÖÛç]¾fèæ]ÖŠ†Âè]ÖÛÃnßèÊ%ßç]

]Öß`^…Ê’^…ZZ]Öß`^…]áXXæœ…]�æ]Úß`^iÇ×nf÷̂]Ö×nØæ]Öß`^…!

]Ö`ç]Ú�V
a³çÂf³‚]Ö³ç]u³‚e³àÂ³×±]Öv×f±(œeç]Ö_ng]Ö×Çç°(‰ÓàæÚ^le`^Îjn¡÷‰ßèMQOb( MI

‘ßÌæœÊ^�(ÖäÚ†]ig]Ößvçmnà(]¦e‚]Ù(]¢•‚]�(]ÖÛ%ßo!]¢Â¡ÝPKRSM  œ�mg(ÖÇç°(

ƒÒ†a^Ê±]Öf^h]ÖÛ„Òç…ÖÓj^h]ÖÛ%ßoFTQ NI
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Önß¿†]ÖÛ†qÄÞËŠä OI

a³çm³Ã³Ï³çhe³àā‰v^Ñ(œeçmç‰Ì(]eà]ÖŠÓnk(æÖ‚eíç‡‰j^áæiÃ×ÜefÇ‚]�æ]i’Ø PI

]ÖÃf^‰±æœ�ùhœæŸ�åæ‘^…ÚàÞ‚Ú^ñäāŸùœá]ÖÛjçÒØÎj×ä‰ßèPPNbÖŠfgÚr`çÙ!  e^ÖÛjçÒØ

]ÖŠ³Ón³kÚ³àœñ³Ûè]Ö³×Çè!Öäā‘¡|]ÖÛß_Ð(]¢•‚]�(æ]ÖÏ×gæ]¦e‚]ÙæÆ†mg  a„]æÒ^á]eà

Önß¿†]¢Â¡ÝTKQUM  ]ÖÏ†�áæ]Ößç]�…!

ā‘¡|]ÖÛß_ÐPUO QI
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Abstract:

Salient Features of Teaching &Education

 In the light of Qumran& Sunni 

Taleem (Education) and Tarbiyyah (Practical Training of Conduct) both, on

account of their distinctive positions, play a significant role in catering to the

personality of the Muslim according to the teaching of Holy Quran and

Sunnah of the Holy Prophet, Muhammad (P.B.U.H.).

In this article concepts of Ta'leem and Tarbiyyah, and their complementary

role in educating a Muslim have been discussed keeping in view their

co-relation and differences. Moreover education and its role in the

development of a culture, elimination of illiteracy and catering to the conduct

of the Muslims have been discussed. References from the Quran and

Sunnah are given in the article.

The arguments in this connection explain that free education for every one in

a Muslim state is compulsory. Education is not only obligatory for the

individual but the state is duty-bound to provide the same to her peoples.

Islam appreciates the efforts to promote education and considers it a sacred

Jihad. 
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Ö³‚m`³^(æiÏ^Ön‚â^(ÊÃà›†mÐ]Öj†enèiv^ÊÀ]¢ÚèÂ×o$Ï^Êj`^(æe„ÖÔiv^ÊÀÂ×oæqç�a^(¢á

•n^Å$Ï^Êè]¢ÚèmÃßoe–n^ÅÞËŠ`^ó

æm³ßf³Çoœáiv^ÊÀ]Öj†enèÊo]ÖrÛjÛÄ]ÖÛŠ×ÜÂ×o]Ö%Ï^Êè]¦‰¡Únè(æœái†Ê˜ÒØ$Ï^Êè

ijÃ^…šÚÄÞ’ç”]ÖÓj^hæ]ÖŠßè(æÚÄu^q^l]ÖÛrjÛÄ]ÖÛŠ×ÜæÚj_×f^iäæ�í’njäæÒ†]Újäó

Ÿi³ˆ]Ùe³Ã˜]ÖÛrjÛÃ^l]¦‰¡ÚnèiÃ^ÞoÚà�$^…]ÖÇˆæ]ÖËÓ†p]Ör^â×o(æÖàijÇ×gÂ×nä

Êo•çð]ÖÏ†�áæ]ÖŠßè Ú¡Úx]Öj†enèæ]ÖjÃ×nÜ



āŸe^ÖÃç�éāÖo]Öj†enè]¦‰¡Únèó

Î³^Ù]²i³Ã³^Ö³oV™æø]øÿá$aø³„ø]‘ô†ø]›ô±ûÚöŠûjøÏônûÛ÷̂Êø^i$fôÃöçûåöæøŸøiøj$fôÃöçû]]ÖŠ%föØøøøÊøjøËø†$ÑøeôÓöÜûÂøàû‰øfônû×ôä́

—ELMD  ƒFÖôÓöÜûæø‘$^ÒöÜûeôä́ÖøÃø×$ÓöÜûiøj$Ïöçûáø

]Öj†enèæ]ÖjÓnÌ
]Öj³ÓnÌÂÛ×nèiÃ‚mØ]ÖË†�ÖÛnçÖäæœâ‚]Êä(Ön’fxœÒ%†Ú¡ñÛèIœpÖÛ^mvn¼eäÚàœÊ†]�

æ¾†æÍIÊo•çðiÃ^ÖnÜ]¦‰¡Ý(ÖjvÏnÐāÞŠ^Þnjäó

—EMMD  mÏçÙ]²iÃ^ÖoV™āôá$]²ŸømöÇøn(†öÚø^eôÏøçûÝõuøj$omöÇøn(†öæû]Úø^eôø̂ÞûËöŠôãôÜû

æm�³Û³ØÚ³Ã³ß³o]Öj³ÓnÌ]Ö³Ï³‚…³éÂ×oiÇnn†æiÃ‚mØ]ÖË†�ÖÛ^ÊoenòjäÖj’fxœÒ%†Ú¡ñÛè

Öv^q^l(æÊ_†iä]¦ÞŠ^ÞnèÊo•çðiÃ^ÖnÜ]Ÿ‰¡Ýó

æ]Öj³ÓnÌÂÛ×nèmÛ^…‰ã^]ÖÛrjÛÄæ]ÖË†�óÊ^ÖÛrjÛÄ]Ö„pmªì„eª‰f^h]ÖjÏ‚Ýæ]Ö†ÎoÊo

•çðiÃ^ÖnÜ]¦‰¡ÝmvÏÐÂÛ×nè]ÖjÓnÌ]ÖŠç°(æmv^ÊÀÂ×oæqç�åæmvÏÐiÏ‚Úäó

œÚ³^]ÖÛrjÛÄ]Ö„pŸmªì„eª‰f^h]ÖjÏ‚Ýæ]Ö†ÎoÊníËÐÊoÂÛ×nè]ÖjÓnÌ(æmfÏoÚjªì†]÷

æm³’f³x…q³Ãn^(æÒ„ÖÔ]ÖÛrjÛÄ]Ö„pmªì„eª‰f^h]ÖjÏ‚Ýæ]Ö†ÎoÊoÆn†•çðiÃ^ÖnÜ]¦‰¡Ý(

Ê×àmvÏÐÂÛ×nè]ÖjÓnÌ]ÖŠçp¢Ê†]�å(eÛ^mvÏÐÖ`ÜāÞŠ^Þnj`Üæ‰Ã^�i`Üó

āá]¦ÞŠ³^á]Ö³„pmŠj³_nÄœámÓnÌÞËŠäÚÄenòjäÊo•çðiÃ^ÖnÜ]¦‰¡Ýâç]Ö„pmvÏÐ

āÞŠ^Þnjä(æm’fxÂ–ç]Þ^ÊÃ^iÏ‚Ún^ó

œÚ³^]¦ÞŠ³^á]Ö³„pŸmv^æÙ]ÖjÓnÌÚÄenòjäÊ^ÞämfÏoÚjí×Ë^…qÃn^(æmÃn�Â×oâ^Ú�

]Övn^é(ÒÛ^]á]¦ÞŠ^á]Ö„pmÓnÌÞËŠäÚÄenòjäÊoÆn†•çðiÃ^ÖnÜ]¦‰¡Ý(Ê×àmvÏÐ]ÖjÓnÌ

]ÖŠçp(]Ö„pmÛÓßäÚàivÏnÐāÞŠ^Þnèæ‰Ã^�iäó

Ú³àæ¾³^ñÌ]Öj³†enèœáiŠ³^Â³‚]ÖË†�Â×oißÛnäÎ‚…]iäæiçqn``^Ö×jÓnÌÚÄenòjäÊo•çð

i³Ã³^ÖnÜ]¦‰¡Ý(ÖnjÛÓàÚàivÏnÐ]ÖjÓnÌ]ÖŠçp]Ö„pmÛÓàÚàivÏnÐāÞŠ^Þnèæ‰Ã^�iä(ÒÛ^

œÞ`³^iÛÓà]ÖÛrjÛÄæiçq`äÖ£ì„eª‰f^h]ÖjÏ‚Ýæ]Ö†ÎoÊo•çðiÃ^ÖnÜ]¦‰¡Ý(ÖnvÏÐ¢Ê†]�å

(ÂÛ×nèæÚß^ï]ÖjÓnÌ]ÖŠç°ÖnvÏÏç]Ö×ÛrjÛÄiÏ‚Úä(æ…Înä(æmvÏÏç]āÞŠ^Þn`Üæ‰Ã^�i`Üó
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]Öj†enèæ]¢Únè
æøÚôßûãöÜû]öÿÚ(n%çûáøŸømøÃû×øÛöçûáø]ÖûÓôjø̂hø]ôŸ$]øÚø^Þô±$æø]ôáûâöÜû]ôŸ$mø¿öß%çûáø—ENMD  Î^Ù]²iÃ^ÖoV™

æ]¢Ún³çáq³Û³ÄœÚ³±(æâ³ç]Ö³†q³Ø]Ö„pŸmvŠà]ÖÏ†]ðéæ]ÖÓj^eèEOMDæÎ‚mÃßoœÚ(±(

e³^Ö�³í³“]Ö³„pŸm³Ã³†Íi³Ã^ÖnÜ]²æœuÓ^Úä(mÏçÙ]²‰fv^ÞäæiÃ^ÖoV™âöçø]Ö$„ô°ûeøÃø&øÊô±

]ŸûÚön(n(³àø…ø‰ö³çûŸ÷Úô³ßûãö³Üûmøjû×öçûÂø×ønûãôÜû�mø^iôä́æømöø̂Ò(nûãôÜûæømøÃø×(ÛöãöÜö]ÖûÓôjø^høæø]ÖûvôÓûÛøèøæø]ôáûÒø^Þöçû]ÚôàûÎøfûØöÖøËô±û

•ø¡øÙõÚöfônûàõ—EPMD

æ]Ö³Û³Ãßo]Ö�^ñÄÖ×ËÀZZœÚù±XXâç]Ö�í“]Ö„°ŸmÃ†Í]ÖÏ†]ðéæ]ÖÓj^eè(æ]¢ÚnèÖnŠk

Ú�Ó×è]qjÛ^ÂnèÊoÂ^ÖÜÚjÏ‚ÝÊÏ¼(æ‰fnØiÏ‚Ú`^]ŸqjÛ^Âoæ]ŸÎj’^�pó

æøÚø³^Òø³^áø]Öû³Ûö³çûÿÚô³ßö³çûáøÖônø³ßû³Ëô†öæû]Òø^Ê$è÷Êø×øçûŸøÞøËø†øÚøàûÒöØ(Ê†ôûÎøèõÚôßûãöÜû›ø^ñôËøèö   Î³^Ù]²iÃ^ÖoV™

—EQMD  ÖônøjøËøÏ$ãöçû]Êô±]Ö‚(mûàôæøÖônößû„ô…öæû]ÎøçûÚøãöÜû]ôƒø]…øqøÃöçû]ÖøÃø×$ãöÜûmøvû„ø…öæûáø

i�n³†â³„å]¤mèāÖoæqçhií×ÌeÃ˜]ÖÛŠ×ÛnàÂà]Ör`^�Ö×jÃ×ÜÚà…‰çÙ"#(ÖÇ^mè

i³Ã³×n³ÜÎçÚ`ÜœÚç…�mß`Ü(æÞvç]¢Únèæ]Ör^a×nè(æâ„]m‚ÙÂ×oœáÚv^…eè]¢ÚnèiÃ‚Ù]Ör`^�

Êo‰fnØ]²ó

æ]Ö³r³ÛjÛÄ]Ö„pi†iËÄÊnäÞŠfè]¢ÚnnàÊÃ×näæ]qgÚv^…eè]¢ÚnèÖ‚mä(¢ÞäÊ†š�mßo(

ææ]q³g]qj³Û³^Â³oæu³Ð]ÞŠ³^Þ³o¢á]Öj³Ã³×n³Üæ]Ö³Ï–^ðÂ×o]¢Únèâç]Ö_†mÐ]¢Ú%ØÖÛv^…eè

]Ÿ‰jÃÛ^…æâçÖçáÚàœÖç]á]Ör`^�Êo‰fnØ]²ó

æmÛÓà]ÖÏ–^ðÂ×o]¢Únèe_†mÏjnàV

]¢æÖoV›†mÏè]ÖçÎ^mèÚà]¢ÚnèeË†š]ÖjÃ×nÜæqÃ×äāqf^…m^Â×oqÛnÄœ›Ë^Ù]¢Úèó

]Ö%³^ÞnèV›³†m³ÏèÚ³Ó³^Ê³vè]¢Únèenà]ÖÓf^…ejÃ×nÛ`ÜÊoÚ‚]…ŒÖn×nè(œæÊo]ÖÛŠ^q‚(œæ

]ÖÛ†]Òˆ(œæÚàì¡Ù]¦ƒ]Âèæ]Öj×Ë^‡ó

•†æ…é]Öj†enèæ]ÖjÃ×nÜ
Î³^Ù]²i³Ã^ÖoV™]ôÎû†ø]ûÿeô^‰ûÜô…øe(Ôø]Ö$„ô°ûìø×øÐøìø×øÐø]ŸûôÞûŠø^áøÚôàûÂø×øÐõ]ôÎû†ø]ûÿæø…øe%Ôø]ŸûøÒû†øÝö]Ö$„ô°û

Êo•çð]ÖÏ†�áæ]ÖŠßè Ú¡Úx]Öj†enèæ]ÖjÃ×nÜ



Âø×$Üøeô^ÖûÏø×øÜôÂø×$Üø]ŸûôÞûŠø^áøÚø^ÖøÜûmøÃû×øÜû—ERMD

Ò³^Þkâ„åœæÙ�m^lißˆÖkÚà]ÖÏ†�á]ÖÓ†mÜ(æâoijÃ×Ðe^ÖÃÛ×nè]Öj†eçmèæâ„]m‚ÙÂ×o

œá]¦‰³¡Ým³ÏçÝÂ×o]Öj†enèæ]ÖjÃ×nÜ(Ö„]Ê^Öj†enèæ]ÖjÃ×nÜÂÛ×nèâ^ÚèÖÓØÊ†�æÖÓØÚrjÛÄ(æŸ

mÛÓà]Ÿ‰jÇß^ðÂßã^ó

i³Ï³‚Ý]¢ÚèÊ³o]Ö³vn³^³éæ…În`^Êo]Öv–^…émjÃ×Ï^áej†enèæiÃ×nÜœÊ†]�â^(æÒ×Û^iÏ‚Úk

]¢ÚèÊo]Öv–^…é‡]�lu^qj`^āÖoi†enèœÊ†]�â^ó

]¦‰³¡ÝœæÙ�m³^Þè(æœ‰f³Ðu³†ÒèÂ³^Ö³Ûnè(q³Ã³×k]Öj†enèœÚ†]•†æ…m^(æÖn‹ÒÛ^Ön^(

æÊ–×jäÂ×o]ÖÃf^�émÏçÙ]Ö†‰çÙ"#VZZÊ–Ø]ÖÃ^ÖÜÂ×o]ÖÃ^e‚ÒË–×oÂ×oœ�Þ^ÒÜXXóESMD

]Öj†enèuÐÂ^ÝæÚr^Þ±
Âøfø³‹øæøiø³çøÖ#³o]øáûqø³^ðøåö]ŸûøÂû³ÛFoæøÚø^mö‚û…ômûÔøÖøÃø×$äömø$̂Ò#o]øæûmø„$Ò$†öÊøjøßûËøÃøäö  Î³^Ù]²iÃ^ÖoV™

]Ö„(Òû†Fp—ETMD

æÎ³^Ùœm³–³^V™æø]‘ûfô†ûÞøËûŠøÔøÚøÄø]Ö$„ômûàømø‚ûÂöçûáø…øe$ãöÜûeô^ÖûÇø‚Fæéôæø]ÖûÃø�ô±(mö†ômû‚öæûáøæøqûãøäöæøŸøiøÃû‚ö

Âønû³ßø³^ÕøÂø³ßûãöÜûiö†ômû‚ö‡ômûßøèø]Öûvønø^éô]Ö‚%Þûnø^æøŸøiö_ôÄûÚøàû]øÆûËø×ûßø^Îø×ûføäöÂøàûƒôÒû†ôÞø^æø]i$føÄøâøçø]åöæøÒø^áø]øÚû†öåöÊö†ö›÷̂—

EUMD

]Öj³Ã³×n³ÜÚ³ß„q^ð]¦‰¡Ý›fÐÚf‚œZZ]ÖjÃ×nÜuÐÖ×rÛnÄXXæÚf‚œZZÚr^Þnè]ÖjÃ×nÜXXæœ‘fx

]Öj³Ã³×n³ÜÚnŠ†]Ö×Çßoæ]ÖËÏn†(æÖ×Ófn†æ]Ö’Çn†(æÖ×„Ò†(æ]¢Þ%o(æÒ^á]Ö†‰çÙ"#mÃ×Üœ‘v^eä

Êo]ÖÛŠr‚!æmÃ×Ü]ÖßŠ^ðÊo]ÖfnçlVæÒ^á]ÖjÃ×nÜmjÜ�æáœpœq†œæiÃçm˜ó

æÖ³Üi³Ã³†Í]ÖÛrjÛÃ^lÆn†]¦‰¡ÚnèÚf‚œZZ]ÖjÃ×nÜuÐÖ×rÛnÄXXæÚf‚œZZÚr^Þnè]ÖjÃ×nÜXX

āŸ$eÃ‚Â‚éÎ†æáÚà¾`ç…]¦‰¡ÝæeÃ‚āÂ¡áæ$nÏèuÏçÑ]¦ÞŠ^áó

Ö³Ï³‚‰f³Ð]Ö³ÛŠ³×ÛçáqÛnÄœÊ†]�]¢ÚÜæ]Ö�ÃçhÊoiÏ†m†]ÖÛf‚œmà]Öj†eçmnà]ÖŠ^eÏnà(

æâÜ]Öçun‚æá]Ö„mà]‰j_^Âç]i_fnÏ`Û^Êo]Övn^é(æqÃØƒÖÔqˆð÷]ÚàÂf^�i`Ü]²ó

]Öj†enèÂÛ×nèâ^Úèe^ÖßŠfèÖ×Ë†�
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m³Ï³çÙ]²"#VZZ›³×³g]Ö³Ã³×³ÜÊ†m–èÂ×oÒØÚŠ×ÜXXELNDÎ‚m†']ÖË†�e^ÖçŸ�éÂà

æ]Ö³‚m³àÖ³çáÂn³çÞ`³Ü(æ›³çÙÎ³^Új`³Ü(æuô³‚$³éƒÒ³^ñ`Ü(æÖÓßäŸm†'Âß`Üe^ÖçŸ�éÂ×çÚ`Ü

æÚÃ^…Ê`Üó

āá]Ö³Ë³†�m³vj^tāÖoÂÛ×nè]Öj†enèæ]ÖjÃ×nÜÊoun^iäÖnŠj_nÄœámÓjŠg]ÖÛÃ^…Íæ]ÖÃ×çÝ

Ú³àœe³çm³ä(æÚ³àÆn³†â³ÜÚàœ‘v^h]ÖÃ×Üæ]ÖÛÃ†ÊèœæÖnŠj_nÄœámj‚…hÂ×oœÂÛ^ÙæÚ`^…]l

Ú`ßnèœæu†Ênèœenä(œæÆn†åÚàœ‘v^h]ÖÛãàæ]Öv†Íó

æ]Ö³Ë³†�ŸmÛÓßäœámÃn��æái†enèæiÃ×nÜ(¢ÞäŸmÛÓßäœámfÏo�æá…Â^mèæiçqnä(Ò„]

Ÿe‚œámÇ‚æ]]ÖË†�Â^ÖÛ^œæÚjÃ×Û^ÒÛ^œæ‘o…‰çÙ]²"#óEMND

mÏçÙ]²iÃ^ÖoV™]²ö]Ö$„ô°ûìø×øÏøÓöÜûÚôàû•öÃûÌõ$öÜ$qøÃøØøÚôàûeøÃû‚ô•öÃûÌôÎöç$éõ$öÜ$qøÃøØøÚôàûeøÃû‚ô

Îöç$éõ•öÃûË÷̂æø�ønûf÷̂møíû×öÐöÚøàûmø�ø^ðöæøâöçø]ÖûÃø×ônûÜö]ûÖÏø‚ômû†ö—ENND

m³vj³^t]Ö³Ë³†�Ö×j†enè¢ÞämçÖ‚•ÃnË^Ÿe‚ÖäÚà…Â^mèæÂß^mèæiß�òè(æ¢áÊj†é•ÃËäÊo

›³Ë³çÖjäœ›çÙÚàÊj†]l•ÃÌœpÚí×çÑ�ì†(æ¢ÞäÚÃ†šÖ×–ÃÌeÃ‚]ÖÏçé(Êãçā•^ÊèāÖo

u^qjäÖ×j†enè(ŸmÛÓàœámŠjÇßoÂß`^›n×èun^iä(æâ„]Ú^mÃf(†Âßäe^Öj†enè]ÖÛŠjÛ†éó

e³Ã³˜]Ö³vn³ç]áÎ‚iŠjÏØÂàœeçm`^eÃ‚]ÖçŸ�éÚf^�†é(æœÆ×f`^iŠjÏØeÃ‚Êj†éÎ’n†é(

æÖ³Ó³à]¦ÞŠ³^áŸmŠj³ÇßoÂàæ]Ö‚mäæÚ†enäāŸ$eÃ‚Ú–±‰ç]l›çm×è(Ê`çŸm’Ø‰øà$]Öf×çÉ

ÎfØ]Ö%^Ö%èÂ�†é(æÎ‚Ÿmf×È‰à]Ö†�‚ÎfØ]Ö%^ÚßèÂ�†é(Ò„]Ê^Öj†enèÂÛ×nèâ^Úèæ•†æ…mèÖ×Ë†�ó

q³^ð]¦‰¡ÝeªæÙÞ¿^Ýi†eç°m‚ÂçāÖo]Öj†enè]ÖÛŠjÛ†é(mÏçÙ]Ö†‰çÙ"#VZZāƒ]œioÂ×o

mçÝŸœ‡�]�ÊnäÂ×Û^mÏ†eßoÚà]²ÂˆæqØ(Ê¡eç…ÕÖoÊ±›×çÅ�Û‹ƒÖÔ]ÖnçÝXXóEOND

Ú³Û³^m³r³ÃØ]ÖÃÛ×nè]Öj†eçmèâ^Úèe^ÖßŠfèÖ×Ë†�œáÎ‚…iäÂ×o]ÖjÓnÌÊo‘Ç†åœ•ÃÌÚà

Î‚…éÆn†åÚà]ÖÛí×çÎ^l(æÖÓßämÛj^‡eÏ‚…iä]ÖÛŠjÛ†éÂ×o]ÖjÓnÌæ]ÖjÃ×nÜâç]Ö_†mÐ]ÖÛÃnàÖä

Â³×³o]Öj³ÓnÌÚÄ]Öfnòè]Öjoivn¼eä(Önv^ÊÀÂ×oÞÛçåÊ±]Ÿir^å]ÖŠ×nÜ(ÖÓØÚ†u×èÚàÚ†]uØ

Þ³Û³ç]ÖË†�Új_×f^læu^q^l(m’ÃgÂ×näœámvÏÏ`^�æái†enèeŠã×çæmŠ†(æeÛ^mÃç�Â×näe^

ÖßËÄ(æÂ×oÚrjÛÃäe^Öín†ó

Êo•çð]ÖÏ†�áæ]ÖŠßè Ú¡Úx]Öj†enèæ]ÖjÃ×nÜ



ÖÏ‚æqä]¦‰¡Ýœáif‚œ]ÖÃÛ×nè]Öj†eçmèÖ×Ë†�ÂÏgæŸ�iäÚf^�†é(æœáiŠjÛ†›n×èÚ†]uØ

Þ³ÛçåæÖÜmv‚�e‚œâ^æ]Þjã^ñã^Êo‰àÚÃnßè(ÒÛ^m‚ÙÂ×näÚ^…æpÂàœeo…]ÊÄœÞäÎ^ÙVZZ…œmk

ƒ$áø]ÖvŠàeàÂ×ounàæÖ‚iäÊ^›ÛèXXóEPND ø …‰çÙ]²"#œ

]Öj†enèÂÛ×nèâ^Úèe^ÖßŠfèÖ×ÛrjÛÄ

mvj^t]ÖÛrjÛÄāÖo]Öj†enè(¢ÞäÚàì¡Ù]ÖÃÛ×nè]Öj†eçmèmv^ÊÀÂ×oæqç�åæ�í’njä(

un&iã‚Í]Öj†enèāÖoÞÏØ$Ï^Êè]ÖÛrjÛÄæi†]']¤e^ðāÖo]¢eß^ðó

m³v³^ÊÀ]ÖÛrjÛÄÂ×o�m^ÞjäæÚÃ^…ÊäæÂ×çÚäæÎnÛäæÂ^�]iäeÛ^i©�mäÖä]ÖÃ×Ûnè]Öj†eçmèÚà

ì³‚Ú³^lun³&iã³‚ÍāÖ³oÞ³ÏØƒÖÔÒ×äÖ£qn^Ù]Öß^�òè(Âf†]ÖÛ©‰Š^l]Öj†eçmè]ÖjomÏnÛ`^

]ÖÛrjÛÄÖã„]]ÖÇ†šó

æm³vj³^t]Ö³rÛjÛÄāÖo]Öj†enè(¢á]ÖÃÛ×nè]Öj†eçmèiËn‚åÊoeß^ð‰×çÕœÊ†]�(eß^ð÷]Úçu‚](

æÚj³†]e³_³^(un³&i³çu³‚]Öj³†enèen³àÂÏ^ñ‚aÜæœÊÓ^…aÜæÚÃ^…Ê`ÜæÎnÛ`Ü]Öjoiçqä‰×çÒ`Ü

içqn`^mŠn†Êo]ir^åÚçu‚æÚj†]e¼æÂ×oœ‰‹Îçpó

Êø³Ûø³^]öæûiônûjö³ÜûÚô³àû�ø³±ûðõÊøÛøjø^Åö]Öûvønø^éô]Ö‚%Þûnø^æøÚø^Âôßû‚ô]²ôìønû†ZXæø]øeûÏoF  m³ÏçÙ]²ÂˆæqØV™

Öô³×$„ômûàø�Úøßöçû]æøÂø×oF…øe(ãôÜûmøjøçøÒ$×öçûáøæø]Ö$„ômûàømørûjøßôföçûáøÒøfø^ñô†ø]Ÿûô$ûÜôæø]ÖûËøçø]uô�øæø]ôƒø]Úø^Æø–ôföçû]âöÜûmøÇûËô†öæûáø
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]ÖÏ†�á]ÖÓ†mÜ(]Ÿ‰†]ðVSMKPN MD

]ÖÏ†�á]ÖÓ†mÜ(]Öjv†mÜVR ND

]ÖÏ†�á]ÖÓ†mÜ(]¢Þfn^ðVMNKSLM OD

]ÖÏ†�á]ÖÓ†mÜ(]ÖjçeèVUKOO PD

]Þ¿†Âf‚]ÖËj^|q¡ÙVÚàœ‘çÙ]Öj†enèÊo]Ÿ‰¡Ý!Ú_^eÄ]ÖÛ†Òˆ]Ö‚æÖoÖ×jÃ×nÜ QD
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MOLP(OUO(OSO(EPKPMOD

]ÖÏ†�á]ÖÓ†mÜ(]¢ÞÃ^ÝVRKOQM LMD

]ÖÏ†�á]ÖÓ†mÜ(]Ö†Â‚VOMKMM MMD

]ÖÏ†�á]ÖÓ†mÜ(]ÖfÏ†éVNKTS NMD

]eàÒ%n†(ÂÛ^�]Ö‚màœeç]ÖÇ‚]ðā‰Û^ÂnØeàÂÛ†æViËŠn†]ÖÏ†�á]ÖÃ¿nÜ!OSO( OMD

PQUE]Örˆð]¢æÙ!t(M”VRMMD

]ÖÏ†�á]ÖÓ†mÜ(]ÖrÛÃèVNRKNIO PMD

]ÖÏ†�á]ÖÓ†mÜ(]ÖjçeèVUKNNM QMD

]ÖÏ†�á]ÖÓ†mÜ(]ÖÃ×ÐVRUKMIQ RMD

]eà]ÖÃ†eo]ÖÛ^ÖÓoVÂ^…•è]¢uÛ‚pe�†|‘vnx]Öj†Ú„p!�]…]ÖÃ×Üen†æl! SMD

LMKTQM!

]ÖÏ†�á]ÖÓ†mÜ(]ÖÃf‹VLTKMIP TMD

]ÖÏ†�á]ÖÓ†mÜ(]ÖÓ`ÌVTMKTM UMD

]eàÚ^qäœeçÂf‚]²ÚvÛ‚eàmˆm‚]ÖÏˆæmßoV‰ßà]eàÚ^qä(Òj^h]ÖÃ×Ü]un^ð]Öj†]' LND

]ÖÃ†eoen†æl!

]eàÂf‚]Öf†(]Öv^ÊÀ]eçÂÛ†mç‰ÌeàÂf‚]²]ÖßÛn†p]ÖÏ†›fo!q^ÚÄen^á]ÖÃ×Ü MND

æÊ–×ä!]ÖÛÓjfè]ÖÃ×Ûnè(]ÖÛ‚mßè]ÖÛßç…å(”VLO

]ÖÏ†�á]ÖÓ†mÜ(]Ö†æÝVLOKPQ NND

]eàÂf‚]Öf†Vq^ÚÄen^á]ÖÃ×ÜæÊ–×ä(”VQS OND

]ÖŠrŠj^Þo(‰ßàœeo�]æ�(Òj^h]¢�h(]Öv‚m&VQ(MQ PND

]ÖÏ†�á]ÖÓ†mÜ(]Ö�ç…pVNPKQOIUO QND

]ÖÏ†�á]ÖÓ†mÜ(]¢Þfn^ðVMNKMQIRQ RND

]ÖÏ†�á]ÖÓ†mÜ(]ŸÂ†]ÍVSKLTIMT SND

‰ßà]eàÚ^qä(]ÖÛÏ‚Úä!]Öv‚m&VOPN TND

Êo•çð]ÖÏ†�áæ]ÖŠßè Ú¡Úx]Öj†enèæ]ÖjÃ×nÜ
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Abstract

In this paper, the personality and works of Allama Ibn-e-Abdul Bar Qartabi

have been discussed in order to assess and evaluate his contribution to

Islamic literature. Of special significance is Allam Qartabi's book on the life

achievements of the Holy Prophet. In this book Allama Qartabi has  tried to

be objective and comprehensive by not relying on any one source. He has

brought together references from different books. He has also compared

different writers at different points of narration. He has discovered and

included many other sources of history, including the narration of his 'sheikhs'

(spiritual leaders). Consequently Allama Qartabi's book on the life and

achievements of the Holy Prophet is authentic and comprehensive. This

became a reference book for many followers. Ibn-e-Hazam in his "Jawamey-

Al- Seerat" has mainly relied on Qartabi's book. This shows Al-Qartabi's

greatness. Qartabi's book and his original manuscript have been reserved in

"Alarbiya library".
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ZyÆ¼xZzg̈ù]»f™Hì51C

ExŒÛWyzug$~÷}̧zD+',ÅzzÐ´)Z0†Z_Ë{m̈ÝÆcz»g:
Z̧zgW\»è<ØCÙnÆƒZzgZ0+SÇÐ0*uåZ’ùMMW\»ÝªCÙ~è<ØÅ§såZzg

ZIôZCÙŒÛWyz<L6,„Z©xÅãCŠgnp¸ZzgªkÃ**Y,̂B¸XpˆZiZVZrVäâË
è<ØZ(gHX@*ëZy»~y÷áwè<ØÅ§sÌåZzg‰)b~}÷á›Ã9â…¸X

ÒZ−+·fIE+™>ZÄB¨é Ep~W\Æè<Ø̈Æ!*"$˜÷ā
LLz»yŠbu45éGE$ªî IGGÁ™r#_0îEGzZnqz»yZzÑªCÙc*ZW,c*M™gâ3ìéMZà}Z�wóó

61C
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Zâxq~˜÷XZ1/¢©->î
EG

GXqƒDŒÛW]ÆâCÙZzgšZ%sExug$ZzgZ�YZ°Yw~ƒÐ
ic*Š{âCÙ̧ZzgW\»~y}~Zâx÷áwÆZ̧ZwÅ§såX71C

ÄzZŠ[
Z0†Z_»~yÄzKÅ§sÌ¹ic*Š{åZ¤/p!*‡°{W\»Š-ZyÂ©¬x6,7ì@*ëW\

ÆZÃgW\ÅPÂ1V~…X÷XÐZyÆfzt"ZzgZŠ[zšº)»Z0+Zi{l!Îc*Y
YìXW\ÆPZÃg5±ƒV

i„Ò†lÚàmfÓoÂ×oÚ‚]æÚ^

Ê×Ü]…]Ÿ]ÖÃ×Üe^Ö‚màæ]Övf†

Â×çÝÒj^h]Ö×äæ]ÖŠßà]Öjo

]ikÂà…‰çÙ]Ö×äÚÄ‘vè]Ÿ$†

Â×Ü]ŸæÖoÚàÞ^Î‚mäæÊãÛß^

ÖÛ^]ìj×ËçÊo]ÖÃ×Üe^Ö†]pæ]Öß¿†

ŠvZÃg5±ƒV
ÚÏ^ÖèƒpÞ’xæƒ]lÊç]ñ‚=

]ƒ]Úàƒæm^Ÿuf^hÒ^á]‰jÛ^Âã^

Â×nÓÜe^$^…]ÖßfoÊ^Þä

81C Úà]Ê–Ø]ÂÛ^Ù]Ö†�^�]if^Âã^

¿ùMMtā́)Z0†Z_Zq-!�,Æâ´¸XW\ŒÛW]z‚Ô@*gõzZK̈[Ô§z
ZxgZzgZŠ[Ô}zZ^oz){6,÷~Ôù]gnp¸XZ[Z"gÆ‚BW\ÆP�ĝè{Zzg
W\ÅÃz£?»E+™{5±ƒX

ˆè{:X
W\Æ̂è{Å®ZŠùzÑgÐ!*CÙì"ÑgQVDäW\ÐZ.Š{HXPZq-�g

´)Z0†Z_ZÅ?ZzgZéÂ[ÔÂ[Z−gg°Z"g°ZÅ.›é Ei~zZÅn.çG»Zq-W~zóY,̂{



ˆè{�ZLz‰ÜÆ¹(,}¬Ý¦/g}÷»E+™{HY@*ìXqƒfIäW\Æˆè{~Z1

ZmkZYðÔZ1·0Z!B†ÔZ1ZdZ0aiÔZ1ZZÅšhé
EãÔZ1†ZvZ?~ÔZ1dçy0Z°mÔ·

0:qZÑ»g~ÔZ1ŠZîŠÑy0ZØÌÃf™HìX91C

£?
Z0(y˜÷ā"z@*;~Â=ZÅ:ö XWZzg@*GZm,Š~´)Z0†Z_Æ÷áïqw¶X

´)Z0xx»ÒyìāZyÅÂÁZQVÐZëZzg"Vw÷ZyÅÂ1VÃ(,~=q

qÝìZyÅ�ÂÁëJ-â÷ZyÆ**xt÷

XExZÅWy 1

ExZÅWy6,Šg`fsÃ÷:X
Z#Vùˆz>ZÅWyc*Z#V°@*zÞ]ZÅWy 1X

Â[Z=4°ZÅW]c*Â[ZÊ-Bð
G
Eh+zZ=4ZàDZÅW]!*Ê-Bð

G
Eh+)Šz¢,( 2X

Â[ZÑrYŒÛZ>**«zZ!/z02C 3X

Exug$zZ�YZ°Yw:X X2

ZÑK[°c£î EGZÑô[ 1X

ZÊ-+;5å
GXGZÉÐ.ð¤YðZšãzZÑ‚712C 2X

Šh+ 3X

ZÅ3šŒé
GEYzg$Z>¤Y 4X

ZÅ3©|ö
GG

zg$Z>¤Y22C 5X

Â[ZÑ_5åGE»g 6X

ZÑmYZDbZ°zZ>32C 7X

Â[Z? 8X
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ZÑ�!îEGZ>“0îEG 9X

Â[ZŸZ@°Zm]̧ZßZu 01X

Â[ZÑ_3Š£é
GE

g°ug$qg 11X

Â[Z%sZô[â´0Z÷zZ%sgzZc*íÅ)aäb( 21X

Z"gZÊ--.ç
G

GE
Å.hÐê42C 31X

Z"gZ−k, 41X

ZyzZÑ
&āê52C 51X

§]zèi~z@*gõ X3

Â[ZÑ¶gZÑ'*î JGZÑrg)‚]¢,( 1X

Z"g@*gõZ£0G 2X

z„Z¬c 3X

Â[
9+¡ç
E

>ZÑK̈[ 4X

Â[Z−gg°Z"gZÅ.›é Ei~zZÅn.çG72C 5X

øg~cZkÂ[6,ƒÏZzgZk»-E+™{ˆ~HYñÇX

X} 4

Â[ZÁZø 1X

Â[ZÃ°82C 2X

ZÑ»ss°pZvðZss 3X

ZÑÙY°cbZÅ5Õä
I
XZÅ©§£é

EGâ´zZ�wzZ!�92C 4X

X, 5

Â[Z2zZÅš¨Õä
GY 1X

´)Z0†Z_ZÅ?ZzgZéÂ[ÔÂ[Z−gg°Z"g°ZÅ.›é Ei~zZÅn.çG»Zq-W~zóY,̂{



XÄzZŠ[Zzgºtp} 6

ZÑôw̃°ÄZ!Zn"0î EGGðZÑVw 1X

Â[(;0î EXGGZÎÖzZ÷ZÎÖ 2X

YìÒyZäz— 3X

ZÉ4k5é EGy°ZÑpZy 4X

Z0†Z_YZ;gfYÅÃ~:X

´)Z0†Z_ÆçÜ+ZzgZ#ÖÆYZ;gfYäW\Åd}.â]ÔzY>Øz¦ÃyZ`

d7HìZzgW\Æx%ûz£x»Z‹ZsHìëPZq-WgZYZ"gÆ‚BŠg`™D÷X
Z1Zß6Z]Y�ÛâD÷:Xug$~Z1/6Z0+Ö~ÃðaZ7ƒZ 1X

Z0xxë÷:XExug$ÃKÆaøg}™r#Z1/Z0†Z_ZÅ?ÅÂ[LLZÊ-+;5å
GXG 2X

óóÜÃðÂ[7èˆZzgZkÐ£g~Â[»¦g7HYYX

‡wZ0h>\.šïGZ!*Zß6Z]Yhw:XZ1/Z¡ZÅ.Fç
E[X13C 3X

Z0h>ë÷~äZ1Zß6Z]YÐ‹ìz{ë�āZ1/f[~ƒÐic*Š{Zy»
qCìX

´)ZÅšhé
Eãë÷ā~äZ0†Z_Ãtëƒñ‹ìz{ë¸āøg}o~‡Ì 4X

0·ZzgZ£0{−Z([6Ãð7ìX\ãë÷āZy»IŠg„p|tìāZ0†
Z_:ÂZkÐËŠgz~ÁZ̧zg:„ZyÐúg�zZá¸z{!0‡‰ÅZzÑŠ~Ð¸Zzg

ZrVäDqÝHZzgp[qÝHXZrVäZ1/Z£0†ZÓ´̈ÅÄ~g{™}ZzgZ1
Zß6Z0ZÁèÅÄ~g{™Dug$~'g]@*)qÝÅZzgZkŠgœÅāÓxfYZ0+ÖÐ
CÙ®~Ãëƒ‰23C

Z0Z$h½ð EIZw˜÷āZ0†Z_"z@*;~plZz‡]Zzg™r#Â=¸XZv¬\ä 5X

ZyÅ>]ÐŠ*ÃÃZ+{àc*Xug$z}~÷~ù]Æ‚BDZÑK̈[Zzg@*gõ~ÌZy»
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0*t¹—åX33C
îZªÆpsÐZk*yÆZ[Šzu}{Å§sÂzŠï÷Zzgz{ì´)Z0Z_Å

Â[Z−ggÔ°ZÅ.›é Ei~ZÅn.çG6,Z)àû{X'×h+™Ð¬Zk!*]»Z‹Zs™Šboƒìā
Ð„ic*Š{F,ZkK 1 ÃÒ}îgÆ!*z�ŠZÝÂ[:ïmX@*ëŠvÃÆ´z{ÝlgÎw�

~Z.Š{HYñÇX

Â[Z−gg°Z"gZÅ.›é Ei~zZÅn.çG:X
ŠZ],{Zšgs),gvZsò»£!ógÌZkÂ[Å!*"$qì
Z−gg°Z"gZÅ.›é Ei~zZÅn.çGZ,§{t~zÜāZ~Z„Zi§{Z0ZGtXZ%Z‚ÛzV',Â[

Z0ZGtgzZ#-£é GGàZiÂ¸~ñÏ0µzZ0Z!74-*î
I

Gz2ZigzZ#-£é GG~Z*ŠZøWzgŠ{Z„Z0xx

Šz„c*/̈~÷á¤/ŠZ0†Z_2Šg�ZìZÅn.çG>ZiZ,Â[½{HZ„X43C

Z0†Z_äZ−ggÆ[~f™HìāZrVätÂ[WÀ]~VÅƒZzgZkÆ
|(Å§]Z#Ã 150 |(Zzg·0Z\BþW)x 141 ˆÆzZu]zqÑ]6,èìZzgñÏ0µ)x

â~.¯c*ìX6āW\Y…÷ātŠzâVÂÁ§]ÅãCŠ~â~.ÅwgBb÷Zzg§]6,̄

ZVäzZáÓx!{3¨4è
EE

GEZyÐZ.Š{™D¸XpZq-z‰ÜZ(Wc*ā¹ÏŠ*Â1VÅ§bt
ŠzâVÂÁÌ**aƒIXZ[§]Z0Z\BþW»ÜsZq-•ZÃ{:g!*o~ôpìX˜VJ-

Z0÷xÅgzZe$»mìÂz{å7ÉZÝÃÅ3z�d$ìZzgz{ÌZ0ZGtÐ',Z{
gZ„gzZe$7ÉZyÆ÷á¤/Šic*Š0†ZvÐ®wì

:X Z−ggÆâ~.
6ā‚—WÐt!*]ÈVƒ_ìāZkÂ[ÆãCŠ~îg6,&â~.÷)1(§]

ñÏí0µ)2(§]Z0Z\BþW)3(§]0Z!74-*î
E

GIXpZyÆ´z{FŠvÂ1V!5Õä
IMM§]zZŠ~

z){ÐÌZ.Š{Hì
Z0†Z_ä–ìāZrVäZK§]Z−ggZ0Z

\BþWÅÂ[Ð%A$ÅìZzgŠzu}gZz-VÅ

´)Z0†Z_ZÅ?ZzgZéÂ[ÔÂ[Z−gg°Z"g°ZÅ.›é Ei~zZÅn.çG»Zq-W~zóY,̂{



gzZe$ÐZyJ-âìz{ÁZßŠZq6,W™DƒñzZãîg6,˜÷X

Z0Z\BþWÅ�Z]:X
øg~ZkÂ[~Z0ZGtÐ�gzZt®w÷Zy~øg~Zq-�tì
ù†ZßZg_0çyÔù‡Ì0Zr3üEÔù·0†Z?xZ

ÄBgö
EIù·0Z_¹ÔùZ0÷xùic*Š

ZÅ1¹é Eðù·0Z\BþWX
ŠzuZâ~.-÷07ÅgzZe$ì�~ä†Zv0·0-ŠÃ7,|™‹ð�tìX

†Zv0·0-Š0Z0f`ùZ0ZÑ²ZãÔùZÅšŒég~Ôù-÷07ÔùZ0Z\BþWX
ŠZâ~.Z',Z�0Ä»̄ìtÌ~ä†ZßZg_0çyÃ7,|™‹c*�tì

†ZßZg_0çyÔù‡Ì0Zr3üEÔùD0†ZßZuZË.çEEZiùZ£0·0Z-[ÔùZ',Zë
0ÄùZ0Z\BþWX53C

§]ñ.0µÅ�
ZÏ£x6,Z0†Z_äñ\ö W0µÅÂ[»f™HìāZkÂ[Ð�gzZtà÷XZy»â~.z{

¯ì�ZrVä†ZßZg_0çyZzgZ£0·Z£0ZÄBið EgÃ7,|™‹c*Xå�tì
ù‡Ì0Zr3üEù`s0†Z°Ý0®ù©[ÔùZ0

¡Í-
÷

E
GùñÏ0µX

ZÑ]4š5é G
G[°c£î EGZÑô[~ñ.0µÐŠzu~�»f™Hìz{�tìX

ùî0‡ÌÔùZ!ZdÔùZ!Zmk0·0†ZBgZHzs!*0ZßZyZÅ.¸ç~ÔùQ

0ÑyZ‡µÔùZ',Z�0ZÅ.5åEEgZ¥ZòÔù·Z0
¡Í-

÷
E

GùñÏ0µX63C

4]Zzgèi~zZŠ~ÅZ‹Š:X
4]Å�tìŒÛZ>ZZ£0‡ÌZÜCÙCXù·0çztZÅÙùZ',Z�0ñÏ0Õù

·0Ä»A$ZßZŠ~ùZßZŠ~
èi~Å�5±ƒXZ̧ã/ÕÔù‡ÌÔùZ!ZdÔíZ!Zmk0ZßyÔùQ0ÑyZ‡µÔ
ùZ',Z�0ZÅ.5åEEgZ¥ZòùZßZŠ~
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Z0Z!¢Å�:X
ZÑ]4š5é G

G[ÆÑzq~Z0†Z_ä¥ôÅìā~äZ!¢ÅåÂ[Z1ZØÌ†
ZßZg_0çy0̀z~Ã7,|™‹ð†ZßZg_äZ1·‡Ì0-ŠyãZzgZrVäZ0Z!¢

Z1–Z£0‚Ûƒ0w[ÐgzZe$ÅX
Z0†Z_äZ7â~.»E+™{ZKÂ[~HìpZyÆ´z{Ì¼â~.÷XÆf™»

ZÈxZrVäHX!5Õä
IMMZ−ggÅ9ZqŠg$z{Z[·†Zv0·0†Z>ðÐgzZe$™D÷‰

zZu]~G0
+Aö
G

WZñ~»**xÌWc*ìX„CÙZñ~ÅÂ[LLZÅn.çGóóÌZ0†Z_»Zq-â~.¶}

}Z0†Z_ug$Å�¿™Šï÷ZzgZkÆgZz-V»åŸŠg`7™DÉZk§bÅ
„gÂV6,Zr™D÷XgZz~ù„Š{0Z¬#ÖÔ‡wZ0Þ[Z²CÙ~Ô‡wÃf™Z0̀ôz){

Â[Z−ggÅ¾nz¸e$
ZkÅZ‹Š»E+™{™Š¶Æˆoƒ¥xƒ@*ìāZkÂ[Æ£œÆ!*g}~¼

f™™Šc*YñXZ0†Z_äZke~Z−ggÆl)~–ì
LLZkÂ[~Ñ~VÅƒÔÇg‚ªÆZ’ZðqÑ]ÔçzZ]ZzgZy~W\Æ§&

¿»f™Z"gÆ‚BHìZkaW\ÅzÑŠ]Ô6,zglZzgZëzZu]»f™ô/ÆqÑ]6,gZ¶
ZKÂ[ÆÑzq~™[ìXtÂ[ÜsƒZzgZkÆˆÆ†qÑ]ÆaèˆìZk

ÅF,KMåîg6,Z0ZrÅ§i6,ìXW\ÆçzZ]Zzg˜ŠÆf™~�!*]7Ãg„ìz{t
āZ"gÐ»x1YñzZ§W‚ãÐf‚dƒYñZzgËzizZZ+ZzgZçVÃ£ç™äÅ
OñÜsZëZzgúc*V!*ÂVÆÒy6,ZrHYñóó

Z0†Z_pŠÒy™D÷āZrVäñ.0µZzg§]Z0Z\BþWÆŸ~ÜsZq-

gzZe$?Zr7HXÉZyÂ1VÅZgzZc*]Ã‚tg3ZzgñZi:HZzgZyÆ‚B‚BzZŠ~
ZzgZ0Z!¢Å’k,zVZzgZLìcÅgzZc*]»ÌZŸ†HZzgZyƒÅgzÝ~§]t~å6,Zq-

RÂ[%A$ÅX

´)Z0†Z_ZÅ?ZzgZéÂ[ÔÂ[Z−gg°Z"g°ZÅ.›é Ei~zZÅn.çG»Zq-W~zóY,̂{



Z0†Z_Æ¼»ŠZzgZgDZ°g:X
Z0†Z_Å§]ÆK~FZq-»ŠìÑ]ÌX÷XtìÑ]aè}zug$ÆZq-—0*t

ZzgYZ;g¬ÝÆ÷Zka¬xZzg�ggZñÐÄ„ZYV:ƒVZy»(,Zziyì!5Õä
IMMZv

ZzgZkÆgÎw6,ZzwZzwZZyÑäzZßV~Z0†Z_ä|]¬È›MZ!–œ&»Ìf™H
ZkÆ‚B„f™Hìāz{�‰X)zSR>(ZkÐ�ģwÅF,Šh+ƒCìTÅgzÐ
WÀ]å»æÜ~|]¬ÈÐZ#iÃsƒZÂZyÅ/â‚w¶Z(¥xƒ@*ìāZ0†Z_Æ
4,Šq-t!*]U*"$”{ìāz{Zzwƒ~ªó]Ð½"5é GEMM¾{‚wIZsxÑNT»»Ÿt
ìāƒÆz‰ÜZyÅ/ÁZiÁeg‚wg„ƒ@*āJwZsx~ZyÅZzqÃtHYn

ZÏ§bZ0†Z_Æ4,Šq-gpyÆgzi}ó]Æ¬‚w�ÛnƒñZ#ā�gìw

tìāó]ÆZVgz,¹�Ûnƒñ

6ÆâwÔÅ„»f™™Dƒñ–ìā6åkBÆˆìƒZìX
Z0†Z_ÅŠ‰Üï»Z0+Zi{çz{µZÅ.{ŒÒþc*çz{%WÆ!*g}~ZkZ½kÐHYYìz{

˜÷
ZÏçz{~ZIZ’ä|]¬Èñ6,cyÎc*:Zv¬\äZ7',~ŒÛZgŠc*ZzgZyÅ',Z]Æ

aŒÛWyˆÅWc*]**iwƒNXtgzc*]āÄ0çfäZk!*g}~Ä0„Š{ÐƒZgÅß
.6,FFìX|tìāÄ0çfäZk!*g}~!*]Ä0ÆÐÅ¶Z(„Z0Z

\BþWä
iCÙ~0†Zvz){ÐÜHì9̧ìZkaāÄ0çf»ZÙwŒ́Û$�î GEÐWÀ]åÅzZ3

~ƒ[åZk}Ë»Z%s7Zzgçz{%WÆz‰Ü:z{i0+{¸:z{Ñq-ƒñ

ZkèÃg{cÐW\W‚ãÐZ0+Zi{ÎMh÷ātÂ[¾Šg&;-ê XG
!*�yìZzg¾Šg

!*gq-|ÔŠ„ÃZzgrÂ1VÐZ~.Åˆì'×h+',WVZ¶gzZqŠg$ÆŠgxyñZi:Ô9³J-
g‚ðÔZ¾mÆ**ñV~7g~!*gq-|ÔÂ�Å(Â�ZzgñizVgZñ»ZN[Ôug$ZzggYw

Z�g$»zWDÔ®Zzģ~»ZqÐit‚g~S:]Zk§]~$+gzZ?0*ðYCìX
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Zk§]ÅŠgz2ª»Z0+Zi{Zk!*]ÐÎc*YYìāZ0†Z_Æ÷á¤/ŠZ0xxäZ#gÎw
Zv~VÅ§]ZKÂ[LL�ZìZÅn.çG>óó™»ZgZŠ{HÂZ−ggÃÄgZ{¯c*

§]Z0†Z_»"©:X
Â[Z−gg»"©ŠZgZ^ZÅ.¸çt~ôpìt̄¬x̄ÐŠzZgÌZ�~–ŠHìZq-Ââ
¬ì�zZãZzggz×ìZzgZk~‰ZÖpÃwÆVÆfg=‚HŠHìZ1Z[ÆÄZ**]âu

~É‰÷ŠzuZ¬xâìy¹ÁÑ÷XÂÃ‚Ì7HŠHQÆ£¨~ÄZ**]£̄
Ð‘‰÷qìV6,oZzgZ+gZuì

jZ!Y]zjZÙ

z5]ZÑÈyÔŠZgZËÔÛz]ayÔ : Z0(yÔZ!ZmkÒZ−+Z£0·0Z!– 1X

66m3`

585m1 ŠZ],>ZšgsÔŠZgZH†Ûz]Ô` : y~kZÉ4k5é EGã 2X

71m3 z5]ZÑÈyÔ` : Z0(y 3X

Z$}é GEMM 4X

Z$}é GEMM 5X

1128m3,4 Ô` 1374 E+™>ZÄB¨é EpŠZgZ§YZnZ_ZÑsò : fIÔÒZ−+· 6X

660m7 z5]ZÑÈyÔ` : Z0(y 7X

eZËØ¹œ:Z−gz°Z"gZÅ.›é Ei~ZÅn.çG·Z1Z&káWfZ!ÝlÔæk,·ÜÔZŠZg{ 8X

616m1 �ÛzrZgŠzÔÑƒgÔ`

éZyÔ 1370 ŠZ],>Zšgs),gvZsò**ÑŠZ],{Zšgs),gvZÑsòÔe\Zzw 9X

182m4`

´)Z0†Z_ZÅ?ZzgZéÂ[ÔÂ[Z−gg°Z"g°ZÅ.›é Ei~zZÅn.çG»Zq-W~zóY,̂{



72m7`   z5]ZÑÈyÔ : Z0(y 01X

182m9` ŠZ],>Zšgs),gvZsòÔ 11X

72m7` z5]ZÑÈyÔ : Z0(y 21X

617 ÝlgÎw�Ôæk,·Ü£!ógeZËØ¹œÔm 31X

71m7` z5]ZÑÈyÔ : Z0(y 41X

240m2`1987 E+™>Z
Å+Cå$,·¤/+z}6,ÚÑƒgÔTZzw : Z&kMYZ−+ 51X

182m4 ŠZ],>Zšgs),gvZsò` 61X

1130m3 E+™>ZÄB¨é EpÔ` : fIÔÒZ−+· 71X

241m2 E+™>ZÅ+Cå$Ô` : Z&kÔMYZ−+ 81X

1130m3 E+™>ZÄB¨é EpÔ` : fIÔÒZ−+· 91X

245m2 E+™>Z
Å+Cå$Ô` : Z&kÔMYZ−+ 02X

67m7` z5]ZÑÈyÔ : Z0(y 12X

245m2 ÔE+™>ZÅ+Cå$Ô` : Z&kÔMYZ−+ 22X

67m7` z5]ZÑÈyÔ : Z0(y 32X

245m2 E+™>ZÄB¨é EpÔ` : fIÔÒZ−+· 42X

183m4 ŠZ],>Zšgs),gvZsò` 52X

245m2 ÔE+™>Z
Å+Cå$Ô` : Z&kÔMYZ−+ 62X

67m7` z5]ZÑÈyÔ : Z0(y 72X

246m2 E+™>Z
Å+Cå$Ô` : Z&kÔMYZ−+ 82X

1129m7 E+™>ZÄB¨é EpÔ` : fIÔÒZ−+· 92X

245-248m2 E+™>Z
Å+Cå$Ô` : Z&kÔMYZ−+ 03X

66m7` z5]ZÑÈyÔ : Z0(y 13X

m2 E+™>ZÄB¨é EpÔ` : fIÔÒZ−+· 23X
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618m1 Ýl§]gÎw� 33X

183m4 ŠZ],>Zšgs),gvZsò` 43X

450 Ym 1981 Â[Z−ggÔŠZgZËÛz] : Z0†Z_ 53X

Z$}é GEMM 63X

45 Ym 1972 ZÑK[°c£î EGZÑô[ÔŠZgZ°gsÔ̂Ô : Z0†Z_ 73X

29m Â[Z−ggÔ : Z0†Z_ 83X

Z$}é GEMM 93X

Ôæk,·ÜÔ£!Â[Z−gg°Z"gZÅ.›é Ei~zZÅn.çGÔ£!ógeZËØ¹ 1 Ýl§]gÎw� 04X

618-633 œÔm

´)Z0†Z_ZÅ?ZzgZéÂ[ÔÂ[Z−gg°Z"g°ZÅ.›é Ei~zZÅn.çG»Zq-W~zóY,̂{
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ŒÛWyœ�ggÉñw

* eZËGZ°Ý

Abstract

The Muslims, all over the world are a prisoner of their past, dissatisfied with

their present and afraid of their future. Therefore they always look at the

teachings of the Holy Quran in the perspective of the past. As a consequence

of it, they are cut off from their present. They are living in a vacuum and there

are many complications in their existence in the growing scientific, modern

world. The present article aims at highlighting the futuristic vision of the Quran

in the light of history and universal observations of life. By doing so, it draws

attention of the Muslims towards the fact that a possibility of reorientation in

the light of the teachings of the Quran exists, and they should be aware of it.

It is their duty to inculcate in them this understanding and spread too. 

ŒÛWyœ»ZLp}z›ëZzgQÆjZ!ÐgSŠ*J-CÙ%ÆâCÙ+Ã½ìāz{
ZyÐQQÃðYì„c*Ãtc*¹„g]7™Š,1ŒÛWyœ»Šú~zÞ$©›Òð

GE
Z)1()?CÙ¦/7™

jÐ(ÅœZ‰Ü6,@*gõÍZ{ìYèËÌÂ[Å@*g]ZÌYiÆaZkZ%ÃãCŠ~ZÌ

qÝìāZkÆqgY]@*gõÅãK6,¾uJ-7g}ZF,D÷ÔOçZ#ZkjZ!ÐŒÛWy
œÆp}6,̈gHYñÂCÙ)Y—Zg¿ZkZ%ÐZ·t™uāŒÛWyœäâèÆzZu]c*

wÆ›ëÆ!*g}~�Õ[¤ðÅì@*gõaŠ{œc*V¦/gäÆ!*z�ŠZy~Ãðgê
ˆl7™mÔÍ¼gz~Zzg¢Š6,4ÅãCŠ6,Z‹ZnÐÂŠ*Å(,~Ð(,~œZ‰ÜZzgzZãÐzZã

F,x@{Ìôp7g{e6āfs»zZ§ZkZ%6,½7g?Ï™@*ìāfZCZ**Å{§t”{›ë
¾§b*™ŠØYD÷X

Z#gÎwZv~V6,Îg{ñðTÃÎg{¸�ÛÌ¹Y@*ìÅŠg`fsZ’ZðWc*]**iwƒN:X
u³ÜißˆmØ]ÖÓj^hÚà]Ö×ä]ÖÃˆmˆ]ÖÃ×nÜÆ^Ê†]Ö„ÞgæÎ^eØ]Öjçh�‚m‚]ÖÃÏ^hƒp]Ö_çÙŸ

END ]Öä]Ÿâç]Önä]ÖÛ’n†

ŒÛWyœ�ggÉñw

ZÁÏZf$6,zW%ExZsðÔ·YZ−+i™c*-Eg;My *



)3ÔtÂ[ZvÅ§sÐ**iw™Š{ì�¸̈ÔCÙ!*]Y+zZÑÔkHƒVÃçs™äzZÑÂ/Jw
™äzZÑÔJwZŠ¶zZÑÔŠg]zzÝzZÑìÔZkÆ´z{ÃðqŠ7ÔZkÅ§sCÙq»ßR
ì(

ÂgÎwZv~VK~ZyÅˆz]Æa9}ƒñÂŒÛd$„z604{W\ÅŒÛZY]
GgÎÔgÎwZ™x~Vät¸,$™āz6ŒÛWyÅŒÛZY]Íg;ìÔZyWc*]ÃŠCÙZc*TÆˆz60
4{ZĶx&́zxÅÜÇ{~Wc*ZzgìÎ
æ]Ö³×³äÖ³Ï³‚‰³Û³Ã³kÚàÚvÛ‚0ÞË^Ò¡Ú^Ú^açÚàÒ¡Ý]ŸÞ‹æŸâçÚàÒ¡Ý]Örà(]áÖä

Öv¡æé(æ]áÂ×näÖÃ¡æé(æ]áœÂ¡åÖÛ%Û†(æ]á]‰Ë×äÖÛÃ„Ñ(æ]ÞämÃ×çæŸmÃ×oÂ×nä!

){Z~ZÌ·)~V(ÐZ(¯xÍ[ƒV�:ZK̈âVÆ¯xÐmg‚rìZzg:„»]Å
WÐÔZk~eÝìÔz{6,gzÞìÔZk»!*ÑðzxW�Û,Zzgik,,zpØVÐ−ZƒZìÔz{
¸̈WäzZÑìÔ¦[ƒäzZÑ7(

ZkÆˆz6ZLy`ŠHÔŒÛ÷ÃZ#Zk‚g~ßg�w»DƒZÂìÑ{Zz6™!
)W`Æõzg}~"Š+(ƒŠHZzgŒÛ÷ÌZkÅzzÐ™!ƒYNÐYèz6Ãg%:ŒÛ÷
)ŒÛ÷»Yw(¹Y@*åZk6,Z16ìÎz6Æa~vg~§sÐ»°ƒVOçz{z6Æ
0*k`ŠHZzgâßg]¯™ÖŠHz6äZk»:L7YÂZ16ìÎā~âYV:ƒVX
ŒÛ÷ÆßvÐ~¦ƒ™W\Ã(,J9)^ä(»£Š}gì÷ZzgÈgì÷āW\ä·

~VÆ¯xÅpzg]Z0+Zi~5+k,ZðÅìZzgW\·~VZzgZ1–œ&Æ0*kZkaYD÷
āZyÆŠ,pZy»:pgŠ{3NÔtÍ™z6Ã×WŠHZzgìÎHŒÛ÷Ã¥x7ā~ƒÐ

ic*Š{â−ZgZzg™r#ZzÑŠƒVZzgH·~VZzgZyÆ‚¶3äÐ§ƒYD÷āZy»:pgŠ{
Çƒ?ZkÆˆz6ÔZ16Æ_Z{ZĶxÅÜÇ{~Wc*ZzgßÍVÐìÎX

LLāvgZìwìā·~V7y)Š-Z:(÷ÂH?äZ755!*'™DŠ¬ì?
ŒÛ÷ìÑ¢‹›é

GMM7ÔQZkäŠgc*ÄHāvgZìwìāz{»‚÷ÂH?äZyÃ¹-$~

C_Š¬?ßÍVä¹L7QZkä7YāvgZìwìāz{÷á²÷ÂH?Z7ÄëŠÙ
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ƒ?ÂßÍVä¹ā!*Ç7QZkä¹āvgZìwìāz{ÑL÷ÂH?äZyÆ!*g}~

Ën»ÑŴiâc*ì?ßvìÑËßg]~7ÔzZãgìāgÎwZ™x~VÃIZit]Ð

„™ŠtzZ}¹Y@*åÔZk6,ŒÛ÷äŠgc*ÄHāQz{H÷?ÂZk6,z{Îa~7,ŠHQZkä
**ÍZg~Zzg°Æ‚B¹āz{YŠz¤/„÷Zzg?TÃxVç~ÔZzÑŠÔzZ−+ZzgW‡zÝxÆâÎ

].Zð™äzZÑŠÙƒÂz{YŠz¤/„B@*ìóó)3(›ë*™äÅZk§bÅªÃŒÛWyœ
-VÒy™@*ì
]Þ³äÊ³Ó³†æÎ‚…ÊÏjØÒnÌÎ‚…$ÜÎjØÒnÌÎ‚…$ÜÞ¿†$ÜÂf‹æeŠ†$Ü]�e†æ]‰jÓf†ÊÏ^Ù

EPD ]áâ„]]Ÿ‰v†m©$†]áâ„]]ŸÎçÙ]Öf�†

)ZkäÎeZzgZ0+Zi{Îc*Ô**kƒZkä÷Z0+Zi{Îc*Q**kƒÔZkä÷Z0+Zi{Îc*QZkäZg~
mJðZzgì¯c*Q"¢~Zzg°HOçìÎātÂgzZîYŠz¤/~ìZzgtÂZK̈y»¯x„ì(

Íc*›ë»ZŠgZuƒäÆ!*z�ŠfZCZ**ZzgY{6,4äZyÐZāZszZïg6,WâŠ{Hz¤/:Zk
ÅÃðdãCŠ:¶6āzZ§Å¬]ÐÈVì

ŒÛWyœäâèÅXZ̧Zx»f™HìW`J-Ãð0@*g]Š*zm,ŒÛWãzZu]ÆË
bz»Zïg7™mÔZÏ§bŒÛWyœä@*g]Úø~7Wæ{zZu]Å�IZiz‰Ü¶K0+„ÅìÔ
ZyÅ!*"$t|ÌU*"$”{ìāz{zZu]ZÏ§b%ŠZgƒñ‰ZyÅZ:qÅàð¶̂
Zk»ÑZIZZy~qÑ]ÆæzbgÐzZ/Ô‹tÅ&¢AÃ%ŠbZzgZ7wÆägz

„ZzgZkÆ_.ÕiZCäÅ§sáz™**ìŒVŒÛWyœÅPZq-Wc*]»èÃg{!*Ñ:

©ÆjZ!Ð_·°Šì
(çz{tuÆñµ6,FZ�ÛZŠyZykBÐúg{‰X~ZÒe$ooÅ¶ÔZyÅ!*"$ 1)

gÎwZ™x~VÃæÜëg{îÐI„WÇ{™Šc*åāz{·äF,Z/ÐZg÷áŠ}.Zz0+~ì
mÃj„…æá]ÖnÓÜ]ƒ]…qÃjÜ]ÖnãÜÎØŸiÃj„…æ]ÖàÞçÚàÖÓÜÎ‚ÞfªÞ^]Ö×äÚàœìf^…ÒÜEQD

)Z#?)›y(ß^™Zy)oo(Æ0*kYîÐÂz{ZL±gÒy™,ÐÔW\ÈŠØ?
·ä#Ö¯îÔ…vg~!*"$CÙ¦/¢7Ô…ÂZvvg}qÑ]ÐWÇ{™[ì(

ŒÛWyœ�ggÉñw



ˆZi,Z‹„We$~'×h+zŸs#ÅˆāZ#?ZyÆ0*kß^™YîÐÂz{vg}
‚t93NÐ@*ā?ZyÐuz»g:gÅÅ<å XEZ?ÌZ7ÃZ0+Zi™ŠzÔt**0*ußv÷OçZ4
Wc*]Å7ÍðÆ_.Kt~~W\Æí„ooZLpŠ‚�Z±ZgÆ‚BWñ�Šƒñ
1ZIZZyäOñZ9wzZÙxÆ_.!*]ÆZÖgÆ°xŸŠ6,FFZ²ZnZzg"ÂµÅŒÛWã
@Ze$6,¿™ÆçÑ}ÃZ_OgZzgÚîÐôpg3
ZÏ§bZ#W\/{Å+MÐl()Å§sgzZ:ƒñÂW\ä›âVÃZk^ÆaF,(

Š~1ŠŒÂVÆ!*°}YlZ‰Z#W\*ÆˆuiÐzZ:ƒñÂW\ÃZyÆ§iW
ÐWÇ{™Šc*ŠH�ZrVäW\ÆæÜ6,Z(g™**åOçZg÷áŠg!*ãì
‰n³Ï³çÙÖÔ]Ö³Û³í³×³ËçáÚà]ŸÂ†]h�Ç×jß^œÚç]Öß^æœâ×çÞ^Ê^‰jÇË†Öß^mÏçÖçáeªÖŠßjãÜÚ^

Ön‹ÊoÎ×çeãÜ!ERD

)W\Ðúg{YäzZáŠŒC}Ð…øg}âà»gz!*gZzgy!*gäẑsg3Å<å XEZW\Zv

Ðøg}an]Ô<Ôtßvi!*âVÐz{!*]™gì÷�ZyÆŠßV~7ì(
OçæÜëg{zZ36,úg{YäzZßVZzg!*<mooäZÏnÆZ±Zg7G¸X

ÃŒŠ?ÐšŠ™Šc*ŠHX
(ŒÛWyœä¸ñVÆzZu]zZjZwÆK~ZyÆwÆjZ!ÐZ+Z:¬]Ì 2)

½Å÷X6,@*gõäÌ$œZ‰ÜœÅìÔ-VŒÛWyœ~wÆÝlZY¤/ƒD÷
!5Õä

IMMZ#gÎwZ™x~VIZió]l()~Â̧ZkŠzgZyŠ*ÅŠz¬@¤!VÆâÎkBƒð
T~gzxÃÃgkÆ£¨~DÙuZVã7,~ÂZk6,ñgläāÈ™pÙoðā›yÌgzñV

Å§bZIÂ[÷Å<å XEZT§bÃgkÃZIÂ[6,ìqÝƒðìÔZÏ§b…ÌkBÅ
ßg]~„qÝƒÇÔZkñµ6,Šg`fsWc*]**iwƒNX~P‚ßV~gzñVÅìÅ
Z:qŠ~ˆT»ÑZk‡âyŠg]ÐWÇ{™@*åāŠ*~Šg„‚~4ÚÆfg=

¦šMÃ„ÐpsHYYì
]ÖÜÆ×fk]Ö†æÝÊoœ�Þo]¢…šæâÜÚàeÃ‚Æ×fãÜ‰nÇ×fçáÊoe–Ä‰ßnàESD
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)ZÝXgzòÔŒÛd$Åi}~¦[ƒ‰÷Ôz{ZK¦šMÆk̂d$P‚ßV~¸̈

WYNÐ(
ZkWe$ÅgzÝ~|]Z1–œ&ñäñglÃ#¥™ÆgzxÆ¸̈WäÅ7Íð

ÅqÑèZkz‰ÜgzñVÃT§b“ƒð¶ÔZkÐZyÆŠz!*g{Z½äÆWU*gÃ7WD
¸ÔOçuŠZgZyŒÛ÷}ÐZ!0îäZk7ÍðÃPŠc*Ô�Z[~|]Z1–ñätÈ™
ZkÐŠkŠkZzŠVÅÑoðÅāZ¤/WÒ{&‚ßV~gzòìc*[ƒ‰ÂZ!0îŠkZz¡V»
@*zZyŠ}Çzg]ŠvZÐ|]Z1–ñŠkZzÖVŠ,Ðˆ~|]Z1–ñägÎwZ™x~VÃZ!
0îÐÅˆWÅ¬]ÐWÇ{HÂW\äŒÛWyœÆÂLL${ü EEóóÅzŸs#ÅāZk»
Z:tÁZiÁ&6,Zzgic*Š{Ðic*Š{âÆ°Š6,ƒ@*ìÅ<å XEZW\äÑoÅlZg~ZŸ†™Ææ]~

ÂW?m,�ÛâðÔzZãgìāZkz‰ÜJ-Zkn»çnð™äÅw#Ö**iw7ƒð¶Oçˆ
~Z#|]Z1–ñÅZ!0îÐ5‡]ƒðÂZkäìwªCÙHā÷áh+Z1–ZkÑoð™ä
6,äy÷Zk6,|]Z1–ñäZkÅF,Šh+™DƒñZ!0îÃ@*zZyÅlZg~ZŸ†Zzgæ]
(,JäÅ7¿™Š~ÔOçâ‚wÅæ]ZzgÎZz¡VÅ®ZŠð0*ˆX

Ẑi,Z#|]Z1–ñäó]»ZgZŠ{HÂZ!0îäÑoÝ§Åßg]~ZkÅlZg

ÅZŠZ5ÆaŸð»»ŸHÂ|]Z1–ñÆ™ñZŠ}†Z°Ýätf)ŠZg~JwÅÔQ
Z#Z!0îäçz{ZuÆñµ6,kBÆaYä»ZgZŠ{HÂ†Z°ÝäZkÐŸð»
_cHÔOçZkäÌZCŸðŠh+c*XZ!0îÔgÎwZ™x~VÆ;ðVkB~iÂƒZZzgQ
z{YÎ:ƒeZ#āÑoðGYäÆ‚Â,‚wgzñVÃÃg±V6,„qÝƒŠHX

|]Z1–ñäð”{ÑoÆ_.Z!0îÆzgU*YÐÎZzÖVáBZzgZyÃgÎw
Zv~VÆ�ÛâyÆ_.œ‘™Šc*)8(

‰¬+ÅgZñÆ_.tpÙ˜VŒÛWã|Å@*g]œZ‰ÜÆZÖg6,ƒðÔz÷
ZkgziZIZZyÃçz{$+g~@*g]ì‚ƒð)9(èÃg{Wc*]~ZkÐ}WÐÅ7Í×VÌ

÷āz{z‰ÜÌWäzZÑìZ#gzxzÃgkÅOñZIZZy»¬@„ƒÇāZv¬à»„¬¬Zzg
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ˆ~¸̈ìZzgZkgziZIZZyZvÅæŠÆ:L÷áŠZVz�ÛqyƒVÐZzgt7Íð7g~ƒ™
g„Zzg|]/ÃgztñÆÇÜÄ~ZsxÆÎZŅ̃ZòZz[ÅŠƒð)01(

IZió]l()~›ypszŠcÅc~i0+Ï¬™gì¸Ô$zgwÆ (3)

›yÚKãŸŠÅiŠ~¸Z#āf6Zfe$ÐÂCÙ›yŠzegåÔ™Z!¤̈~&

‚wÅÃÈ~Zzg�YzZOŠ~!*§^äßg�wÃZzg$zl™Šc*å‚ā‰›âVÃlgh™
Só]™**7,~ÔZkuZWÅª~Šg`fsWc*]ñµ®µ**iwƒC÷�›âVÃZq-
4wÅâh+ŠîÃWC÷TÆZkz‰Ü„CÙWU*gJ-:¸
Zg÷áŠ}.Zz0+~ƒ@*ì

)11( æÖÏ‚‰fÏkÒ×Ûjß^ÖÃf^�Þ^]ÖÛ†‰×nà]ÞãÜÖãÜ]ÖÛß’ç…æáæ]áqß‚Þ^ÖãÜ]ÖÇ^Öfçá

)øg}gÎwÈzVÆaøg~!*]ðƒ_ìāZ4ÃæŠàðYCìZzgøgZH„¸̈Wä
zZÑì(
ZÏ§bZq-Zzg£x6,Zg÷áŠƒ@*ì

)21( ]Þ^Ößß’†…‰×ß^æ]Ö„mà]ÚßçÊo]Övnçé]Ö‚Þn^æmçÝmÏçÝ]Ÿ�ã^�!

)ëZLgÎßVZzgZZyÑäzZßVÅŠ*z~i0+Ï~ZzgZkŠyæŠ™,ÐZ#ÍZ{9}ƒVÐ(
@*gõäU*"$Hāt¡'−:¶É›yZLZZ·Z7ÔZK̈ã̂Zzgczè

ÕiÆ:LZkŠ*~¸̈ƒ™ZzÆäMMbk,{²[~Z½}ZzgQZyÅ:q]äætzf[

ÆÃAË™gÄŠbZq-§sz{',ZWZ¨ÃZK�»z¯Dƒñ-g\Å-ãgc*2V
J-YãÂŠzu~§s',ZWZ�ÛiÃZKuzŠā~÷áï™Dƒñ-g\~ÜÐÌWÐ
Yí÷

Z#›yl()~$zgwZzgÁ®ZŠÆâ´¸Íc*²[õzg{Æ_.Óxßv (4)

›âVÃZq-„¾yÐ¶K:6,aƒñ¸ÔZkqª~›âVÆkB™Æ¸̈Wä»
¦g„:åYVā¤‰Ü»ÂZiyŒÛ÷lÆh~åÔZkßg�w~Šg`fsWc*]**iwƒC÷

)31( ‰nãˆÝ]ÖrÛÄæmçÖçá]Ö‚e†eØ]ÖŠ^ÂèÚçÂ‚âÜæ]ÖŠ^Âè]�âoæœÚ†
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)kd$t…“3YñÇZzgtßv"¢™¸•ÐÉª#ÖÔZyÐz°{»z‰ÜìZzg
ª#Ö(,~WÄZzg¹Šì(

Tz‰ÜtWc*]**iwƒNÔ|]¬ÈñCC÷āz{Zkz‰Ü�‰̀Zzg|™C‰

)41(ÔZyWc*]~›âVÅñÏÅqª~ZyÃZyÆ#5Å$+F,+“Åâh+‹ðˆT
ÅŠZk§bƒðāZ#gÎwZv~Vl()~̂zF,šMÆãCŠ~%µÆˆæÜëg{
ó]™Æ=pÑñÂ2|~›âVZzgŒÛ÷lÆâÎ$+gÆ£x6,çƒƒðXZkgzigÎw
Zv~VZLÐ~Zv¬àÐŠ¬™gì¸ÔN¾}ÇZzgz°{ÅnŠêƒVZ}Zv!Z¤/ÂeL

ìÂZkui}6,W`Æˆ¾~„Š]7ƒÏÔ|]Z1–ñÐtªŠ@:̂ZrVäW\Æ
;BñaZzgìÑZ}gÎw}.Z'»°ƒŠHW\ZLg[ÐZÜZg™`÷OçW\ig{~

•k£¨Æa=pÑñZzgW\Åi!*y6,qgz!*ÑWc*]‰)51(

!*sy›y¯`ÃìqÝƒðZzgñgÅ¯`Ã“Ãlƒð-VŒÛWyœÅ@*g]œZ‰Ü
Zzgt~Õi»ö‡ìƒZZzgl()~**iw”{Wc*]»]Zt@*g]jZ!ÐæÜëg{~çz{$+g

Æñµ6,‚tWc*6ā́)WßÏ˜÷
æÎ³‚Ò³^áâ³„]mçÝe‚…æâçÚà�ŸñØ]Ößfçé¢á]¤mèÚÓnè(æÎ‚ÞˆÖkun&ÖÜmË†šqã^�

)61( æŸÎj^Ù

ZÏÐ‰à:»ţ�ÌßU*"$ƒY@*ìāgÎwZv~VÅVzæãi0+ÏZq-
Šzu}ÐZµêìāl()~Âu}ÐÓ#ÖzkB»¦gJ-:åpæÜëg{Æ‚i
ÇgqÑ]ŠN™¬Ó#Ö»ezweZÑŠHZzgZkÆẐkÅÂWÆalV»gZ3Z(gŠHŠHÔZk

e~›�isIÆZÖp÷)71(
He left Mecca as a Prophet but entered Madina as the chief of a

community-------TheProphet now retires into the background, the

diplomate now comes forward. The Prophetship is now on arnament of

the ruler , an effective weapon establishing extending maintaining

power.                                 
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* eZËqƒZŒgZ£

Abstract

In this article Hafiz Iftikhar Ahmad has made a critical appreciation of

Maulana Amin Ahsan Eslahi's Tadabbar-e-Quran. Hafiz has shown that

Eslahie's Commentary of the Quran is objective and impartial. Eslahee has

witten his commentary of the Quran in the face of the many internal and

external distortions that resulted, over the years, from different interpretations 

by the different people. Hafiz Iftikhar Ahmad has shown that Eslahi has set 

the perspective  right, on many distortion. 
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6,0+}Å�Ûc*Š
)ÂZg›ìwÅZq-Vw(

* eZË†Z°ƒs�

Abstract

This treatise takes note of a striking similarity that seems to exist between the

Urdu poet Allam Iqbal's poem, "Prindey Ki Faryad" and another poem "Pinjrey

mein Tota" written by the Napelese poet Leikh Nath Poudel. Whereas one

may concede that the similarity owes itself to a universal theme of 'loss of

freedom' symbolised by a caged bird, there may have been other reasons

too. Hence, it is has been suggested in this paper that both poets seem to

have the same kind of poetic sensibility. This is evident from many other

poems written by them. Another possible explanation may lie in the similarity

of social and historical circumstances of the two poets. Both poems have

been written in the same age, and under similar conditions of social and

political circumstances. One was writing against the oppression of the British

imperialism in India, the other against the oppression of the Rana Dynasty in

Nepal. Consequently the similarity of sensibility and socio-political

circumstances resulted in an accidental similarity of theme and expression in

poems written in two different languages of South Asia. 
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Z¤/@*g]ÕŠvÆ¦gZ]ÅgzÝ~SkZ%»Y,̂{BÂŠzâVÄZçÜ÷Ôiâ:Zq-ìÔ
±Z¨ðìÉ†!Z¨ðZzgœð�,œ~ÆŠzZ’Zð‚}ÔtÐVúZïìwÅ7+MÔ
ÂZ¬ZzgëM°Æn»°÷X–wZDwŠzâVZiwÆÎoC÷ÔŠzâV»f‚yMgc*ðìZzg
ŠzâVÝòÅßg‹qwÐŠzeg÷XŠzâVZLÇÅu»gÐâZi}ÌYD÷1QyÐ"
iZgÌ÷XŠzâVZ,�`Æ!*Ï÷˜V�ÛŠÅ—MiZŠ~Ã0*âwHYg;ìX
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÷}ìw~ZDwäÝòÃ—Ðic*Š{̧òZzgZ½¦jZáÐÒyHìZ#āc**B
7es»Š/u»g~5ixƒäÆ:L—ZzgfZCâÎ»ìX7esgZ**u»g»5ixåXQkÇ~

QkÆnâàMÎŠÏ»tzZufg=åX{CwÅgZ**u»g»Y',Z:Šzg0481YÐ0591YJ-»ìÔtu»g
',¤â~yÅ‚%Z`u»gÐS�hGƒñ¶X',¤â~©xä$++qÁƒäÆ**ð�bÝ
Z3ÿXLy6,Âh}QkÐic*Š{bÝ{CwÅgZ**u»gäZLëzlVÆngzZgÇXgZ**{0+ZyÅ
Z0+gzãZzg{0+Zã¿́ZMZgÅ!*bg�ÉäÌúZxÅi0+ÏÃ%æEN~§bOW,HX{CwÅgZ**u»g

äZLZMZgÃZPxŠ¶Æn{CàúZxÅMiZŠ~ÃtHÉ0*âwHX1C
Z,âjw~c**B7esäÌMiZŠ~ÐøzòÃ”]ÐCkHZzgQkäZL

_.!*]ÃÄ»ñizVZzg8iï FNG]k«HXZ*XZ?ØÆìw~7esä9tš»cZt
ZCc*2CXQkäZKÄLL¼}~î¤óóÆZ7g}~ZL™[Ô™ÄZzg"rÃÒyHìYVā
z{gZ**]cÅu»gÐzZÕÆ:LpŠÃ"'Ô6gZzgMiZŠ~Ðøzx0*@*ì3CX–wqà—

ÓáV~ZŠd$ÅMiZŠ~»ƒ™g{YCìXc**B7esÅtÄMiZŠ~ÐøzxZK̈yÅåCìX
ŠgZÝt†!Z¨ÆZk@êÅu¦/“Òy™äÆ‚B‚B0*uzyÆÝxZzg

0*È�`»™ÄÒy™g„ìXZDwÅÄLL6,0+}Å�Ûc*ŠóóÃZÏÚø~gÄ™Š¬YñÂz{ÌMiZŠ~
ÐøzxÈZK̈yÅ™Ä½~�Ûc*ŠìXŠzâV̧V~MiZŠ~Ðøzx�ÛŠ»â<uZ0+Zi~ÒyƒZ
ìXMiZŠ~»Îi%æGLŠZxMäÆẐK"!*wz6,~»â?™@*ìÔz{MiZŠmÆMiZŠwgÅÏÉÃ
‹]Ðc*Š™@*ìXª]Z0îg6,ŠzâVÄZäZ§6,0+}ÅšÐ»x1ìX

c**B7esÅÄ»OkŠg}zWìYVātzZgŠZ]Qk»fZCŠ/ƒäÆ!*z�Š
ZLë/!*ÅgçÜÐZq-æ[ìªŠzuzV~ÌËZg~ZzgMiZŠ~ÅG,\aZ™äÅZq-

Q/ì4CXZ#āZDwÅÄ”VÆnìZ¤/ë',R0*uzyÅ4091YJ-Å@*gõZzg(ÏcÃ
ŠBÂ…MiZŠ~»È{ŠÁuzV6,Ì‹ð7ŠêXZDwÂ7091Y~ÌßyÅMiZŠcÐZ

¥/|Æ�Ûi0+zVÃ8iï
EIGLGu?QVñgpp»tg{Š}gì÷X4091Y~ÂMiZŠ~Æn¡

Zq-�Ûc*Š„e¶Xz{ZDwä6,0+}Åš~ZŠZ™Š~XZ#ā{CwÅ—M%e$~J�

6,0+}Å�Ûc*Š)ÂZg›ìwÅZq-Vw(



çZ*z̧Z2~«}ƒñZK̈y»fZC™[Zq-ZÑƒÅâ#ìXZÏnc**B7esÆŸ

~¤/òZzg&"$ìZ#āZDwÅÄõ M"âZÅ§bŠäìZz‘uzV6,7XZ¤/ÃðqgSy
ŠzâV̧VÃ¦k,~gz\~7™}Â÷áh+z{ZDwÅÄÃZq-aÅ9èÔ"rÔ‹]Ã‚Š{
gùV~7™}ÇZ#āc**B7esÅÄ»ÄZyLL¼}~î¤óó¢zgì1ZkÆ™ŠZgZ§
ZK̈yÐ̃z÷X?ØäZÐš¹ì5CÔ÷}ìw~ZDwÅÄ{ØšìZ#āc

**B7esÅÄ~šÆ6,Š}6,ZK̈yÃuÃMD÷XtZK̈y;Å̧VÆZK̈yÅ§b
¡0*"5å EELsËìXt�ÛŠ!*iZg~0*TÑV^g;ì1gŸVz“V7É̈¤ðÅ‹]»âgZ
ƒZìXt1ÜeLì1ZÐ¼ìÅf7ÔZk»Y',qÁZkÅ$zg~ÐzZ�ìZzgz{ZÐ

i',Š41%6,Q‚@*ì0*È~ZzgZÖg!*ZrZ&½™B3ï GEGE™Äì&c**B7esäZkÄ~ÒyH
ìXZkÄÅ¸òSÐ¬xÄÐ—™Šîì6CX

-vgZ`7esäSÐ¯òÄ¹ì7CZzg0*È�`~ZÖgÅMiZŠ~â‰G̀P]»»x
ì1—M%e$~M%Å%èÔizgi',Š4Æ_.z{¼I�ZkÅAYìˆk÷á²Ængix
ÇÓízÑÔhz!*ëÆcÆÐÁ7XZå,œ~Æ¬@©**ó~M`ß̧g]qwaZƒ
_ìXF,¹c*CŠ*»Zq-M%ëZ§6,0+zVÐz„zZ**eLì�z{Èg;ìX�ÛŠÃZLZˆk
ÆZÖgÅMiZŠ~ƒãec:āZÐ¡M%Å—AYÆ_.¼ì6,6g™Šc*YñX

LL÷}ƒ.$È÷

÷}Zz6,Zq-ƒì
Z¤/~1%ÐZïg™@*ƒV
ÂÎ}ƒZÃhZ÷~{ñÙÅwZìóó

LLZ}}.ZÂä=¡ÏuZðÅ̧]Œ

10*"5å EELsË™Šc*
ptíÐHeT÷
!*Z,«zƒZzg�§Úóó8C
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t{we$I÷á²Æf‚Zzgzn,y»Zq-ÂV¿÷1ZkÆZ’Zð{ZDwÅÄÐª]Z0îg
6,̃z÷}Zq-Z§6,0+{mÆMiZŠ6,0+zVZzgMiZŠ~ÆiâäZzgmÅMiZŠcÃùc*Š™@*ì?

LL÷}',ZŠgÔâVZzgè
Ak~gT÷
~¼}~Z§
ZC™Ä¾Ð¼V?
z{k~p[V3gì÷
Zzg'×}QhZgì÷

=÷}h({äZ§¯Šc*
÷áh+÷Zqw}.ZÅÃ~ƒóó9C

ZDwÆZÃg5±<:
z{!*rÅ·g,z{ƒ»¦** M@*ìc*ŠíÃ¦/gZƒZiâ** C
‚¶Â÷zí~~{~7,ZƒV H$+‚ƒV~yÃF,kg;ƒV
~Z0+ƒ}y~ëÃgzg;ƒV Mð·gàVYßVÅ|g„÷

01C egìD$~$4è MG§Ð%:YƒV Zk{»ZÞ™9Z£‹ƒV

Z%tZ%!hÐ*î OìāZDwÅÄZzg¥7É6,zWqZ£{VÅïÆ_.tz@Ã6,Å
»MiZŠF,ÀìXHc "On a Goldfinch Starved to Death in his cage"Ä

**BÅÄ»ìwÌ»gì?HŠzâV̧V»ZÝÈZq-„ì?Zke~c**B7esÅ
Zôm,~i!*yÐÙ‚ð»zZão]ˆl™**ƒÇX÷~¥â]Æ_.c**B7esZôm,~ZŠ[

ÐzZ/7gnp¸X{CàZŠ[ÆñgðäZkZ%Å§sÃðZ÷ág{7HXZkac**B
7esÆ!*g}~pì̃»÷á<Šg„7ƒÇZzgZk»ìwZkÆ',Z{gZ„x@}Zzg—§¯
Zˆk»³„ŒÛZg0*@*ìXZDwäp̃ì¢zgÅì1ZkÅÄ»(ÏZzg�YÚøZkÆŠZ½
ZˆkÃZzg¥„¯ŠêìXpeZËZŒgœjZDwÅZkÄÆjZáÐ(ÏZzg�YÚø~

MiZŠ~ÅG,\ÆZˆkÃgŠ™D÷ZzgZy»ìwìt»gìÑ]Å‚Š{ÄìT»we$Zzg

6,0+}Å�Ûc*Š)ÂZg›ìwÅZq-Vw(



MiZŠ~ÆZˆkÐÃðm7?11C
¾qwCÙßg]~tÄZDwZzgc**B7esÆÂZg›ìwÅ1¢zgìXZÏ§bZy

ŠzâVÄZÆ7VZˆ‚]ZzgìÑ]ÅPZzgVBÌˆlÅY$Ë÷X÷}ìw~Zk
œu§¯ZˆkÅãCŠ~zz�YZzg(Ïƒ„ì��ÛŠÃMiZŠ~ÅÚÐøzx™ŠêìX

ZDwZzgc**B7esÆœuZˆkÅZq-ZzgVwŠ&ÀŸ/õ GG:
You say this house is yours

I say that is mine

To whom in fact does it belong

Turn your mind to that

){CàÐZôm,~F,ÀZi?Ø(21C
ZÑgnÉÓÏî OÆÄZyÐLL!*Áƒsóó~ZDwÆZÃgZÏìwÆF,)y÷Ô!*<mtÄ:

¾}M!*Å7¾~7÷~731C ›{}.Zc*!ti~¾~7¾~7

c**B7esäÌb8çXL¡]ƒZÔèÔ0*ãÃÕ@Å›zú~çzyCc*ìXZDwäÌSybCÙÅ
»g‚i~»',5ZÖgHìX

ZDwZzgc**B7esÅz{>ÌœuZˆkÅMsŠZg÷�Z,VäZLŒÛRZ³{
Æ%ä6,K‰ZDwÅÄLLzZ−{%j)Åc*Š~óóZzgLL¡Òiªî

EE0§óóÃ7esÅQkÄÆ‚B5™7,J
Yñ�Z,VäZKç~Æ%ä6,èìXtÄÌZq-´#ÖZzgšìX41Ci0+ÏÆ²z`z
izZwÅÔz‰ÜÆpZ‹ÚÅXi0+ÏZzgñ]ÆZk»©x@}ÐŠzâVÄZÃ�ù]Zzg

ŠHyqÝƒ@*ìZzg§‹Z$+~»�ÅgZzguzgMìz{ZDwZzg7esŠzâV»Zq-œuuâtì
ZzgtO»"·',ZÓgZ„x@}»qÝìX

‡‡‡‡‡
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u±ÅdBZŠ!’q-Æ�|Zzg
�SZŠ[6,ZW,Z]

* eZË·-ŠÈ

Abstract

In this article, the effects of educational and literary services of Sir Syed

Ahmad Khan have been highlighted on Sindhi literature and Sindhi people.

Just as Sir Syed and his colleagues left a great impact in the field of

education and literature in Sindh, Hasan Ali Afandi and his colleagues Molana

Allah Bakhsh Abuhjo and Rayees Shams-ud-Din Bulbul also rendered

educational and literary services for the development of Sindhi people and

Sindhi literature. This comparative study also mentions the services of some

other Sindhi natives in the field of educational and literary development. 

†]ƒVc*�gq-Ôic*Š{=qZzgîs@*g]i0+ÏZ7ï0*CìXÆZ0+gŠzuzVÅ
}.#Ö»i_./ic*Š{ñ�ŠƒZ#āu±Å,Zzg’q-ÆZ0+gtS¤!*‡°{ñ�Š¶X@*gõ
ÅÃÍZ{÷āZzggd$ÆY6V~:z{»x™äÅÎg„¶Zzg:g¬c*ZzgÓ#ÖÅu6,4»
_./åÔZkaZq-Î�k‚wÆZ0+gª7581Y~ām»šzg»ƒZZzgyz*yÅÓ#Ö

›âVÆ;ðVÐ¬ˆXÓ#ÖZsð»**xz¶KyÌ»ƒŠHÔZ[çÙîg6,›yZkuJ-

-ƒ`¸āZyÃŠzz‰Üù½™gzKÌx7WC¶X7581YÆ›̂âV»ÓxY{z°w

8»ƒ[åX
Z+ßg�w~u±äiâä»g8-ŠN™pŠÃZzg›̧xÃZk!*]6,WâŠ{Hā›âVÅ’

ZzgF,¹Æa6ÅgaZKYNZzgiâäÆZkqÙkäZKf;-$Ðz‰ÜÅgëgZzg
»çVÃKÆˆ:ÜsŠzuzVÃŒäÅÃÒÅÉZkÆaZq-!*‡°{Z(¢oi6,z¤/Zx
¯c*�W`ÌF,¹ÅgZ{Æa‡.Þ¿ìX

u±Å’q-(Ï¶p¸ò’q-ƒäÆ**ðZyÅÂz½Å§sic*Š{¶YèZ7

u±ÅdBZŠ!’q-Æ�|Zzg�SZŠ[6,ZW,Z]

ZÁÏZf$6,zWÔ÷á{†Zƒ-Eg;Ôí7g�|X *



¥xåā½¸ñVÅi0+Ï~ZÌgBbìZkaZrVäZke~Šgo{ZzgZq-‚4
Î‚ÌÅãCŠg¿T»Zk’q-6,¹÷ZZW,ƒZZzg›âV~f6Zz[Wc*XZkÎaÅ$+zªZk

šzg~�gZŠ!iVaZƒNMVäZLiâäÆgZòZŠ!Z0+ZiÈw™u±ÅZ&k’q-

~(,|m|™z1XZke~ÈzjAÃau±ÆëìßV~âZ[íZ<ÔâZ[z‡g

Z<ÔqàÔ2+k,Z£Ôñß~f»YZvÔñß~lZrZz){úc*V¸Xu±Z£{yÅÃ~›âVÅ
F,¹Æa].h+½„ãCŠ~¢zg]¶YèZrVäÎa1åāZ#J-yz*yÆ›yf!
Exz.yÐ**WÙg÷ÐZzgf!çÑ]Ð**£g÷ÐZkz‰ÜJ-›y:ÂZôm,zV~ã
ïMh÷Zzg:„Zy»ZW,Zôm,zV6,‡ìƒYìXOçZÏÑÆaZrVäæg�̧i~7g~

‡ìHÔTÃZrVäˆ~Z¥/|~ps™Šc*X)1(
u±ÅZk(’q-äp[ZW,aZHZzg',RÆÓxß1VÆ›âV~ËZg~Å

gzbY7-Š~¶ÔZk~�|:Üs÷áïåÉiîg6,u±ÅZk(’q-Æik,ZW,ŒV�

»z/ƒNZrVä�|ÆDzZŠ[ÃF6xpzg]g8-Š�Xu±ÅZk(’q-Æ
i%æGLZW,TËZggZzgŠZøqgÉä�|Æ›âVÃ].h+½ZzgZôm,~½Å§sgZáHÔz{
{y·ŠgŒZW,~¸)2(XŒZW,~äZ¥/|~u±ZzgZyÆgNÐnŠ!ìwHÔ
ŠZgZ‰xZ¥/|ÃŠ¬ZzgZkÅgzÝ~ZKZY%A$Å)3(X%jxW,~ä�|Æ›âVÅ

-Zzg"fz"w•i0+Ï~’uaZ™äÆa�|æg3ZÑsxÅãCŠg¿X41BZ~
5881YÃZkægÐ»Z¶bƒZZkz‰Ü™ZcÅW!*Š~Zq-ÑÄ07DÙZgÐic*Š{7¶)4(XZk§b

W\LLu±�|óóÆÄÐi0+{Yzh+ƒ‰XT§bu±Æ‚¶ñÑ**qàä›âVÃËZg
™äÆaLLDkqàóó’k,ÅZzg2+k,Z£äçÑ}ÅZ&bÆa�~N�CÙŠ3ñÔZk

§bŒZW,~Æ‚¶ñÑ**ZvjZ1ÑäLLDkZ1Ñóó’k,ÅZzggKÒZ−+‘ä
LLg8-)é G"óó’k,ÅXu±Z£{yÆŠvgNY»g´)(ˆãÔâZ[z‡gZ<ÔâZ[íZ<Ô

ñß~f»YZvZzgñß~lZrZz){Å§b�|Æu±ÔŒZW,~ÆuÃ»x[z»%Zy

¯äÅ{§ZÏZ0+Zi~�|ÆXZg!*[DzŠZøäÚœz»zlZzgø].z4ÅÔZy~
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$zxZÈZZÒ`úŠ{ŠxÑh»â~Ô%iZ
¡Í-
÷
G
GFáÔ÷†ZŸ‚āZzgÒZ−+‘ÆZ�ñ¤/Zò

øg~̧ò@*gõ~gz×fgzVÅÏwgnp÷X�|æg�ÃÂtÌõqÝìā‡Z+ZW·Z
»b‰¤̈DÌŒVÐnƒñ÷XZke~·-Š«˜÷ā

LLL�|æg�óÆŠâ7Zö**Ü@äõÐ=

Zjw»gkge7,|™‹c*TÐ¥xƒZā»bÆ**x
ÐZq-±»&Šg]ä»Ş̌x»zg¯ä»êHå

z{&ŠiZkZjw~ŠZ4ƒñXƒÐ¬4B�y

7881Y~ŠZ4ƒñÔˆ~Zjwgh‰ÔŠzu~!*g
7B†g~8881Y~ŠZ4ƒñZzg7B�Ñð8881YÃ
Zjwgh‰ZzgŠ~Ši9B�Ûzg~1981Y~Zjw~

ŠZ4ƒñZzg03B†g~2981YÃZjwghZX�|›»Ò
ÅwÐ‡Z+ZWä„ZkZŠZg}»Z¶bHX
‡Z+ZWÅZkZŠZg}Æ‚BWyJ-Zâ›g„āZK

!»(,Zz�|æg�Ãz¤~Š}‰Xóó)5(
u±Z£{yäWwZ&+c*›Z�å»Ð÷‡ìÅÂZkÆik,ZW,ŒZW,~ä�|·

ZÁÏZcÅŠZrâeZàXªZāÅ!*]tìāZ#ZkZ³ÅcÄ�|æg�ÆaP{Z‰

ƒ**ÑzqƒZÂT§bu±Æ#5äÃðŸ7gh~¶ZÏ§bŒV6,ÌW,~Åñß-V

äp[#¿ÅXZkuJ-āÇ1VÌèo~ÈIXZq-¿äW\ÃZq-â~–:

óó)6( ]°uŠàÂ×oæÒnØiçÒoì‚]ƒÖnØÒ†° LL
J#¿Æ!*z�ŠW\u±Å§bZLÑÃqÝ™äÆax].z4™D

gìXŒZW,~ä�|æg3ZÑsxÑzq™Æ�|Æ›âV~f!½ÆÂ‰Ð
ËZg~aZÅZzgZyÆëìßVÔ¦Z:z÷á{äâàz9zi~Zôm,~æg�ÅãCŠg¿Ô˜VÐÒ
Z!YŠZîŠ7M‰ßvÌ;c*[ƒñ)W\Æ�Ûi0+‚w0002Y~ß/�|ÆÍg3,¸X(Z[

u±ÅdBZŠ!’q-Æ�|Zzg�SZŠ[6,ZW,Z]



tæg�;ðZjwâàz9ziÅßg]~ñ�ŠìXŠZZÏ§b»Zjw#-āð FGgz~»[ÝxÑ÷á{
äÌÅÑ�#-āð FGgz~»x[:ƒeTÅzzÐZÐ÷7g{mvHŠHXZÏ§bÑh»:~

z;VÆiŒZgzVÅÃÒÐZzg›ðWðXÏXZö1Ñh»:Å{mÂzÐZq-æg�‡ìHŠH
)7(X)tæg�Zôm,~0*v,)®)J-Å½Æa‡ìHŠH(6091Y~ÒZ−+‘ä±

~æg3ZÑsx‡ìH�ˆ~æg�;ðZjw0ŠHX
u±äg‚!�d$ZÑÜtYg~HÂ�|~ŒZW,~ä9981Y~8gzi{Z¶g
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zik,ZWgc*„·zjgÔÆ±ŒìZòÔ±âZ[ZaŠO~gK®z){÷áï¸Xtz{ßv¸�
½ãœ~¬',R0*uzy~›âVÅ(Z&bÆa].z4™Dgì)31(,Æ
a5±ƒLL@*gõWwZ&+c*Z�å»Ð÷óóX

�|Ågc*„í7gÅu±ÅdZŠ!’q-Ð›ÆjZáÐtÌzZã™@*gVā

÷™xyÂZk’q-ÐZkuJ-OW,¸āZrVä:Üs™Zc~ƒäzZáZ°kÆ

u±ÅdBZŠ!’q-Æ�|Zzg�SZŠ[6,ZW,Z]
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G
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!*g~'ÆÃc*]z©Ñ]
* eZËÝxYn

Abstract

Bari Aleig was a great intellectual, a renowned journalist and a moving spirit

behind the great Progressive Writers' Movement in Urdu Literature. He is

considered to be a socialist by a group of critics and friends. His personality

and works have been however misinterpreted on account of his support of

socialism and socialist revolution in Russia. It has been attempted to show in

this paper that on account of his personal circumstances, he championed the

cause of socialism because he thought it was in tune with the true spirit of his

religion, Islam. Hence his ideology and personal life history have been

re-visited in this article to prove that he understood the true spirit of Islam and

did not think that there was any opposition between it and socialism. This is

the main reason why he was a staunch socialist, without being an atheist. In

fact, he was at heart a devout Muslim and a great believer in his religion, Islam. 

Yâ(�,œ~ÆÛZzwÆŸiZŠ'V~÷áï¸Xz{ 1907 YâX 1949) !*g~'
Zq-!ò,Æâ´¸XZknz{Zq-„z‰Ü~¬Ý'Ôô°Ô[ZzgáW¸XCÙP

ā/äZyÆ‚BzÃ:ÅZzgz{ÜsÒ:‚wŠ*~g{™Zk˜VÃãÐÃa™‰X1Z,V
ä�duâtghZìXz{dÔZŠ!ZzgôDòV~‡.Þg—wg‚rìX!*g~'äZŠ[z
ôÄÆn�}.â]uZ�xŠ,X@*gõZ7L:�ÛZñl™nÏX!*g~'äTŠzg~
ôÄ»M¸iHZyŠâVZ¶g]~9ZƒV»£g¹-åX¬x»gÁôAVÅ9Z{e:Ð
‚Jgz9Ðic*Š{7ƒC¶TÅzzÐz{ôÄÆcÐ{áŠw',ŠZ¸Ðƒ‰
¸X!*g~'äÎeāZkôÄÐÂ4ìāeg{»UzZàá„ÎB@*āù6,ßÂ:
!*0+"7,,X)1(ZyzZu]»E+™{œ-V™D÷X

=c*ŠìāZ#PZ¶gzV~»x™äÆẐ7¼qÝzßw:ƒZÂZrVäZq-ß

zZgZ¶gñOï%»ZgZŠ{HZkÅuìVtƒāp}¾âÎÆƒVÐZkÆ0

!*g~'ÆÃc*]z©Ñ]

%Zš#]ÔZsð-Eg;·zjg,0*Îy *



!*g~ä/VÆfg)ÐZ+¦k,ÉÅāZkXi{6,dÆFÑg}M\VÆ‚tÐ
*g‰XZzgŠk,J-cñM�ãÐë6,�Ígìņ̃UVÅ!*glƒCg„Zq-!*gZzg
ôÄÆcÐßMñÂkB»tg3ïÑāz{ZÐghYh™eg{»UÅáÎBZzg
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6,)}ÃMD÷XñçqZzgñZŠÆZ±gÐZyÅ@*g]ZzgóZÌM`Ì0ìXZy
p}~›ë»)_.!*CZ0+Zi~‹tZyÅzwZzgŠgz7~ZŸ†™@*ìXz{Z7Š™Æ

‚w 19 Â!ßg]~÷áù™**eT¸pZyÅñ]Ðtµ/ZŠðgZg{ŠHX!*g~äÁz÷
J-ZL̄ÐDzZŠ[ÅWÒg~ÅZzgZkÆŠZð~Z,ZûÝlgh}XXÐDzZŠ[»t
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@*g])b6,cH™D¸XøgZZgZŠ{åāZzggd$ÅzÃ]Ðá™³VÆ²z`
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Å’k,~.ZzgŠÌÃWCìXZyÅ�CÙ0ZzgZzoÐ0*uìX!*g~»tz!Ì‡.Þf™
ìāZrVäÓxóZzg!»xZ•ð**)Z+qÑ]~HXeZË¬ÔJß~˜÷X

ðÐ÷áxJ-!*g~ÃāçlÅZåV~¤/ëggx7,@*åXgZ]Æ{ñl[RV~z{
_·~ẑsg{™Šh+{gm,~™@*X"z@*;ÆnZL®»pyi!*ȳÐ™

ŒÛ¤k6,]@*åXZÏ§bZ#Zq-WŠ|Â[%A$ƒCÂZzä7äËDÅÃƒYC
¶Xøg}o~–V»¸¼qwìÎZz‡]Š¬ŠHìāz{ÂÁ�DÙZgzV
QyDÅ\kuC÷pŠ'ÃZq-‚wÆnÌ**yzpÐ"*i:™ÃX)5(
!*g~'ÃZ¤/§gziÇgÐ�Û›QÂz{@*gõzWÆŠZð~ZzgÌ¹ÐñCeZw

ŠïXp§gziÇgZ7²āJ-ôÄÅzZŠ~~nQ@*g;Zk§bZrVäôÄÅ}.#ÖÂÅ
p—0*tóÂ1VÅ»g~»µ/ZŠðg{g{ŠHX

!*g~'%jxäZq-ŠgXÐiZZ+ÂÁ"XZzgF,ZWGz{/½ZL̄ÐDzZŠ[
Zzg@*gõÅ}.#Ö™DgìXpZ#z{ZkŠ*ÐgÁƒñÂZy£?Æ´z{ZLç~

”VÆnÃðZU*X:ghnz{@*gõ¬Ý6,ÌRÂ[reT¸X1ZyÅ"z‰Üñ]Ðt
xµ/úƒäÐg{ŠHXZyÅ£?Æ´z{"ÑgdzZŠ!Ô¥âCW~óZzg‹c*C
õ*V6,FFp}çÜZŠ!g‚bZzg̀ZZ+ÅÃ�V~xZzg)}ƒñ÷XÅîZzg¬
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z„G¹îsƒÏX
*œ̧~~',R0*uzyÆXZŠ'VZzg®zVäZz!f‚Åúzy~úc*Vz1Zy
~!*g~'»**xuz„ìX!*g~ZgŠzÆ¬'÷MVäZz[»‚4�xŠc*Zzg
ZL̄ÃúZxÅF,)ãZzgZyÆ£tÅ0*‡Zg~Ænz�Gg3X!*g~™r#§iZŠd$¸X

Šg|!*g~'TŠzg~yZyôÄ~WñZkŠzg~ôDẑsZŠ!Z|[Zzg
�lz_./ÆnŠ!ƒð¶XñÑ**;Z{VZzgñÑ**Z1ZæxWiZŠÆHZ0Z‚2ÆZW,Z]ñ�Š
¸X@*ëz‰Ü»t»ŸåXāôÄÃZŠ[Ðe{ƒ™ZLÇ£œÅŠÆn»x™**
e’Xt£œ9̧¥â]Å�ÛZbZzg[zxŠÑbÆ‚B‡gMÅgZñÅúXZgŠzZŠZgt
â+ÆyZy~ñÑ**ÝxgÎw$äæÜZŠZg�™Å§beZà¶p!*¹ôDqgY]Æ
Z0+ZizZîZg~ic*Š{p~7Wð¶X!*g~'äZL»Ý¤/Šz7Åßg]~ZgŠzôÄ~
ñç¦*y”gs™Zc*Xz{ZL»Ý~LZq-ZzgLZq-Ðic*Š{ZëzZu]»f™™D÷Zy»
:©Òy™D÷XZy6,§qÝc™DZzgQÂZW,Z]z}ò»f™™DXZkâqÆ
ñç¦p}»¦gñÑ**·Z�CÙä^gŠÆZ̀ZYÆz‰Ü7HåXpZkz‰ÜZgŠzôÄ6,
�lz_./ÆOñ¨gz„zZzg=zZ+ÑwÅ§sWg„¶XZknôÄ~ñç¦p}Å
¢zg]úc*Vƒg„¶Šzu}Zk~t!*]Ì{àZÌgBbìXāTz‰Ü!*g~'ǟ
e!Zkz‰ÜZgŠz�²z`6,¶XZzgË6™zZáÆnte:åāz{‚—ZŠ!Z‚2Ågzl
Ð?Ø™Ãð*Zzg].ZÇ:Z|[Z(g™}�ÆŒÛãÓx™r#§iZŠd$�,œ~ÆZzZb~
ÃWD÷XZy~u¦Z£{yÔZ®s@qàÔ(ˆãÔe÷2+k,Z£z){XZkÆˆæÌ
ZŠd$÷z{Ë:ËÆªŠ3ðŠï÷X1!*g~'äËZŠd$ÆZ0+ZiÅÇ7ÅXz{à

z‰Üô°ZŠd$Z¶K6,ŠZiáW[ñgcZzgÕŠ¸X!*g~äôÄÆZ‡V»Ýâ+_óg~
ZŠZgtâ+~ÌTWiâðÅXZyÅ’k,~].ZÇ:Z|[Š3ðŠêìXZdŠgZÅ‚Š{i!*y“

ÒZÖps„Òy¤ÏZ+Ñwtz{ÁÜ¸�ZyÅ’k,~úc*VÃWD÷!*g~Å’k,»Zq-

{mz!¾wš“ï
E�Gìz{Z7g{z)tÔ�]ZzgÂZÖpÆZEwÆ%ZKcZ×ÒãÐ

!*g~'ÆÃc*]z©Ñ]



’k,~ZŠšMaZ™D÷ZzgtZŠšM»ŠZ0+ZiÅìÂÐÂ|xÃZ•ð‚Š{Z0+Zi~Òy
™D÷X

!*g~'Å’k,ZyÓxS:]ÐZÃWCìz{Zy̧ZZ+zçZ*6,¿™Dgì÷
gLgL‡.ÞûZzg)ãZÖp™sËs¿ZyÅi!*yZzgZ|[Òy»Ñi)÷XZyÅ
’k,zV~ÃðZ{îZzgëÏÃ7WCÉxZ+Ñw»ŠZðåóÃWCìXñçqÅâÎÆ
_.ā!*0+_÷�LîsZzgL¿ƒCìXZ"gIÌ÷X

!*g~'Å’k,~ïmÆ‚B�lzß!@*iÏZzģ]¶�ZyÅ,»¾¶Xz{�¼
ë!*Ç¡~Z0+Zi~ëX‰Zz‡]Šzu~̂z5]Æ!*)̄z{ZK’k,6,ÃU*ãÌ™D¸X
ZkÆ!*z�Š„g]~ÃðÑw7ƒ@*åXÉ.ÃWCXZyÆZ|[óglÅZq-{m!*]t

ìāz{ZK!*]ŠÑbz',Z�Æ‚BczèZ0+Zi~ë÷XZkZ0+ZiÅZW,W�Û´»9Z0+Zi{z„™
Mh÷MVäpŠZh�èƒXZyÅ�g'×e$ÔgzZãÔ"ŒÔ÷ZðÔ.ZzgYöÆ‚B
»ŠfZHZzgd÷áyÅqïìX!*g~'Å’k,~ZÚiÌì!*g~Å’k,„g]~ege0+Î
ŠîìXTÐ‡g~i!*yzÒy6,ZyÅ)©àŠg]',\Zzgs„»Z§ƒY@*ìXZyÅ’k,
~Z+gógāì�CÙŠxZzgCÙWyZyÆZ|[ÅgÁðz.ÐaZƒCìX!*g~/VÅH{

!*i~ZzgLzVÆZ«¢Ð»xn%"‚�"!*Å»ZÖg™D÷Zzg$]ÆZEwÐ
¤/m,™D÷ZkÆ!*z�ŠŠÝ_·Æ:LZyÅ’k,ÅŠwWzm,~ŠgÁìX!*g~"‚y˜
¸XZzgZyÅ’-V~».$Y.$Ì¹ÁƒC¶X¥xƒ@*ìāìÑ]pŠlŠ;B!*0+ñ
¤ÏÐ−WgìƒV–wÔ™Ô·œ&Ô

!*g~'Z#™ä̂Â8$+wYDZkz‰Üz{Zq-÷Zzg¤{„ƒD¸X¸zzì
āZyÅ>]—0*tdz„~÷á‚g÷X)6(
!*g~'ÃZgŠz²!ÃgÏZôm,~ZzgP´‡ði!*âV6,ÌˆgqÝå²ZyÅâŠg~i!*y

º!¶X!*g~äZK’k,zVZzgZ|[óglÃpzg]ZzgŠH¯äÆn²!ÃgÏZzgZôm,~
ÆZÖpÐæŠÌàX–wZ£0+*‡ŠÔ
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ZyÆŠâr~ZÖp»Zq-«gåX�º!ZgŠzÃgÏ²!ZzgZôm,~Æ"ÑgZÖpÅ
eÖ~ÆáZŠsåXZ#Zy»̄qÂQgzZã~ZkŠgqā7,"zZÑZyÅfJ-$»
‡bƒY@*tZyÅãCŠ~S¤¶Xóó)7(
!*g~Z|[Òy6,åŠg]gnp÷Zy»§i„„»ŠìXZyÅ’k,zV~™ŠZgâjwÅ
½7g?ÏZzgÄóg~ÌQìvÅÓ#ÖÂ[ÆZ½k~˜÷X

LLgZ]Ô@*gOÔ!*glÔ!*ŠßVÅ¤/`ÔðÅš/u!zHƒZNZ',Æ(„âb•}ZzgjZ!

!*g~ÔâjwÅtƒÜÅ̀~Ð̀~ZK̈yÆjA-™g„ìXßvÙƒñyzV~
Æ÷XðÅ®Zzg!*ŠßVÅ¤/`ÐŠwŠIgì÷XapsÆâg}âîVÅ
YZVÐÃYgì÷XZk˜7-ZzgegZîãgZ]~Zq-¿-**Æ³~lZrÅ
UCƒðgzÝÆ‚tqƒZìXZkÆ;B~Zq-»½ìXóó)8(
!*g~'ÆZ|[ógl~Ã»Z0+ZiÌì�ZyÆZŠZg-V~ic*Š{zZãÃW@*ìX

²ZrVä’k,~9z'×ZbÐ»x71ZknZyÆZ|[Ã9tZ|[7¹YYXZ¤/p
"z@*;ÆyZy~!*g~äËÐgÉð7àQÌZyÅ’k,zV~].]»Kúc*V
ìXTÐZyÅ’k,Š¯ÃWCìX

«kBxÆˆqÑ]ä�5™z^àZ³F,¹I!{3¨4
è

EE
GEZÏÆË~cnz�Š

~Wð¶X4C4,ZqÆ‚B‚BZOŠ~)bgzi',zi(,|gì¸XŠ*Å',!*Š~Zzgn„Æˆ
ßÍVÆ0*kÎZñW²îVZzgWƒVÆg{„HŠHåXz{ÓxZ̧Zx�ZkkBÆZgï~Ñ7-
Š~IXZy»ZOŠZy¤!V6,ÐZJ[åXMVä¡ƒko�~Å{§Z7Q}chzV
Å§bgz0+™gÄŠc*åX1ZyZ̧ZxÅÂt¶āZy¤!VÆÐÐ�]0*'ÂYð?çÙZzg
(Ï“(,~u®)gëg~Æ‚B‚g~Š*ÃW>]VÆŠ;äJ-áWð¶ZyqÑ]ä
ZŠ'VZzg÷á²zVÃZŠ[Zzgi0+ÏÆjZ!ÐÎa»Zq-*Z0+ZiõX',R0*uzyÆn{n{
ZŠd$Zzg÷á²ÉÀ£43ð EJ~¦ƒñXtÓx5±ÆúÒ}ZzgF,¹I¸MVäF,¹I!{3¨4

è
EE

GEÅ
ãCŠg¿X

!*g~'ÆÃc*]z©Ñ]



Z³F,¹I!{3¨4
è

EE
GEäZĪÃŠzzZã¤/zƒV~„™ÆgÄŠc*åXªZq-¤/z{gzZe$

I~»åZzgŠzu}~F,¹I÷áï¸XÆ4,Šq-ZK̈ãi0+Ï»ÑgzKÀZZzgkyåX1t
ßg]qwic*Š{²ā',ŒÛZg:g{mX‰ZŠd$Zzg÷á²ïmŠwÐÎWÑāi0+Ï¡(Ïc*çÙ
Ãc*]ÅV»**x7ÉçÑ{ÅÇgzbgzZe$ìX&WÐ(,J**„°Šƒ**e’XDÐ
ZŠ[',ZñZŠ[ZzgZŠ[',Zñi0+ÏÅçVÅW¸iƒZX-8Zzg›~z;VÆQZzĝgC

6A
ê

X
EÐ

aZ”{qÑ]Æ!*)̄Z³F,¹I!{3¨4
è

EE
GEÃ{à5+k,ZðBXZ#āº[ZkÐ{àŠk,ÔW,

ƒZXOçÑƒg~Z³Å÷áxÇsV~ªx0*ÎyÆ‡̂ìƒðX‚w−·â~Ô!*g~'Ô
†ZØzÔZ£gZ„ÔI»ª~Zzg¬gs†ZºZkZ³ÅÑƒg÷ácÆ%œ/~™ŠZg¸XgCgC
$Z',Z�ŠÔ¦"ŒZzg=ŠIÌ÷áïƒ‰XZ£0+*‡ŠÃZ³F,¹I!{3¨4

è
EE

GE›Ð¼
Z%såXZknZrVäËqÐZ�ZiHX;Z£;Z³ÐĝŠc*VgppÆ!*z�ŠZk
~÷áï:ƒñX)01(

eZË‡gKÆ_.ZŠ!’¹ZLgzbZzggDyÆÒpÐ&§bÅƒC÷X
ZzwZ+’¹�i!*yzÒyZ|[zZÖgc*Q2~p=VZzgŠ1VÃZC.¯C÷X

ŠzxZ+’¹XÅZ‚kZ½¦ZˆkzÅgZzgZq-zZã„~Âx6,ƒCìXZzwZ™̄ŠzâVnÅ
’rVÆ£«~WyZ™̄»IZW,ic*Š{zWZkÆùic*Š{àqZkÅa,ic*Š{÷~Zzg
�d$zçÑÅR6,ZkÆZW,Z]ic*Š{³&ƒD÷XZgŠz~Z¥/|’q-ZzgF,¹I’q-ZÏ
fs~WC÷XtŠzâVZkuJ-±ZzgÅg~’¹½Y$Ë÷TuJ-ZŠ!Zzg„~’¹ƒ

$Ë÷XZyÆú�YZg»YÆÝz�ÛZi»ÅgZzgZK̈ã#bÆn�`ÅF,¹IZzgy~
¸ÂVÃï™ä»_./»g�ÛâåXZ¤/pt9ìāZ¥/|’q-Æ£«~F,¹I’q-»ŠZ],{Zzg
ZkÆ¦gZ]»Iic*Š{zWåXZzgZÏÚÐZk»ŠZ],{ZW,Ìic*Š{ŠzggkU*"$ƒZXÇ].h+~
ZgŠzÆŸiZzg—‡#ÖZŠ'VÅZÒe$Zy„Šz’rVÐzZhg„ìX

F,¹I’q-ZgŠzi!*yÅƒÐ(,~±Zzg!�’q-ìÔZgŠzi!*y~Zk’q-»W¸i
Yâ~ƒZZk’q-Æ!*EV~=ŠIÔ†Z£ÔúŠZÅ‹«ç

EEÔogZ`W#Zzggæ˜VÆ**x 1936
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S¤Ð‡.Þf™÷Zk’q-»ÑZŠ[~âgËÃc*]Ã7™**i0+ÏÆâŠ~UÃgzqã
U6,F,ßŠbåXF,¹IzVäZŠ[',Zñi0+Ï6,izgŠc*XZ•IZ:gztZ(gHXZrVäZŠ[Ã
ZLÃc*]ÅF,zó»fg=¯1Zk§b/UÃ:1eZwŠc*ŠHXZzg6,zmg~6Åi0+ÏÅ
F,)ã6,{mizgŠc*X

ÑzqÑzq~Z³F,¹I!{3¨4
è

EE
GEÑƒgÆZ°kŠc*wIêÑ$k,~~ƒZ™D¸

ZkÆˆ$¹Òj
è

E
Egze6,zZµ1Z{V»Šzª—{Z³Åu¤/ñV»%œ/¯g;XZ³Åu¤/xVŠy

$+y(,fg÷@*WèÓ#ÖäZÐ(Ï)®)ŒÛZgŠn)‡âãŒÛZgŠ}Šc*XZ³Æ‰ZgZW
6,Z·ZÅƒä»Z²ZxÌÎX)11(
F,¹I’q-Æ!*g}~=ŠI˜÷X

F,¹I’q-»gcoÅúZxÔ'×ŠzgzVÔ‚âVZzgŠgxã6ÅY+$ƒ**e’XZyÃßU
zZßVZzgZy6,Õ™äzZßVÅ#¿™**ZKZŠ!»zØVÐúZx~ÅgÔw•Ô�lz¿Zzg

Z�ŠaZ™**ZzgZyÓxWU*gzgD**]Å#¿™**Ô�g‡Zzg-ãaZ™DƒVXë
Åg~îg6,zíÅWiZŠ~Å].z4ZzgzíÆúZxÃ‡JgäÅ’rV~zBZzgÜs
Ó÷áð:ƒVXF,¹IŠZ›gzVÔ'×ŠzgzVZzg¾d$‚âVÐ�ZzgZyÅ(ÏZzgçÑC
i0+Ï»zFX)21(

=ŠIÆèÃg{ZÖpF,¹I’q-Æ£œÃzZã™D÷XF,¹I!{3¨4
è

EE
GEÆ‚tŠg`

!*Ñ£œZãzZãZzggz×Z0+Zi~gÇ‰āZyÆZ0+gš̂�Y)bÃZK&]»ñçq¯
©8ZzgZK!»zØVÃ(ÏR6,ZŠ[Ð!*CÙÅŠ*~±~YäzZàkBWiZŠ~~Ñq-™¢8z‰Ü

ÅWzZi0ˆXOçz{Ì7g}�lzyzlÆ‚B',¤â~ZMZgZzgf!‚%Z`Åo{ŠëV»
$+!ÅäÆn!hƒ‰XZkŠzgÅZŠ!ZzgÄ~»zØV»ŠzuZN*g¡Z0+gzyouât
ŠZgzVÔY�ŠZgzVÔgZYîVZzg'gZYîVÅ;ðƒð¾"$zZ#kZzg�YZ¡àßg]qwÃU
™Zq-6áZiyZzgë'×Z`çÑ{ÅúâÌåX

!*g~'Z³F,¹I!{3¨4
è

EE
GEÑƒg÷ácÆgzbgzZV¸X!*g~'äZq-ô°Ô'Zzg

!*g~'ÆÃc*]z©Ñ]



ŠZ›gÆ´z{F,¹IZŠd$Æîg6,Ì{àà]qÝÅXZkŠzg~F,¹I~»Èz{7
åX�W`ìXZkŠzg~F,¹I~»pÓ#Ö',¤6»#³ƒ**åX@*].Zg',¤6ÅZkÓ#Ö~
F,¹IgzkÆqòZzg',¤â~Ó#ÖÆ#³ŒYD¸Xªx0*ÎyÐI!*g~'ä
Z¤/pZ³Å!*‡°{gRZ(g:Å¶X1z{ZkÆZ°ÎV~!*‡°ÏÐÑq-ƒD¸Xªx
0*ÎyÆˆ!*g~'ZkZ³Æ!*‡°{gÁ0‰XZkÅZq-zzçÙZzg�Y**ûZgc*VÌ

Yâ~ 1947 ‰X!*g~äF,¹I£œÃ7gZ™äÆnZL̄Å½7g¤‰ÜÃZEwHXŠc

PF,¹IZŠ'VäÑƒg~Zq-»Ð÷»ZZŠHXZk~‚w−·â~ZzgZ£gZ„77¸X
¦=ŠIäZ¶bHœZg]ñÑ**†ZØ‚´ä�Ûâð–weZË†Z?xpgæZk»Ð÷~
Z³»šgF,KMŠ}™àg™1ŠHXšg»QŠg`fsìX

CÙoÆZŠ'VZ¶K6,ŠZizVZzg÷á²zV»znìāZK&]ÐZLëzlVÅ�d$z

pÄÃgzi',zi0*À{F,¯Dg÷XZzgZky½ZkÃÒ~ẑsg÷āg‡I~Ô
@*gq-ìà°xgzZŠZg~',',e$ZzgÑ‡âãÆgD**]Åa–Yñ@*āZq-¸~…
zZáZ�ÛZŠŠ*Ådizv[̧ÂVÆU/UÇ'×yƒ™µâZK̈yÆqwzwÃgz×
™ä~záÃë~ÐCÙ¿ZLözŠŠZ],{~ZzgZKözŠZ,®)Æ_.Zk
¸òZzgZŸ°�Û9ÅOWzg~~̂zsìX
aè½Å¶Zzgf6F,šMÆhZyÅzzÐ‰ÁÜZÌJ-ZK@*gÃV~̂™,3
gì÷XÐZK̈yÃ�]ŠÑ**ÓxŠZ›gzVÔÉgzVZzg®»gzV»�ÛnìX/ge$

q¢{ÆÂxÅæŠÐF,¹IçÑ{aZ™ÃTÆÓxZbZYZL„~Zzg@*z~Z%Ã]

Æ!*z�ŠZq-̂Zq-',ZŠg~ZzgZq-̧è0YNXóó
ëƒ0*Îã÷ëƒ6,ZLzí³m,Å‚Y(**òZzgW',zq~Å™«�ÛnìX
ë›y÷ëƒ6,!*ë.ÔgzZŠZg~ÔZp]ÔZðI~ZzgExz.yÅ}.#Ö»�Ûn
¬Z+ƒ@*ìX
ëÇ™D÷āëZŠ[zÄZzgDz®ÅÓx̧ÂVÃozIÅ#bz‹ŠÆnz�
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™Š,ÐZzģwz¿~Î„Zzg÷á-ÆŠZ¦g÷ÐX)31(
šgèÃg{Z½k»Ñ!*g~ÆZkÃ̀ÅzŸs#ìTÅ$+zª!*g~'äZ³~Ëq
Z(gÅXZ³~ËqÆˆ!*g~'Z³Å>¬nÆgÁ**'×ŠG‰XZkz‰Üz{',ß
ZÎgÂuzk~�g6,öWW5ix¸X

YâÃZŠ'V»Zq-Z½qƒZT~Z³F,¹I!{3¨4
è

EE
GE0*ÎyÆÇ{ŠZg 1948 †g~ 29

W‰X]¿.çGñ~†Z?xpgæÔYzóñ~†ZvoÔ¬gs†ZºÔ+÷óñ~
†ZØzÔZgZW>¬n;Z£;Zi+ñ0*ÎyN*ZÔ!*g~'',ßZÎgÂuzk‚w
−·â~æk,Îk,ZÔ·Zºæk,;]ÔZzgÜZ£ZÁZi+ñâZñz‰ÜÑƒgX)41(

Z³Åu¤/ñVÃ�ÛzrŠ¶ÆnF,¹I!{3¨4
è

EE
GE»ZC̀h+{LL*ZŠ[óóÆ**xÐ÷áùƒ@*åX´z{

Zi,LLZŠ["óóÔLLÝlóóÔLL÷áCÙZ{óóÔLLïóóZzgLL.yóóäÌ�ÛzrF,¹I~Zë™ŠZgZŠZHX–w
eZËZâg‡h+X

YâÅF,¹I’q-Ã�ÛzrŠ¶~Xg‚bäCÙZzwŠ5»»xHZy 1936 ¹Y@*ìā
~LLZŠ["óóÑƒg»**xuz„ìXóó)51(

Z³ÐzZhZ�ÛZŠZL**xÆ‚BŠZ›g»Â.e$H,uzZðxÆ‚BÎD¸XZ}qZK
"LLÑƒgÅc*Š,óó~gBZi÷X

F,¹IzVäŠZ›g»ÄZL‚BÎ1åXŠZ›g~ÆŠúòÐF,¹IZŠ'VZzg÷á²zV
ÅZ**ÅúƒC¶XZy~Ð9¼ic*Š{½c*C7¸X].h+ExJ-ZyÅg‚ðc*Â
¶7Z¤/¶ÌÂ',Zñ**x„¶XZy4½c*CZŠ'VZzg÷á²zVÃZ#F,¹IzVÆŠ
ÃZgR,ÅY+$ÐŠZ›g»ÄŠc*ŠHÂZyÅ!*âÁZāX)61(

Z#F,¹I’q-izgzV6,¶ZzgF,¹IZŠ[Ã�ÛzrqÝƒg;åÂZkÆ#5ÌyZy
~ÃŠ7,}XX~eZË@*|ZzgÍ0*w!5ÿ

G
‡.Þf™÷XeZË@*|âèÅgzZe$ÐZāZsZzgF,¹

I’q-ÅªŠ]Ýê0*gKÃÎ&4/õ E
F

EÆÜs¸XZk’q-Å#¿ZknÌ¶āZŠ[Zzg
çÑ]~ËnÅ].]ZyÆn‡.ÞJw:¶XZk’q-~F,¹I(„ÆuóÂÃ

!*g~'ÆÃc*]z©Ñ]



WD1̧ZŠ[»}uZr:MåXtZ³ZyßÍVÆ»xWCg„ÎF,¹I~»È{×ic*Š{
³m,åXÍ0*w!5ÿ

GZk’q-ÆZkn#³¸āZyÆìw~ZŠ[~F,¹I’q-ŠgZÝ
ZŠd$ÅZÐZŠe$Ãt™äZÐI$l¯äZzgZk§bZÐÚÝòÅiîzV~«äÅ
Zq-{I‚il¶XZrVäZKc˜ZsgZ"ZŠ[~F,¹I~Zq-ZŠ!’q-c*‚il

Yâ~Ýêu»gzVÆ÷áù”{]‘ñZŠ„ÆjZßVÐt!*]l!U*"$™Š~āZŠ[ 1958

~F,¹I’q-¡Zq-Z(ªCÙ~Ó÷á¶TÆ:©~Ýê0*gKÅ¤ÐF,¹IZŠ[Ã
Î¡»**avZC‰X)71(

Í0*w!5ÿ
Gä6ð»gzVÔZŠ'VZzg÷á²zVÅ¡~&6VÃ6,ZymJäÆn

g‚!LL’q-óóŠàÐYg~HXF,¹IzVäð»gzVÅZkWiZŠ~ZÖgÅpZéÃZK̂Æ
Üsç{¦g™ÆÍ0*w!5ÿ

GÆÜsõf‡ì™Šc*ā¸Zq-Z+,ì�ZK7g~¸]Æ
‚BZî`»j,gBbìXgCgCßvZkZ³Ðe{ƒDgìXYèTÑÆnZ³
‡ìÅ¶̂Xz{ZL£œ7g}™ä~**»xg„Oç!*g~'äÌgRÆŠz‚wẐ³
Ãí!*Š™Šc*X†Z?xpgæ˜÷X

!*g~¼²āZ³F,¹I!{3¨4
è

EE
GE»gÁg;„yÆˆP&<4/õ X

E
GˆJ-Zk)®)ÐzZh

g;!*syëŠzâV$+óƒ™†ŠzâV»'×Z`/g~åZzgZk)®)~!*]/ge$ÅƒC
¶ZzḡÝê0*gK»¸åQÝê|Z]Å0*Œ~Z¨ð8[»!*qñ�ŠåX
Šzu}/V~Z•I~Ðë**ÑV¸XZkn)g{¿ƒ‰X)81(

Z·ZK
Z·ZK)Îcx(Çq¢ÅZq-=wZzg6,izg’q-ìZkÆZW,Z]‚g~Š*
~“X¼Š̃´~âgËc*/g~Z·ZÅÓ‘‡ì÷XZzwZ™̄~gzkZzgæ¹-g\Æ
˜´uÔÃgc*Ôze$**xÔU*ãZ™̄~',¤6Ô�ÛZ÷ÔZ¨YzZ�ÛiÆPZq-̃‡́.Þf™÷X

!*g~'Z·ZKÐ{áOW,¸X!*g~äZq-îs²āJ-Z·ZKÆ6,eguÆ
îg6,»xHXZyÅZ’Zð’k,zV~Z·ZÅ�Åg8-Wö~zZãŠ3ðŠîìX»gwâg¾Ôá
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Zzg'×ŠzgZzgšÜ£?!*g~äZ·ZKÐOW,ƒ™KXZK/ÆWy~z~!*g~
Z·ZKÐ',Xƒ‰¸XZzgZsòÂx„Ã»x!»iÜB¸X

!*g~'åîg6,Z·ZKI¸XZyÅ’k,,Z7Z·ZÅªCÙ™C÷XZrVäZ#
ZC8gzi{LL»óóYg~HÂ¬6,dÆuzgtÅ%Oã6,Zy»*y¬Ð»gwâg¾J-ÖX
t*yZ·ZÅ,Æ!*g}~åXZ·ZKÆ6,eguÆn!*g~'äZKÓxF,¸ÂVÃ
ZEwHXF,¹I’q-~ZyÅËq»ÑÌ¸åYèZk’q-»Z·ZKÆ‚Baà
ŠZð»‚BåXZk’q-ÆZÒiqYZ·ZÅÃc*]Æqï¸XZ·ZKÅ§sZy»qîZk
n7åXāz{gzkc*ZkÆöVÐ¼fe¸XÉz{B¸āZ·ZKäuâtŠZgZ:ÂxÃ
½HìX!*g~'ãCŠ~îg6,Z¡wÆÜsZ̧zgZK̈yÅWiZŠ~6,¢gnp¸XZÏzzÐ
!*g~Z·ZKÅ§sâbƒñz{ZygzZ§F,¹IzVÐ8Z¸X�Z·ZÅÂxÃZsòÂx

Ð4ìw™D¸XZK̈yÃZK̈yÅß^ZzgZ¡wÐXäÆn!*g~'Z·ZKÃ**¦/k,
B¸XZÏn!*g~'Zz[gzkÆæZb¸X6,zWeZËbYßO~˜÷X

!*g~ÎœZz[ÆæZb¸āZkZz[Å$+zªõxZzg¤xúZxÆŠÅV»æZzZZzgZy
Å6V»Šzg»ƒZXZrVäïmŠwÆ‚BÎœÂxuÅ@*Gz×e$ÅXp
z{iâ:].h+Æ"gZ{gzZzgeZ{Î]Òh4ð

IHVÅ§b7¸XMVä�Æîg6,¢Š6,4
ÆnÎcxÅ§sŠZg~ÅX)91(
czsô°ŠZ›gZzg¿Øgl»ª~!*g~'Æ!*g}~˜÷X

z{Šw»ñð1Šâr»Z·ZÅìXpZyÅ"Æ_·Ðt!*]zZãƒYCìāZy
ÅZ·ZK‚%Z`Š#Ð„g]¶o}ÆÒpÐ!*g~'›y¸X)02(
îs²āJ-!*g~'ÆŠz„zZx[~t!*]ñçqcg„āz{Z·ZÅ¸c*7Zy

ÆŠz„Zzgë)ô°™Ô·œ&ZLZq-Z¶g~*y~˜÷X
¼ßÍVäZy6,Ýêƒä»Z²ZxÎc*ZzgÝêU*"$™äÅÃÒ™Dƒño]
Æîg6,ZyÅÂ1VÃ7H�!*g~'äZyÃc*]Æqò‡Z++ÆqÑ]i0+ÏÆ

!*g~'ÆÃc*]z©Ñ]



!*g}~K|tìā!*g~':ÂÝê¸Zzg:„Ý4,xÆqòXz{¦ñ
‚Šñ›y¸X)12(

eZË†Z?xpgæ!*g~Æ(ÏÃc*]6,ZÖgìw™Dƒñ˜÷X
¼ßÍV»ìwåā!*g~Ýêåtßå!*g~Zq-ZY›yå}.Z6,Zk»7gZZNŠåZzgz{
Ý4,xÆZÒŠÃI7™@*åXZzgZk»ƒÐ(,Zo]tìāZkä·²!~VÆ**x
ÐZq-Â[èXT~—g~VÅ}.#Ö~yZ`o]7HXóó)22(

ZLZq-Zzg*y~eZË†Z?xpgæ!*g~'ÃZ·ZKIU*"$™Dƒñ˜÷X
!*g~ZyZz[Iâ�ZâV~÷áïåXÆ4,Šq-ZK̈yÃZK̈yÅß^ZzgZ¡wÐ
XäÆnZ·ZK„zZufg=åX)32(

eZË†Z?xpgæZzg™Ô·œ&ÆZyìÑ]Æ',@7»å E
Y÷PgzŠJzyZK"œ**)

~˜÷Xā!*g~:ÜsZ·ZÅ¸XÉZrVäZLŠz2VSîXŠ]ŒœÃÌZ·ZÅ
Ãc*]»qï¯1åX

œZ#ZLZŠ!Zzg(Ï¤/z!*g~'Æik,ZW,WñZzgZrVäZyÆ‚tiZâñZŠ[
µHÂz{â/Zzgâ&¸XZy»(ÏÅg¢ÂHZÌËZgÌ7ƒZåXZ%!*g~'zW_·Æ
â´Ô¥ƒñô°Zzg¢»gZ·ZÅ¸XZrVäœ»gcZ·ZKÅY+$ñhŠc*Xœ!*g~'
Æ(ÏÝZzgZ·ZÅZˆ‚]Zzg_.!*]ÐOW,ƒñXZzg¢„ZyÆg8-~gf‰X
!*g~'ÅF,(6,ZrVägzÏ*yÅ£?Zzg!*ŸrVÅiZg÷á„ÆÜskB»÷Z_·
HZzgZ·ZKÃZC(ÏÝ¯c*X)42(
XŠ]ŒœpŠ.�Ûº~Zk!*]»E+™{™D÷ā!*g~'Z·ZÅÃc*]gnp¸XOç
z{gBZi÷X

!*g~™r#Z·ZÅZŠd$Zzgøg}¤/z¸X)52(
!*g~'Å’k,zVÔ£?ZzgÃc*]Æ_·Ðt!*]ÈVƒCìā!*g~äZq-

îs²āZ·ZÅÃc*]»6,eg™ä~ÜsHXZ·ZKÅF,zózZ÷á®)ÆŸ~ZyÅ
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}.â]ÆZ‹ZsÆîg6,âjñi*~Zy»ZµìÌ·HŠHìX/ÆWy~z~
Z·ZKÆ!*g}~ZyÆìÑ]~{àp~WðZzg!*g~'gCgCZ·ZÅÃc*]zìÑ]

ÐŠzgƒD−‰Yèz{KÑ¸XāZsòÂxu„Óx)b»iìX!*g~'ä
Ûœ~I�CkHXW`4*Îze$-2Æ{ØÆ‚B„t!*]U*"$ƒ_ìā

Z·ZKZq-åÂx(;è
EXÉW8g~VÆŠ™Š{Âx~„ZK̈+MÅ’YìX

²[ƒTÞÔêÙ~Ô»°;îkZzg!*g~'
Z¤/Š*Å�gdzZŠ!†]Åi0+7V6,¤],Z:ÃeZàYñÂ:ÜsZy†]äà]
Å—-VÃgZÉz{£â]Ìà]ŠzZxÆ�I}˜VŠWzg†]»Z3ÎåXeZËZ*
ÔZöÔ**ië÷X

ŠgZÝË£xc*àÅÑzZÌZy�RzpDgzZc*]ÐzZhƒCì�z;VÆg�
zZá‡ì™D÷Zzg�d$zpÄÃðZÐZŠ~¿7ÉÅg~z)Åg~îg6,Zg!*[DZzg
Zô[„Æ;ðVú0*äzZáZq-ù¦§i§]»**xìZg!*[DZzgZô[„»¡„

Jw¬xZzgà]ŠzZxÅ—-VÃg@*ìXZzg�d$zpÄÆzgXÅúÒÏZÏÆf)ƒC
ìXZk¡ÆZ�ÛZŠàÆËÍÚÃZàá̂ÔYWZzgnŠ!ìÑ]Æn–™BÂz{
(Ì@*g]wZ(g™YCìZzg�d$ÅF,)yBä@ìX)62(
Š*ÅZÒZŠ!†]»ic*Š{z‰Üg̀gZâVZzg©{{âV~*gZìX�ÛZ÷Æczs
x‹ZyDzZŠ[X~zË‘ÍÔ!*²ZuÔŠñ±â̄-yñ±jzwwÁÔg·ZVñŠ~1ãz){
÷áï÷äs÷á~»gãÑvÆ©{{âV~*Zg,X�ÛZ÷Å9dÔZŠ!Ô/ZzgZz!
’rVÅZ’ZYZ4©{{âV~ƒðX',R0*uzy~Ñƒg»�g!*iZg¦V�Z0+gzy¸K
ŠgzZi{~zZµìÃœZ£¼qÑƒg»85Òg

ö
FGŒÛZgŠï÷X¸KŠgzZi{FZŠ!’rVZzgx²zVÅ

zzÐ@*g]ZÌg‚rìXZkŠgzZi{Ð´)ZDwÔ�†ZØŠgÔZg”ÍgÇãÔW¸÷Ô{yZ£@

{yÔñß~8[¬ÝÔH]gZ`**gZíZgâyÔœZ£¼qÔÎgZ`**gZí$Ôº!Æ÷á²uÞ[

!*g~'ÆÃc*]z©Ñ]



Z−+ÔÃgÏÆczs÷á²M¦³m,Z−+Ô%šÍ÷á²¦**ø@Ô**ò©~ZzgŠv−V»m
g;ìX
-VÂÑƒgÆ9g¸gZâVZzg©{{âV~÷á²zVZzgZŠ'VÅ•[‰X1²[ƒTÞÔê

Ù~Zzg»°;îk{mîg6,úc*V¸XX~ZŠd$Zzg÷á²[RV•BGgnp¸XZkŠzgÆ
ÓxZŠ'VäZy£â]»E+™{ZK£?~HìXXŠ]ŒœÔ!*g~'Æ!*g}~˜
÷X

!*g~™r#äZgL(,}àzVÅgœÇƒV~ZKëÆ*gzV»_·Hp
x̃Q™zZ:ÑƒgÅgœÇ{~W**7,Z�Ëiâä~²[ƒTÞ~¶Zzgˆ~êÙ~~
]‚iz‚âyÆ‚Béñ�ŠƒD¸XŒVZzgÌ(,}(,}*g{Ùk¦ƒD
¸X)72(
!*g~'Åi0+Ï~èÃg{ÐV£â]ÃSàZÌqÝìX!*g~äZKÓx&]»@***

!***ZK»V6,Ö™¯XZyÅi0+Ï»9zZy£â]6,*gZX˜V(,}(,}xZÔ;Mßvä̂

¸XX~;Z£;Ô‚w−·â~ÔlZrŒ‹]Ô†Zv#$ÔeZË¬ÔJß~Ô~**B
WiZŠÔñÑ**&bZ−+Ô**Ü»‰ÔñÑ**ÝxgÎw$Ô†Z?°xÔŒ„ÏÔZ1GŒÛ7ÔXŠ]Œ

œÔß°Ýx½+ÔW¸Øgl»ª~ÔZºèZãÔïYßO~ÔñÑ**@*�gÎW!*Š~ÔÍ0*w!5ÿ
GÔ

™Ô·œ&Ô¶xÃÔ'Úp¥wPÔCÙ~PZºÔZˆyŠZøÔoZÅ§]ÔŠ-0+gø7g¶ÔeZË
¦†ZvÔ¦"@Ô¬$+Z¬$+Ô²<45é XE

GÑwÁgÔW¸ËZghÔŠ-ZyPÑâÔ†ZØzÔeZËÁá
ZvÔâgZd;×Ô�Ýx[Z−+ÔpZz†Zß©ÔqZvÔœ&™xZÞÔ†Z°ÝÔZâgáÔ�ˆx
Z−+ÔeZË@*|ÔpZzŠw·ÔeZËù0*wÔƒlF,è~Ô¦z‡gxÔeZËÍ8PZzgŠvŠWzg†]

÷áï÷X

²[ƒTÞ
Yâ~Ãe$ÆZq-̂Š**ò²!äÅÑXÑzq~ZkƒTÞÅi0+ÏZsð 1926 ²[ƒTÞ

»ÒÅ%ƒy5¶X1ˆ~(,}(,}Zg!*[DzŠZøŒVŠxg—�ÛâäÑXZkiâä~
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YâJ-²[ƒTÞÅgz¿!*x²z`6,‰X!*g~ 1936 YâÐ 1933 ²[ƒTÞÆ·[¹�g¸Ô
'ŒVŠy~Šz&%ûÜÎD¸X)82(aä[RV~Áz÷!*g{]ÐiZZ+ZkƒTÞ
~*ZgD¸XZzg‰Zz‡]Z(Ìƒ@*āt•ðÅZfZyJ-Yg~g�X²[ƒTÞ!*g~Å
çÙ¢zgc*]ÅŠ™@*åXYètËuJ-¹lƒTÞåXZzg!*g~'»ZkƒTÞÐMahZ
ˆ[ÌgLåXÍ0*w!5ÿ

G˜÷X
LLZsð»ÒÆ‚t²[ƒTÞÑƒgÆWh}F,gV»Ze{åXZy~ic*Š{F,ZŠd$÷á²Zzg
ô°¸XtZ,ZŠZgzV~»x™D¸˜y9Z{¾Q¶ZzgËâ{**ÂÌƒY@*åXpt
ZLqw~^gT¸X²[ƒTÞ(,Z„¾d$âZiåXŠz·[Û**yeñÅ\à~
ð»**Ô̧ÓƒñÍ“ÅÛPZzgZq-**y~Zq-z‰Ü»3**X²[ƒTÞ~á̂

zZßV~¸ðeg{¹åZ¤/ËÆÙA~b7ÂZk»Èt7āz{eñc*3ä
ÐøzxgìXóó)92(

eZË¬Ô@Jß~˜÷X
²[ƒTÞÅ!�~»tDåXāZ¶gzVÆŠí~̧,ˆ~B‰Zzg²[ƒTÞÅeg
Š-Zg~~¬WŠZ4ƒC‰X=Šy½›>ÆŠí~»ñV~̂zsgx7,@*åXZÏ
n÷áxÃ²[ƒTÞÅ>~ZoZ˜Ñq-ƒ@*åXZq-gziÝxgÎw{y%jxÀÐì

Ñāt²[ƒTÞHšì?…}.Z»>Å̧,>ÆŠí~Šk,ÐB÷Zzg?z;V
¬ÍfeƒX)03(

êÙ~
Yâ~Z#!*g~'ä6,ZãZ**ǵ~ky1ÂZrVä²[ƒTÞY**ghŠc*XZzg 1939

Y÷Æ4,Šq-êÙ~~á̂ÑXlZrŒ‹]²[ƒTÞÆgzbgzZV¸XZzg{á**ñg
ZŠ'VÅ•êÙ~~_'XteñÅ¿ÏŠz»y¶X&-8ÆZq-̧x6,„›y`
gì¸XŒV»ô+Zzg›Ÿ9ŠzâVWD¸XZzg(Ïoø{!*i~~̂zsgT¸XZkÙ~

!*g~'ÆÃc*]z©Ñ]



~Zq-z‰Ü~Zq-ŠgXÐic*Š{WŠò7�Mh¸X–w†Z?xpgæX
ZkÆæZÇV~uz„eZË¦†Zv¸X!*g~xîg6,WD¸XYèZy»#Ì
ŒÛd$åXeZË¬ÔJß~ÃÌ¸£x%̈[åXZzgñÑ**DZ−+‚´CÙgziŠxg—
�ÛâDXZyÆ‚B†ZvŒÛ7ÌƒD¸Xóó)13(
ñÑ**&bZ−+Z£Ì!*g~'ÅzzÐgzi=pÑD¸X�ZŠd$!*‡°ÏÐ7

Yâ~‡ìƒðXZkÆâ´Lg 1925 ä̂¸Xz{Ìß~Zq-Šz!*g¢zgZŠOWä3¸XêÙ~
ÆNêÆg�zZá¸XÑƒgW™ZrVäÙ~»»xÑzqHZzgZL‹Åc*Š~Zq-eñ
{:ÅÑZzgZk»**xêÙ~g3Xt5Zzg6,ZãZ**ǵ»£xZ£wåXeZËZ*ÔZö**i˜÷X

µnŠk¦/îsZzg&¦/²!teñ{:!*Š~Z‹~ÂZq-4@*gq-u8-ú#{åX
TÆZq-Ãä~¿~”seZw™gz×ŠZyïÑŠHåXƒZZzggzÝÅ'¸Zq-gZ{

¶XgCgCt#{DzZŠ[»‘Zg{Zzg„z®»%œ/0ŠHXêÙ~Ågz¿ñÑ**@*�gÎ
W!*Š~Š-yPÑâeZËÁáZvÔeZË¬Ô@Jß~Ô!*g~'ÔW¸Øgl»ª~ÔÍ0*w
!5ÿ

GÔZºèZãÔW¸ËZghÔ·†Zv−7ZzgƒlF,è~Z,**ñgZIDÆŠxŠxÐ
÷X)23(
!*g~'êÙ~~ZKi0+ÏÆWy~ŠâVJ-WDgìXZ7ZkÆŠgzŠ-ZgÐZq-̄z

f6maZƒŠHåX-VCkƒ@*åÍc*êÙ~Zzg!*g~ÑixzFzxƒVz{Z#J-gziZ:ŒVÜ
:ÎfeZ7jy7MåXeZËÐzZuÐêÙ~ÐZyÆm»zZ§-VÒy™D÷X

!*g~ÆŠz2V~ÐZq-™r#Ëiâä~êÙ~~!*‡°{WD¸!*g~Zzg&b

Z−+ÐZyÅp[•gS‰X„Æˆz{™r#ZLFÆZ™g`ƒ‰XZzgê
Ù~~Ö™Šz2VÐNZK7icÆÜsKÑX~äZq-Šy!*g~Ð7Y#V
™r#êÙ~~Ã7WDH!*]ì?!*g~Zq-4Æn{ñlƒ‰‰z{ZkÎZw
ÃZq-4N*ÜeTƒVX‰ZkÎZwÐZ7ŠÄƒZƒXz{ZLŠz2VÆÜs¼:

ëX!*g~äZK8ÆŠÜ>VÐ÷~§sŠ¬~�Z[»ZOg™g;åz{÷Z;B
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&¿.ç FH™ìÑXeZË™r#z‰ÜZK̈yÆZˆ‚]Ô_.!*]Zzg§i„ƒ¼$+wŠêìX
ñÑ**™r#øD©wZ[ÌWD÷=ZkƒTÞÆŠgzŠ-ZgÐÎîìZkÅcY~
ô}ƒñŠz2VÆ̂b[÷Z¤/ÃðÌŒV7WñÇÂ~¢zgWîVÇX)33(

Yâ~Zy 1976 ÑƒgÆZy�gZŠ!1âV»E+™{yz*yN*Z5Š‹äZKZ÷á®)Šc

ZÖp~HìX
The two most popular dhabas were the Arab Hotel opposite Islamia

College and the Nagina Bakery in the Neela Gumbad area.(34) 

»°;îk
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130 YâXmX 1985 ÷éXÅÑƒgÔT Pc*Š,P@*W,Z] 3XJß~Ô¬Ô@eZË
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Yâ1974 Šc14 *yTgzi**)LLætóóÑƒg !*g~Zq-»ŠZŠd$ 4XpgæÔ†Z?xÔeZË
5XfZ!�3ÔmX131

Yâ1972 Šc11 *yTgzi**)LLúZxóóÑb7gX !*g~™r#§iZŠd$ 6X·œ&Ô™Ô
Yâ1980 Šc12 *yTgzi**)LLZ%zióóÑƒgX !*g~'Zq-ŠZ›g 7X‡ŠÔZ£0+*

128 TLL*ZŠZg{óóÑƒgXmX vÅÓ#Ö 8X'Ô!*g~
TZ�åò;îkŠ‹X F,¹IZŠ[�k‚!̂ 9XgK‡Ô6,zWÔ»‰Ô¬Øg¦

50 YâXmX 1987

YâXmX143 1996 T=wZOòZgŠz!*iZgÑƒgX Ñƒg**) 01X**iÔZ*XZöÔeZË
342 11XZsmX

79-80 YâXmX 1976 „ZgŠzÑƒgÔTX gzÙð 21X=ŠI
W>]V"5Ò5½n.ç

FEGIEEZPMgzeÑƒgX gz~ìgm/ 31XpgæÔ†Z?xÔeZË
YâXmX981X881 1986

*yTgzi**)LLZz[óóÑƒgX Z³F,¹I!{3¨4
è

EE
GE 41XoÔ†Zv

Yâ1948 †g~ 31

âx)LLZŠ["óóÑƒg ZŠ!g‚bÆæ‚w 51XZâgGÔeZË
305 YâXmX 1992 T÷é"5Ó½n.ç

FEIEEÑƒgX ÑƒgÅc*Š, 61XZ}q
âegyò;îkÍ!âgLŠgc*m5Š‹ ¾g0*Ù 71XÍ0*w!5ÿ

G

110006

Yâ1964 Šc14 *yTgzi**)LLætóóÑƒgX F,¹IZzgë 81Xpgæ†Z?xÔeZË
Yâ1974 Šc10 *yTgzi**)LLzÃtóóÑƒgX !*g~'ZzgÎcx 91XYßO~bÔeZË6,zW

£!',ZñZ*XZ})ôÄ(Zš#] !*g~'ô̈° 02Xsi~ÔÄẗ
º[-Eg;Ñƒg

Yâ1975 Šc15 *yT8gzi{LL"yóÑƒgX !*g~'!ò, 12X·œ&Ô™Ô
18 22XfZ!�
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*yTgzi**)LLætóó !*g~'Zz[Iô° 32Xpgæ†Z?xÔeZË
Yâ1972 Šc10 ÑƒgX

229 42XfZ!�1ÔmX
52XfZ!�2

336 62XfZ!�01ÔmX
342 72XZsXmX

344 ÔmX 26 82XfZ!�
ÔZ»g~âgLŠgc*m5Š‹Ô 9 „’q-� Ñƒg»�f™H 92XÍ0*w!5ÿ

G

32 YâmX 1971T

143 ÔmX 3 03XfZ!�
129 ÔmX 13 13XfZ!�
345 ,mX 10 23XfZ!�

Yâ1973 Šc13 *yTgzi**)LLætóóÑƒgX !*g~'c*Šg§V 33XÐzZuÐ
Article Published in Delhi, The past memories Gopal Mital 43X

The "Hindustan Times" New Delhi Dec. 11, 1976.

64 ÔmX 16 53XfZ!�
131 ÔmX 13 63XfZ!�

133 73XZsmX

135 83XZsmX
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